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Shuttle service starts again

Atlantis blasts off with observatory
By MARCIA DUNN

/11
/
/(1
:906R1

1991. after a hiatus of four months. Gone were worries over tiny cracks in a door-opening mechanism of
Atlantis that had grounded another shuttle.
The main event of the flight, which will last five
days, is the release of the Gamma Ray Observatory.
Mission commander Steven Nagel and his crew of
four will place the spacecraft in a 279-mile -high orbit
on Sunday.
On Monday, astronauts Jerry Ross and Jay Apt are
scheduled to take the first space walk by Americans in
more than five years. They are to spend six hours in
the open cargo bay testing equipment that would be
needed to build a space station.
Also during the mission, pilot Kenneth Cameron
and other astronauts will use a ham radio to contact
schoolchildren and other amateur radio operators
around the world. They also hope to-feifch cosmonauts
aboard the Soviet space station Mir_
The I7-ton Gamma Ray Observatoiy. the heaviest
science satellite ever lifteny a shuttle, will circle the
Earth for at least two years in its quest for gamma

AP Aerospace Writer

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Atlantis thundered
into orbit today with five astron ts and an immense
observatory that will stalk the hotti.. most powerful
rays in the heavens.
Spewing flame from twin booster rockets, the
shuttle roared from its seaside launch pad at 9:23 a.m.
EST. It cleared the tower and immediately began turning to head out in the correct direction over the Atlantic Ocean.
The sky was cloudy after a morning of rain. The
weather made the launch five minutes late.
The rockets burned for two minutes and dropped
empty into the Atlantic about 130 miles downrange,
where ships were supposed to be waiting to pick them
up. The 100-ton shuttle reached orbit 61/2 minutes
later on the thrust of its three main engines.
"All systems going well." said Mission Control's
Jeff Carr.
It was the 39th launch of a shuttle and the first o!-

MURRAY, KY

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
MERION, Pa. — Federal investigators searched today for clues
to the cause of a collision
between a helicopter and small
plane that killed U.S. Sen. John
Heinz HI and six other people.
including two children on the
ground.

ray.

Nations rally to help Kurdish refugees
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) —
Humanitarian aid was on its way
today to Iraqi Kurds who fled Saddam Hussein's army, and the world
community assailed the Baghdad
government for alleged atrocities in
putting down the Kurdish rebellion.
Iraq's leadership announced a
pardon to Kurds who rebelled
against Saddam. but remained
silent en whether it Would accept
harsh U.N. terms for a cease-fire in
the Gulf War.
The U.N. Security Council was
expected to vote on a resolution
condemning Iraq's military onslaught against its Kurdish minority

-STATE
OWENSBORO — A man
charged with striking his adult
son with a hammer and shooting
him in the stomach allegedly
told police he planned to kill his
son and wife before committing
suicide, the chief detective said.

SPORTS
CINCINNATI — Pete Rose's
three-month stay in a halfway
house is to end today, leaving
the former Cincinnati Reds manager to finish a court-ordered
1,000 hours of community service — the final part of his sentence for tax offenses.

as-a threat to international peace
and security.
Iraq has largely crushed Kurdish
rebels in the north and Shiite
Moslem insurgents in the south
who sought to topple Saddam after
the Gulf War ended in a cease-fire
Feb. 28.
Iran and Turkey said Thursday
that more than a million Kurdish
ifugees swarmed to ineir nordo's,
seeking protection-from Saddam's
army.
"This is a kind of, I should say.
a kind of genocide" being carried
out by Iraq against the Kurds.
Turkish President Turgut Ozal told

WASHINGTON — The dramatic surge in unemployment that
has put 1.6 million Americans'
out of work in recent months is
expected to hamper any economic recovery, analysts say.

FORECAST
Mostly clear tonight but with
patchy, late-night fog. Lows in
the lower 50s. Sunny and warm
Saturday. Highs in the lower
80s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.1, +0.5; below 337.5, -0.6
Barkley Lake
359.0, +0.5; below 332.9, -0.5
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Atlantis roared skyward at approximately 9:23 a.m. despite a morning of light rain and clouds which delayed the launch for five minutes.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Ozone layer failing faster than first thought
By CHARLES CAMPBELL
Associated Press Writer

BUSINESS

Britain's Independent Television
News on Thursday.
Britain's U.N. ambassador. Sir
David Hannay, spoke of •'hundreds
of thousands of bedraggled, bootless, freezing people being 'driven
across the mountains of Iraq by
tanks, helicopter gunships and so
on."
A Turkish official said Iraqi forces today fired m.ortars it Iraqi
refugees massing at the Turkish
border, which has been closed to
them since Wednesday. The report
could not be immediately

WASHINGTON — The ozone layer protecting Earth from cancercausing ultraviolet radiation is being destroyed about twice as fast as was
previously believed, the government says.
The depletion is particularly severe over.* United States, according to
findings that one Environmental Protection Agency official Thursday
called "pretty shocking."
The increased pace of ozone depletion could mean an additional
200,000 deaths from skin cancer in the United States over the next 50
years, EPA Administrator William K. Reilly said.
That would be a near-doubling of the current rate of 5,000 skin cancer
deaths annually.
'These data suggest depletion of 4 to 5 percent has occurred since
1978 over the United States," Reillji said. "Past studies had shown about
half that amount."
"What's happening is close to the worst fears," said F. Sherwood
Rowland, a chemistry professor at the University of California, Irvine,
who discovered in 1974 that chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, were damaging the ozone layer.
Reilly said the EPA would step up efforts to halt production and use of
CFCs and other industrial chemicals blamed for ozone depletion.
The new data on ozone came from global satellite monitoring begun in
1978. Rich McPeters, chairman of the ozone processing team at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard Space Center.
said details would be set out in two papers, one already submitted for

publication and one still being revised.
The studies found a global decrease of 2.6 percent over 10 years, he
said, with the effects concentrated in the middle latitudes of the Northern
and Southern hemispheres.
"If you look at the equator there's nothing happening," McPeters said.
"Above 20 degrees latitude north or south. you start seeing some very
large decreases."
At 40 degrees north latitude — which cuts through the middle of the
continental United States — ozone has been disappearing at a rate of
about 0.5 percent per year, McPeters said.
"These are pretty shocking numbers." said Eileen Claussen, director of
EPA's atmospheric and indoor air programs.
Ms. Claussen said helping developing countries reduce their emissions
of ozone-depleting chemicals was "the biggest thing that can make a
difference."
In addition, she said, EPA can encourage recycling of the chemicals —
founck in car air conditioners, for example — and can make sure that any
substitutes developed are not ozone-destroying themselves.
A new cause for concern,-Ms. Claussen said, is that while older studies
found ozone depletion mostly in winter, the new data find a thinning layer
in the spring as well, when plants are growing and people are more likely
to be outdoors.
Under the Montreal Protocol, almost 70 nations. including the United
States, are committed to phasing out CFCs and other chemicals that attack
the ozone layer. As strengthened last year in London, the agreement sets a
(Coni'd on page 2)

Living Memorial
Fund 'legal entity'
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger 8 Times Stall Writer

The Murray Living Memorial
Fund, a project which began
approximately a year ago, has
become in "official, legal entity,"
according to Mac Fitts, director of
the Department of Planning and
Engineering.
The service stands to pay tribute
to honor deceased loved ones
through the planting of trees or
landscaping public property made
possible by donations.
Board members representative of
community organizations determine
where the contributions are spent.
Requests for placement of the living memorials may be channeled
through the Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce and
the Community. Improvement
Volunteers.
"The entire community benefits
(Cont'd on page 2)

Safety belt use
below average
i in Murray area
Findings from an automobile
safety belt survey conducted by
the Murray Police Department
along with the Murray Fire
Department indicate ,motorists
in the city of Murray use their
safety belts at a pace well
below the average rate.
According to officer Melody
Jones of the NIPD, approximately 23 percent of drivers in
the N1iitray area use safety,
belts. Jones said that pgsengers
and children in vehicle being
driven by operators not using
safety belts were also not using
safety belts.
Jones added that most infants
still small enough to use car
seats were properly secured in
the vehicles, but most larger
children were not.
En a similar survey, more
than 50 percent of drivers in
Bowling Green and 70 percent
of drivers in Lexington were
reported wearing safety belts.
Murray Police Department is
beginning efforts to educate the
citizens of Murray concerning
the proper and necessary use of
safety belts. In the next few
weeks, Murray Police will be
asking the citizens, businesses
and media in Murray and Calloway County to become involved
in the effort.

•

•

•

Voting registration
books to be closed

Recently, the Murray Living Memorial Fund provided for the planting of dogvvoods on
the courthouse
!awl. Representatives of the board for the Living Memorial pictured from left are
Barbara Brandon.
President of the Murray Woman's Club: Tommy Sanders. city council representative;
Mac Fitts, representative of Leadership Murray Alumni: Don Elias. city planner and Jo Benson, presiden
t of the Community Improvement Volunteers.
Staff photo by Marianna Alexander

Voting registratiol -books will be
closed April 30 thitugh June 3.
Anyone wishing to register to vote
must do so on or before April 29.
Also absentee ballot applications
for those not able to be in the
county on election day arc available and will be through May 21,
according to Ray Coursey at the
county clerk's office.
Registration books are required
by state law to close 30 days before
the election.
The primary election is scheduled for May 28.
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Calloway road
improvement
work budgeted

Promised pledge

FRANKFORT — Milo D.
Bryant. Secretary of Transportation
and Commissioner of Highways,
has announced, the approved
1991-92 Rural Secondary Program
for Calloway County which provides maintenance and traffic
im.proyernents for the fiscal year
and establishes road improvement
projects to begin.
The state has budgeted S388,900
for rraMtenance of 138.9 miles of
state roads in CalloAay County. In
addition. the state will provide
funds for the placement of blacktop
resarla.ing on the following roads:
*Dr. Douglas Road (KY 1536):
'Palmer Road (County Road 1481):
*Brady Road (County Road 1478),
and:
•Charr‘ Corner-New Concord
Road iCounty Road 1135).
According to Bryant, the program is estimated to cost a total of
S630.5-2 and will be provided
throiich the state's Rural Secondary'

Nations rally...

aid.

Ozone layerfailing...

ACCOL7.1.

Brant -'explained that "a certain
aino,.n: of money is set aside for
basic maintenance and additional
funds e allocated throughout the
year or improvement projects. The
ar: made possible through
collasti,-,n of the state motor fuels
tax and distribution is based on
each :•,'.:77;'s land size, population
7..7.1: road mileage.'
A„.ording to Bryant, each probe accomplished by con:11 be advertised for bids'
as soon as possible.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
NI-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Call 'Today
Professional
Real Estate

Protocol.
"It will increase the pressure for
further strengthening. There's no
doubt about that." Benedick said
in an interview. "But the real news
is people should use more sun
screen and stay out of the sun."
At ground level, ozone is a pollutant. But in the upper atmosphere
— about 10 miles up — ozone
blocks some of the sun's ultraviolet
radiation. which can cause skin
cancer and harm some plants.
CFCs are used extensively,. in air
conditioning and re.frigeration, in
making insulating foam and as a
solvent. Methyl chloroform is a
solvent for metal cleaning and is
- used in. adhesives and coatings.
Alternative chemicals are being
developed. hut sonic pose environmental dangers of their own. Also,
the alternatives often require
expensive alterations to refrigeration equipment deigned for CFCs.
"We've started up three plants
to make alternat:Yes to CFCs.''
said Dwight Bedsole. business
director of DuPont's fluorochemicats division. "Our customers have
to convert their equipment: We
need to Continue to convey a sense
of urgency to our customers."
Also Thursday. a DuPont stock-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

ACE

Ky. +API
Thursday's
•...- • .
- s selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3:
1 _7-4
seven, four)

Ara,41:ft At Parcpw
Ace arovrase SI0
,
96

APRIL 91

Hardware

\•

Y wiggly

•

(Coned from page 1)
from a service such as this,- Fitts
said. All donations are tax
"This memorial program will
sere to beautify the community. I
wou'd like to encourage the use of
this memorial." Fitts said, "It is a
nice way to honor or 'show
of application for the
rnam.orii.il are available at the Bank
of Murray and Peoples Bank, the
Chamher of Commerce, each local
funeral home and the Murray.CalloYvay County Hospital. Contributions may be mailed to P.O. Box
6, !Murray. Ky. 42071.
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Living...

An E.ans%ille, Ind. man suffered
poSsibre minor head and face injuries in a tAo-vehicle accident Nion. _,1V
rig to a report from the
i),;.:,;e. Department.
Draws, 18. of 12427
0,1kLiai,: Road, Evansville, Ind..
or injuries after the car
di-I.:rig was struck by.
anott../
driven by Troy.
Rt. 6. Murray, around
5.2.- p.m... t;.'iice said.
Barrett ..as 'westbound on Chest. St-ect ..hen Drews apparently.
.d
ihito his path from the
l'ardee's Restaurant.

Bel Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

holder backed by Friends of the
Earth lost a court bid to force a
shareholders' vote on a proposal
aimed at speeding up the company's plans to end production of
CFCs.
U.S. District Judge John H. Pratt
in Washington ruled that such decisions are reserved for company
management. Friends of the Earth
said the ruling would be appealed.

One slightly hurt
in two-car crash

:iontnitmenr
Cervice.

not reported injured.
reports.

Y.,1.-••

- Black oil-saturated rain
tell on Pakistan's southwestern provin
ce
of Baluchistan, official television
reported The greasy downpour Thursday
was blamed on the hundreds of oil wells
liurning out of control in war -devastated
Kuwait, Pakistan television said Pakistan
is about 1.500 miles east of Kuwait Local environmentalists said Pakistan had
expected some fallout from the flaming
oil fields, ignited by retreating Iraqi soldiers in February after the monthlong war
against U S led allied troops

TURKEY
ISTANBUL - Gunfire from the Iraqi Con
sulate today killed one demonstrator and
wounded another while protesters stoned
the building. the semi-official Anatolia
news agency reported Preliminary
reports said a group protesting the Iraqi
army's attacks against Iraqi Kurds
gathered outside the consulate and
began stoning the building Shortly after
shots were tired from inside the building
and one of the demonstrators was killed
and another wounded. Anatolia said

ENGLAND
LONDON - About 20 Kurdish demon
strators forced their way into an annex of
the Iraqi Embassy today, burning the
Iraqi flag' and throwing documents into
the street to protest Baghdad's alleged
atrocities in crushing Kurdish insurgents
The protesters occupied the building for
more than three hours before beginning
to surrender No injuries were immediately reported

EL SALVADOR

MEXICO CITY - Salvadoran rebel leaders showed more flexibility arid the right
ist government called for consensus as
both sides began new talks aimed at
ending the 11 year old civil war Talks
were to resume today, after the first session was held Thursday

HAITI
PORT AU-PRINCE - Former President
Ertha Pascal-Trouillot. who led Haiti to its
first democratic elections, has been jailed
for allegedly conspiring to overthrow her
own government Her surprise arrest
Thursday stemmed from a toiled coup
attempt on Jan 6 by diehard supporters
of the ousted Duvalier family dictatorship
who tried to block the presidency of
Jean-Bertrand Aristide Mrs PascalTrouillot had said she was kidnapped
from her home in her nightgown and held
hostage at gunpoint in the National
Palace for 10 hours before loyalist soldiers stormed the building and ended the
siege

NICARAGUA
MANAGUA
The Soviet Union will stop
supplying the Sandinista-led army with
spare parts. a leading Soviet official was
quoted as saying Because of the army's
dependence on Soviet -made weapons
the move could seriously undermine the
army s ability to wage war or provide
arms to other leftist insurgents in Central
America The announcement Thursday
follows reports from Washington that the
United Stales asked the Soviets to cut oft
aid to the army to undercut the leftist
Sandinistas' apparent hold on political
power despite last years electoral loss

CANADA
SMITHERS. British Columbia - Six peo-

Shovel or Bow Rak•
s-ove
•ro • .. •

COTONOU - President Nicephor,
Soglo was sworn in Thursday as
th•s
West African nation's first democratical
ly
elected leader in more than two decad
es
Soglo 56, just back from Paris where
he
was treated for typhoid and an inflam
ed
sciatic nerve in his leg was led
by his
wife and son to the dais at .a hotel in
the
port of Cotonou, where he gave his
inau
gural address
SANTIAGO - Tens of thousands of
pec
ple mourned a slain right-wing
senator
'Thursday, with many chanting in
support
of Gen Augusto Pinochet and denoun
o
ing the civilian government that succeeded him Both Pinochet, Chile's former military ruler, and his successor,
President Patna° Aylwin, attended a funeral Mass at a Roman Catholic church in
Santiago for Sen Jaime Guzman He
was assassinated Monday by two
unidentified gunmen
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INDIA
NEW DELHI - About 300,000 people
rallied to a call Thursday by religious fundamentalists who want to turn secular
India into a Hindu nation "This is a historic rally, and we believe it will give a
new turn to history," said Atal Behan Valpayee a lop leader of the Hindu Bharatiya Janata, or Indian People's Party The
large attendance at the rally, held near
Parliament, indicated the religious issue'.
will be important in parliamentary elec
lions scheduled at the end of May The
exact dates are yet to be announced

SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG - Attackers threw a
gasoline-soaked tire around the neck of a
teen-ager and burned him to death in the
latest round of black clashes, which also
left seven other people dead, police said
Thursday Eight people were also
arrested in connection with a massacre
at a black funeral vigil in March that left
13 dead Also Thursday, a while extremist was sentenced to death for an October bus ambush that killed seven blacks,
authorities said Leaders of the African
National Congress began meeting Thursday
d
oimscaunsG
s itihm
e alraotuessIsavidiole n ce
de,tabu
st
no
would be released immediately The
ANC
is the country's leading group oppose
d to
the white minority government In
an
unrest report covering the past 24 hours
police said at least five people died
in
Natal Province, where black faction
al
battles between supporters of the
ANC
and Inkatha Freedom Party have raged
since 1986 There, a 16-year-old
boy
died when he was "necklaced- with a car
tire soaked in gasoline In the Johann
esburg township of Soweto, a man
was
stoned to death and another shot
to
death the report said Another man
was
hacked to death in Johannesburg s Alex
andra township, police said
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injuring a police officer and -shattering
nearby shop windows, police said Sever
al elderly residents of Banbridge. about
25 miles southwest of Belfast, were
hos
pitalized for shock following the Thursd
ay
blast, neighbors said A spokesman for
the Royal Ulster Constabulary said
the
police officer was also hospitalized with
leg injuries There was no irrrned
au
claim of responsibil[ty
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(Coned—from page 1)
By The Associated Press
confirmed.
Thousands of Iraqi Kurds have
PERU
ple were killed Thursday when a
managed to push their way into
DC 3
LIMA - A strong earthquake has struck
crash landed on a frozen lake in northern
Turkey despite the presence of
the Andes in northern Peru, hours after
British Columbia, police said Authori
ties
thousands of Turkish soldiers
another quake rattled the region and
said seven people were aboard the plane
injured at least one person. officials said
guarding the border.
and one survived
today A quake registering 6 8 on the
In Baghdad. Iraq's ruling RevoRichter scale hit the area of Moyobamba
•
ENGL./01D
lutionary Command Council said
at 11 20 pm (EST) Thursday. 13 hours
LONDON - The World Wide Fund for
alter an earthquake measuring 6 1 hit the
today" that all Kurds who took part
Nature is urging tounsts to boycott Thaiarea, according to the U S Geoland until that country ends an illegal
in the rebellion would be pardoned. same
logical Survey in San Francisco There
trade in wildlife which threatens some
of
except those n_ho took part in pre- , were no immediate reports ot damag
the world's rarest species -Thailand
e or
is
injuries from the latest quake near Moyo•
meditated crimes of killing, rape
probably the worst country in the world
bamba, capital ot San Martin province in
for
the
illegal trade in endangered wild
and theft.
the Andean mountains 400 miles north of
life," Simon Lystel. a senior conservation
The announcemonl.„ carried by
Lima A spokesman at the Peruvian Geoofficer for the fund told a London news
physical Institute in Lima said early today
the official Iraqi N7V,,is Agency,
conference Thursday "If allowed to conthat equipment there did not register the
tinue, this illegal trade could drive some
said the pardon extended even to
more severe quake and they were unaspecies to extinction Lyster said Rhimembers of the armed forces and
ware of it Civil Defense authorities in
nos, Asian elephants tigers and hyacin
th
Lima did not answer the telephone alter
internal security groups who had
macaws are among the speci
es
the second reported quake Radio
threat
ened
becaus
deserted to the rebellion.
e Thailand flouts the
reports following the first tremor said one
Convention on International Trade
in
Government officials and protesperson was injured "We have had
Endangered Species. Lyster said Thaiunconfirmed reports that 10 people were
ters in seYeral Western countries
land is a member of the conven
tion,
killed in the first quake (Thursday4r said
which took effect in 1975
pleaded for international efforts to
U S Geological Survey spokeswoman
help the fleeing Kurds. Britain and
Pat Jorgenson
NORTHERN IRELAND
Sweden on Thursday pledged a
BELFAST - A bomb hidden in van
PAKISTAN
exploded in a town southwest of Belfast
combined total of S3i).3 million in
ISLAMABAD

Murray Rotary Club President Cedric Benson,
left, offers a pledize of
$5.01.10 to Chuck ‘1ard for the Murray State
University's noi special
events center. The mone sill he raised by the cluh's
annual telethon
scheduled for this fall.

(Coned from page 1i
year 2000 deadline for phasing out
CFCs, halons and carbon tetrachloride, and a 2005 deadline for
methyl chloroform.
"This new data is very frightening," said Liz Cooke, ozone campaign director for the environmental group Friends of the Earth.
"Our current plan to eliminate
these chemicals hy the year 2000
dangerously slow."
Richard Benedick, former
U.S. negotiator on ozone protot tion. said the bad news about ozotti:
could be expected to bring about
new revision of the Men-.
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Cartoonist Haynie featured
at MSU during art festival

it

, -

Hugh Haynie, editorial cartoonist
at the Louisville Courier Journal
since 1958, will be among featured
artists conducting workshops at
Murray State University each day
of the of the West Kentucky Youth
Arts Festival, April 8-10.
Haynie's two presentations each
day are among 43 workshops being
offered to about 725 students in
grades 4-12 from 14 school districts in West Kentucky. Among
the kinds of workshops are visual
arts, hands-on crafts, storytelling,
drama, music and dance.
A S6,000 grant awarded to the
Calloway County Board of Education by the Kentucky Center for the
Arts is providing support for the
festival to educate, expose and
allow youth of various grade levels
to experience and participate in
many art forms and expressions.
Dr. Nancy Lovett of the Calloway County schools is the festival
coordinator.
Besides Calloway County, other
school districts which will have
students attending are: Ballard
County, Caldwell County, Crittenden County, Graves County,
Livingston County, Marshall County, Mayfield, Murray, Paducah,
Webster County, McCracken County, Fulton County and Providence.
Workshops are scheduled in sev-

FAIN INSURANCE
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Life
Health
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•

Any complete pair

of prescription eyeglasses

sAtt

since 1981
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F53-0632—I

Tracy D. McKinney

IWi

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

IL

Summers faiitical

•.•

Olympic Plaza •Murray
753-7063
Jeff Summers, Liscensed Optician .Offer good thru
April 30, 1991
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READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
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Girlfriend reportedly
stabs' Benton man
A Benton man was stabbed
Thursday after a dispute with his
girlfriend.
Buele Scott Jr., 39, was in stable
condition at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital after being
stabbed in the abdomen, according
to a report by Marshall County
Deputy Sheriff Troy Defew.
A woman identified as Scott's
girlfriend told police that she
stabbed him in self defense about
5:30 p.m. in her home. Scott told
police that he provoked the incident and has not filed charges.

1.

Rail Services Inc.
ordered to close
Rail Services Inc. of Calvert
City has been ordered by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
to cease operations because of
environmental violations.
The order was issued because
"EPA has determined that present
and past...handling, storage; treatment and disposal of solid and
hazardous waste at the facility may
present an imminent and substantial danger to human health or the
environment.
According to EPA Region IV
spokesman Carl Terry, an explosion at the facility Feb. 23 that
killed one employee and injured
two others provided additional evidence that conditions at the facility
are hazardous to human health and
the environment.
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LION DOLLAR

Tire companies
announce idlings

JEWELRY SALE

General Tire and Goodyear have
announced a series of plant idlings
which will cost thousands of area
tire workers at least a week's pay
this month.
The 3,000 employees at General
Tire plants in Mayfield and Mt.
Vernon, Ill., will get a week off
beginning April 22. The 3,000
employees at the Goodyear plant in
Union City, Term., will be laid, off
next week.
"The move is being made to
adjust inventory caused by the
depressed auto market and the
overall economic climate," Gneral
Tire spokesman Ed Kalail said in
news release.
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See the difference Hometown Quality makes Compare our prices &

A tradition in service

Jim Fain

FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1991

Anniversary Special!

AGENCY

eral locations across the Murray
State campus. Providing logistical
support for the festival are Dr.
Roger Reichmuth of the College of
Fine Arts and Communication and
Karen Guthrie of the center for
Continuing Education'antl Academic Outreach at Murray State.
Besides Lovett, festival planners
include Susan Taylor of Calloway
County, Jean Bennett of Murray,
Beverly Ford, of Marshall County
and Tommy Scott of Graves
County.

;44•481-41004
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PERSPECTIVE
Letter to the editor

The rope bridges of metaphor

Umar thanks friends for
their concern and support
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my appreciation and
of Murray, Calloway County, and the Unive gratitude to all the people
rsity
asked about my family in Iraq during and after who called, wrote, and
the war. Your outpour of
affection and concern was heart warming
and consoling to me in those
bleak days that seemed at times to be devoi
d of hope.
Recently the heavy burden of not knowing
the fate of my sisters was
lifted by the news that they are alive. I thank
God
ings bestowed on me, not only for the news, almighty for the blessbut also for living in a
thoughtful and caring community.
Respectfully,
Farouk Umar
2221 Quail Creek
Murray, Ky. 42071

Washington Today

Bush loses some luster
By BARRY SCHWEID
An Associated Press News Analysis
WASRINGTON — President Bush's cautious response
to the plight of
Iraqi rebels is taking some of the shine off the nearl
y universal acclaim
showered on him only five weeks ago when allied f•,-)rees
defeated Saddam
Hussein.
Having exhor,ed opponents of the Iraqi leader to rise
up against him
during the war. Bush stayed on the sidelines as despe
rate Kurds and Shiite
Muslims rebelled, captured some Iraqi s:orom.enold
s. and then fell to the
government's superior forces.
The president denounced the way Saddam Hassein was
treating his own
people. And, in a, traditional gesture. Bush on Thur*
day
offered to "do
what we can to help" the tens of thousands
of Kurdish refugees fleeing
Iraq. U.S. officials said that meant food and medic
ine.
Stot an offer hardly compares with the effort
to posh Iraq out of
Kuwait. And the anti-Saddam rhetoric probably will
be no more effective
than what Bush said last year about the annexation
of Kuwait — until he
sent in the troops.
The president's defenders prefer tu cast the debat
e in terms of whether
U.S. forces . should open fire again. this time
to help
'Kurds and
Shiites. "I don't think there is_a single parent of
a
singl
e
man
or woman
who fought in Desert Storm who wants
to see :he United States pushed
into this situation." Bush said.
Aga• . 7raking it a war-or-peace issdio
r-e,ident saidte would not. _
fortes 3A'hO -fought w
t.) liberate Kuwait
-to he s.eked into a war with Iraq.:%....27C are a variety of possib:.
•
short of going
.•1,
7.'
help the Kurds a-ol S- • •, .: :oe:r s:o-oggie with
Sad dart": 1.17;2
he to warn the Ira. e,:d;27 7.
use helicopter gunships
and
..711ery against ::e -..- a.,
treater, him with
-• •: narrian rights are v
Karim. a Washington neurosargeon who met Thurs
day with
Sta•o: D•tioartment officials in behalf of the embat
a'sr, :hat Bush send an envoy to Iraq to meet v.d-thtled Kurds, suggested
dissidents and that he •
7: a delegation .to the Wrote House.. T77: „:_77!U', :he rebellion, Bosh ha, • .:-: "
-toe 1.
o.
'irau
:he administration does
•
U.S. policy is designee I.; d.o.ouraae
s iro:o
_7
,n Iraq's affairs.
.•eotatives of the rebellious Kurds and Sh..ite so
: ..
.•;..:" up Iraq. They say they are I-4-thoirig for deroo
.o.
aalL7S1 Saddarn's repression.
H winding up while the debate goes on. "In
-..m.
Ha••;: • ••••••• in control of all the major towns in Irao.- R
Bo-no
a Department spokesman. said Thursday:
„.
Saddam's opponents — and simply of
•,ross-fire
remains poignant.
of civilians face murder a: :he hands of Saddam'aft
• an Iraqi acadernic warnec State Department off.,.ier U.S.
ais tiros
•
dead men, women and children.- Sarnir al-Kt-la:1:
said. "I
not to be abandoned.• :d The .Associated Press on Thursday
that
offiaiais
er assurances that would not happen. "But they
haven: :ne
to do about it.- he said. "What you have ithere
is
ooa."
• 7

occupy about :5 percent of Ira. Khalil --esOonated
c:.1/00 refugees Were in those areas.
a cloud hovers over', the desperele soaatioo.
• • •' K.:72. and Shiites led on to rebel with a ;res...00tti
al
the
•oald back them up.' And are they now te.ng let
•ioj, no.
H.: • r...-:orters in California,: on Th•ursdav he had said from
the outset
:7 •
oroegle with Saddat that overinrowing the Iraqi leader was
•

•

•

•

•

EDITOR'S NOTE Barry Scheid. head of The Aissbcia
ted Prcs.S . State
Tkpartment staff, has covered U.S. d.plomacy since 1973.

Today In History
Today is Friday, April 5, the 95th day of 1991.
There are 270 days lef
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 5, 1887, in Tuscumbia, Ala., teacher Anne
Sullivan achieved
a major breakthrough with her blind and deaf pupil
. Helen Keller. by conveying to her the meaning of the word "water"
in the Manual Alphabet.
On this date:
In 1951. 40 years ago, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
were sentenced to
death following their conviction on charges of being
atomic'spies for the
Soviet Union.
Thought for Today: "I realized a long time ago
that a belief which does
not spring from a conviction in the emotions
is no belief at all." — Evelyn Scott, American author (1893-1963).
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improved. One fiddles around.
One more point about similes:
They have to stay in pitch. Roscoe
Ellard, one of America's greatest
teachers of journalism, used to cite
a simile that spoiled a lyrically
descriptive passage about the beauties of pristine nature: "Then the
sun, like a great fried egg, slowly
set." There went the image.
A new book of 8,000 similes.
teeth." Better? I dunno. This is how
compiled by Elyse•and Mike Somone fiddles around.
mer, recently came from Visible
A book reviewer some months
Ink Press, a division of Gale
ago commended a novel about life
Research Inc. in Detroit. Browsing
on the lonely-ranches of Wyoming. throu
gh the pages, I came across
Notice how she linked - simile and simil
es for softness. Some of them.
metaphor: "In these parts, emotion
were excellent: as limp as a bath
is held to the chest like cards in a
towel, as limp as old money, as
high-stakes poker game. An
soft as a kitten's ear. But here was
exchange of two sentences can cara quotation from John Hersey:
ry as noon freight as the longest of "(Yo
u are) soft as a bean curd."
night
And this was from Raymond
1 ,t,:iiented in the image of sen- Chandler:
"(Her cheeks were) soft
tences and trains. Perfect. I tried to
as suet." Suet? And how romantic
improse upon the simile: "Emotion
is bean curd?
is held to the chest like a pair of
Similes have
aces in a game of draw poker." No Sommers' collecto be credible. The
tion offers "soft as
good. "In these parts the people
yesterday's ice cream," but if lefhold emotions close to their chestS tover ice
cream is put back in the
as if Lr.e were playing high-stakes freez
er it doesn't get soft. Another
poker in Cheyenh,:." Worse. "In
writer had "soft as a marshmalthese p.ois
are like poker low," but marsh
mallows are more
players: They hole their emotions chew
y than soft.
elo-se to their chests.' The active
Good similes must also be origisoi,..c may be better than the pasnal. Nothing is gained by writing
sive yoke, but still. no improvethat a day is "hot as the hinges of
me:::. Perhaps the so-le can't be
hell" or "hot as a furnace room."

We can do better than "cold as a
fish" or "sweet as sugar."
The same guidelines that apply
to similes apply also to metaphors.
They have to be consistent, they
have to be original, and they must
be kept tightly in hand. Meg
Greenfield, writing in Newsweek,
once drew a fine metaphor from
train travel. In the world of political ideology, she wrote, some
observers see a direct line from liberal to Leninist, "and Leninist is
where you end up if you are a liberal and forget to get off the train
at your stop." •
Metaphors are rope bridges over
deep chasms. One slip and there we
go. We dip a toe in a mixed bag.
We toss hats in the ring as we
jockey for position. We run up the
flag to see how the shoe pinches.
Or we let the bridge get too long.
so that the statesman at the helm is
sailing through troubled seas,
avoiding political reefs, to land at a
safe bipartisan port. Too much
metaphor swiftly gets to be too
much indeed.
Want to try your hand? I hereby
offer four prizes of S25 each for
the best original similes for "slippery'," "rough," "serene." and
"graceful." Whole sentences.
please. Send your entry to me in
care of this newspaper. Deadline:
April 21.
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Want the right date? Just snoop around

For those who don't like to read co
take formal lessons, there are iron.uonal videotapes that can teac-i yo..
just aboutanything. The list is a,most
endless: tennis, golf. billiards. .o0;,o
ing. dancing, piano. home repar SCX.
.0% •
And now there's a tape that ';0\•‘•
_
you how to spy on the person you date
to determine if he or she is a cad. a ;i :
It , If;
know. Aoera
harlot, a fortune ,hunter. a druggie.
your
lover
lush, or has a husband or v.iife
Before yoa have a ehaae to oo„.
home.
•
He
s sleep:74.: !7. 1!
,:,7.! • :hi: TV.
The tape is the product Of Jeff
E\
Hainan. a Chicago-area private .7.A
, s•
vesugator who has had a siauceso a
career checking out the suspicions if
those who want to look before :hey
leap. whether it is into marriage or
bed.
As Hartman sees things. people no
7.11,..
longer marry the girl or boy next do07.
. .17 ! 7.th,c
their high school SV•ecIle or some inc
start is in the
from the church social. In our rt-p,
clerk,
nuiu re, ,r;s
and
society, people meet in bars. hcaltn
;1't_
clubs, on the job. and often know
hcIiire
about someone who might '-)407.2
sug.?0
,1,
that
;lop over io the
their mate for life. Or for a wecKend
court
s
and
see
he
or •he b„.is ever
Or maybe just until dawn.
(It also has useful snooping t.p1/4 for been in bankrupLy a., used of being
those who arc already married be: a fiend, or disor;.L.:
:As he says.. DivooL 1 i.e. Lan he an
think something funny is gong
Hartman says he marketed the tape absolute gold mine of inforrnation.'
for the benefit of those who Can t or. Which is true And be info could
don't want to go to the expense of pun :de some lively small
Oh,
hiring a professional keyhole peeper. by the way ," you coed say over a
And, I assume. it would appeal to candlelight dinner, /'did you really
make a habit of beating your wife and

i.nking on your child support payrncrit,••.'
He also suggesLs checking out birth
ricees on file at the county clerk's
Ha-ha, my sweet, you lied
aboa: your age':. the federal courts
f',0w did you become involved
treason.' : and the secretary of
„;;Torate records (-Just why
,t•.i
'^usiness go belly irp?")
Flu it.so s..ggests going to his or her
s;.hoo: and looking at the old
,earbooks If nothing else, the picture
A :11 g:ve you an idea whether children. should any result. will be inclined
toward' pimples.
But the hest part, and the one that
gives detective Hartman the most
pleasure. is about garbage.
As tie says: - Garbage is art investigators best friend. Smart snoops
a:ways take someone's trash."
You :,ast grab that plastic bag
%fore the city crew' gets there, take it
home. put on gloves and start snooping.
You look for empty liquor bottles.

("A lush! And cheap hootch,at that:),
medicine jars ("Eck. he's got that?")
and financial records, which could tell
you if he's a deadbeat or a rich miser.•
?hone hills that tell you who he calls a
lot ("Good grief, is that a phone -aporn number?")
Even magazines. which Hartman
says could give you a "psychological
profile.("Hmmm,the Leather Under-,
wear Monthly. tht S& NI Gazette. and'
the Whip Me Again Newsletter. Say, I
onder if she's into anything kinky?")
Of course. you might find nothing
except some diet pop cans and low-cal
cuisine packages. but even that might
tip you off that you're dealing with a
closet fatty.
There's also a section on surveillance. with motor-trailing ups on how
not to get hysterical and crash into a
light pole if he or she suddenly pulls
into a Happy Noon Motel.
And such simple hints as checking
out the odometer on his car. If he ifoes
to his weekly neighborhood bowling
league, but puts 80 miles on the car
that night, you might have reason to
suspect that he is not being true-blue.
The tape ends with a message: "I
hope it's been helpful in your quest for
a quality relationship."
But just in case it doesn't, somebody' might consider doing a sequel.
Maybe something like: "Little Known
Poisons of the World That Leave No
Trace

Looking back
Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
The new Baptist Student Center,
Thirty years ago
Forty years ago
The Fourth Grade with Venona
located at Waldrop and Chestnut
Calloway County has the lowest
"Work is progressing on new
Roger
s
as
teach
er
at
Murra
y
UniStreets, on Murray State University
infant death rate of any county in building of
Murray Electric Sysversity School won grand award at the state
campus, is being dedicated today.
with the exception of tiny tem." from colum
Fourt
h
Annua
l
West
Kentu
cky SciThe center was built at a cost of
Robertson County in northeast 'Around Murr n, "Seen & Heard
ay" by James C.
ence
Fair
at
Murra
y
State
Unive
rsiabout S617,000.
Kentucky, 'according to a release Williams.
ty.
The
stude
nts
with the exhibit
from the Kentucky Department of
Reita Moody, chaplain at Westwere Brad Taylor, Fred Kemp., Health.
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
Rupert Parks and Ted J. Barnett,
Penny' Price, Gaye Gardner, Emily
spoke at a meeting of Coldwater
uoth
from Murray, are playing a
Richard Lassiter, Bill McKeel
Humphreys and Lynda Jo Johnson.
Baptist Church Women held at the
band
group while stationed at
'and
Red Doherty had high indiviTorn Smith, student at Calloway
hmc of Wanda Madding.
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
dual
series
Count
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High School, won first
ng in Murray
State Representative Freed Curd
Merchants League at Corvette
place in senior high biological indiMrs. Yandall Wrather of Murray
will be speaker at annual reunion
Lanes last week.
vidua
l
divis
ion.
atten
is
ding the fourth annual meetof Hazel Alumni Association on
Bobby Zane Workman, son of ing Women's Department of KenApril 18 at Hazel Community - The home of Laymon Peeler on
Mr. and Mrs. John' Workman, is tucky Council of Churches at
Martin Chapel Road was destroyed
Center.
now teaching at Orlando, Fla.
by fire on April 4.
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We were talking in this space the
other day about the art of the
simile. A part of the trick„ I said,
lies in learning to look intently at
familiar objects — so intently that
the objects become images. Jessamyn West once looked intently at
her sewing basket. She found a
simile there and gave it a lovely
cadence: as soft to the touch as a
handful of yarn.
Intense looking is only part of
the art. The best similes and the
best metaphors are the short ones.
If a simile gets wordy, it loses its
punch. Try your hand, if you will,
at improving upon this passage
from an English novel:
"There was, however, one small
house in the village which stood
out like a gleaming porcelain
crown in a mouth full of crumbling
and nicotine-stained teeth."
Now, that is not a bad simile.
Indeed, it has the makings of a
good simile. The problem is that
the shrubbery gets leggy. Suppose
we fiddle with the image: "like a
gleaming porcelain crown in a
mouth full of stained teet." No, no.
Too many words. No cadence. Try
again: "like a gleaming porcelain
crown in a mouth of mottled
teeth." Better. The alliteration of
mouth and mottled helps. .Is
"gleaming" necessary? Suppose the
house stood out "like a new' porcelain crown in a mouth of mottled
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray's Community Improvement Volunteers (CIV) will sponsor
a
tree planting ceremony to honor the men and women who served in Operation Desert Storm on Saturday, April 6, at 9:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park on Arcadia Circle. Following opening remarks by CIV
spokesperson Jo Benson and an invocation by the Rev. Clarence Helmich,
a memorial tree, donated by Robert Stanfa of Rolling Hills Nursery, will
be planted. The commemorative stone is being provided by Charles Bell
of Murray Memorial Gardens and will be presented by Roy Hammond.
George Lewis Jr. will sing the National Anthem. Allan Emerson, Glenn
Shaffer, Mark Benningfield and Wells Woodward, quartet from Phi Mu
Alpha music fraternity at Murray State University, will sing "God Bless
America." After the ceremony, Shoney's Restaurant will offer a special
breakfast from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with proceeds from the S4.99 breafast
price to be donated to the CIV's city/park beautification program. For
more information call 753-5171.

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Saturday, April
6,
a.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building to go at 8:30
to Broad bent's Restaurawnt at Cadiz for brunch. This is a nonprofit support
and
social group for all single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced
or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638,
Jeanne,
753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249

Wedding vows will be said April 20

Robbie Key at Pittsburgh
Mrs. Robbie Key is now a patient at Presbyterian University .Hospita
Pittsburgh, Pa., where she has undergone a liver transplant. Persons l,
may
send her cards and letters to Presbyterian University Hospital, DeSoto
at
O'Hara Street, Room 9332, Pittsburgh, PA. 15213

Indian Summer Camp planned

Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, April 6,
at
9.30 a.m. at Shoney's Restaurant for breakfast. The program by Mark
Etherton, speech coach at Murray High School, on 'Developing Self-Es
teem" will
follow. Hostesses will be Sue Fairless, Clarice Sparkman and Phyllis
Carman. Members are asked to note the change from the previous
place
announced on Thursday.

Campers' Appreciation Weekend
Kentucky State Parks are hosting the second annual Camper s Appreci
tion Weekend today and Saturday, A variety of activities are schedul aed at
the parks. Campers who pay for a site tonight will get Saturday free during
the appreciation weekend. For more information call the park service's tollfree number, 1 -800-255-PARK, or the state parks in the area.

Revival services at Hardin
Hardin Baptist Church will have revival services starting Sunday, April
7,
and continuing through Friday. April 12. The Rev. Ronnie Stinson will be
the
evangelist for services at 8:30 and 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m., Sunday, and at
7
p.m., Monday through Friday. David Olvier will be music director. The
Rey.
Ricky Cunningham, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Dr. Paschall to speak at Briensburg
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschat1 of Nashville, Tenn., will be the speaker at
revival services at Bnensburg Baptist Church, Rt. 7, Benton, starting Sunday, April 7, and continuing through Wednesday, April 10. Services will be
at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m., Sunday, and at 7 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The Rev. C.C. Brasher, pastor, invites the public to attend,

THEOS will meet Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet Tuesday, April 9, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Nancy
Rose R.N. from Murray•Calloway County Hospital will explain The Living
Will.• For those interested, the group will meet for lunch at 12:30 p.m.
at
Louie's. The THEOS name, a registered trademark, stands for They Help
Each Other Spiritually .• This is a mutual self-help group which has provide
d
a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program for
the
widowed in the United States and Canada since 1962. All interested persons are invited. For information call Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita Moody,
753-0172, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Bethany revival scheduled
Bethany Baptist Church at New Concord will have revival service starting Monday, April 8, and continuing through Saturday, April 13. s
The Rev_
Cecil Fayard of Marion will be the speaker for services at 7:30 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. The pastor, the Rev. David Cunningham, invites the public to attend these services.

We are pleased to
announce that Angie Hoke, bride-elect
of John Mathery,
has
made
her
domestic .
and
household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Angie and John
will be married
April 26, 1991.

home for
March 11th meeting
of Dorothy McKenzie Circle of
First Pre.sbyterian Church.
The program from the book of
Acts was presented by Doris Long.
Louise Baker gave the devotion.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. McLaughlin.
The circle will meet Monday.
April 8, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of
Dorothy McKenzie.

Victoria Principal
show to be Sunday

Dorothy Sheeks of Murray. scholarship chairman of Amvets Auxiliary Post 45,at Paris Landing. Tenn.. presents a scholarship (4'530
0 to
Steven Leach to further his education. The Auxiliary meets each
first
Sunday at the post home on Highway 79 at Paris Landing.

Deltas will meet at Shoney's

DR
,GOTT
by PeTZ'r Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT Would you
please discuss emphysema' I am the
sole caretaker of my 58-year-old
cousin and need to know what to
expect.
DEAR READER Emphysema is a
chronic lung disease marked by destruction of the alveolar air sacs, the
tiny compartments in the lungs where
oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange
takes place
The lungs are really a huge, thin
membrane that permits gasses to
pass between the air and the bloodstream By dividing this membrane
into innumerable, microscopic pockets, Nature has provided far more
surface area for gas exchange than
would be possible with a single membranous sheet Thus, the lungs are a
natural marvel because they contain
square yards of active membrane,
compressed into a relatively small
space This results in an extremely efficient system of gas exchange within
a limited area
Emphysema destroys this efficiency. The disease is produced by infection and or pulmonary irritants that
break down the walls of the alveolar
sacs, causing them to collapse and coalesce, which reduces breathing
efficiency
In the presence of emphysema. the
lungs become over-filled with stale
air, which is trapped in large. inefficient pouches called, bullae These
b.ullae prevent oxygen from entering
the bloodstream, as they expand, they
also press on surrounding lung tissue,
further reducing breathing capacity
Therefore, emphysema patients
are usually breathless at rest because
they cannot obtain enough oxygen or
expel enough waste carbon dioxide
Of course, any exercise merely aggravates the situation, so severe emphysema usually leads to marked pulmonary disability

Emphysema patients also tend to
have 'barrel chests" because the rib
cage expands to accommodate the accumulation of trapped, stale air.
Eventually, emphysema leads to the
consequences of low blood-oxygen,
such as heart failure, mental deterioration and, at the end, respiratory
failure
Although the damage from emphysema is irreparable and incurable, the
destruction of lung tissue can be arrested Patients must stop smoking
(the major cause of emphysema) and
avoid air pollution (which can further
damage the lungs) In my experience,
patients who adopt these measures often experience a significant improvement in breathing. probably because
avoidance of air pollution reduces
mucus production and plugging in the
remaining, functional pulmonary
tissue
Furthermore, treatment of emphysema itself is beneficial This includes
special breathing exercises, antibiotics to eradicate infection and supplemental oxygen delivered through a
plastic hose to prongs placed in the
nostrils

LOS ANGELES (AP) — For
actress -producer Victoria Principal,
working in front of and behind the
cameras is the only way to go.
"If that means I'm ambitious,
that's OK. I am ambitious," Principal - said. "I've always been very
candid about my ambitions."
Principal, perhaps best known as Pamela Barnes Ewing on the nightime soap opera "Dallas," left the
show in 1987 to pursue other projects, including producing the
movies "Naked Lie" and "Blind
Witness...
Her latest production, "Don't
Touch N1y Daughter," ,in which
she also stars, is to air Sunday on
NBC-TV

The 1991 Kentucky Fall Festival of Quilts will be Sept.
12, 13 and 14 at
Commonwealth Convention Center, Louisville. This will be
the fourth annual
festival sponsored by Louisville Nimble Thimbles. In conjunct
ion with the
festival, a 'Quilts in Bloom' wall quilt contest will be held.
This will include
flowers of spring, summer, winter or fall; boldly bloomin
g from quilts to
adorn bare walls; designs in miniature, small, or grand wall;
with flowers
pieces and/or appliqued. Contest entry
deadline is July 1, 1991. For gficial
rules and entry form, workshop, lodging
and other information send first
class postage to Festival '91, Dept., c/o
Juanita Yeager, P.O. Box 22642,
Louisville, Ky. 40252-0642.

Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

TILEATRES:

1:30
Teenage Mutant
315
Ninja Turtles II (PG) 7:00
1:30
3:10

Career

Opportunities (PG) 7:10
9,05
Shipwrecked
(PG,

130
3:20
7:15
9:10

Sleeping With
The Enemy ,R,

1 30
3.25
705
9 00

Class
Action (R)
1:30, 3:30
7:10. 9:15

(12 Months)

Ky Farm Bureau

The
DOOM (R)
920 Only

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

(A+ Superior Rated)

• !tent sour movies•at the mo% les!
• 1008 Chestnut • 753-3314 :
•
Open 11:am to 10:pm
7,

753-4703

AO OFF I
Spring Special
One 8 x 10.
Two 5 x 7's,*
10 Wallets /
& 9 Mini -Portraits

Plus a FREE
I
Traditional 8 x 101°
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CHECK OUT OUR
\,
LARGE SELECTION OF _ ,
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

I.R.A.
Bible

In caring for your cousin, you can
expect that he or she will need a lot of
help in coping with the disease The
patient should follow the doctor's instructions, remain as independent as
possible, stop smoking. avoid -passive" smoking, use medicines and ox-,
ygen as prescribed, and make every'
effort to avoid respiratory infections,
which will worsen emphysema
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 25 with
their names and addresses to PO Box
91369, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title

WAL-MART

a_

Quilt Contest and Show

$;95
with coupon
Ok1,95 snl"sg see

(Reg $995)

Last Visit Before Mother's Day
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thurs. through Mon. April 4-8
PHOTOGRAPHER HOURS: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday 12-5:30 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
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Dorothy McKenzie
Circle meets at
McLaughlin home
Gip7id NUaughlin opened her

The Administrative Board of Kirksey United Methodist Church will
meet
Sunday, April 7, at 6 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall. One main item of busines
s
will be a decision on replacing the heating system in the parsonage.
Choir
practice will be at 5:30 p.m. prior to the meeting. Members are to note
will be on daylight saving time, scheduled to start Sunday, April that
7.

Kentucky Cancer Program will have its 10th year of Indian Summer Camp
for children with cancer, June 10-15, at Camp Burnamwood, Irvine. It
will
feature several special events, in addition to the usual camping and outdoor
activities. This is a non-profit program staffed by professionals and
trained
volunteers, funded through donations from civic organizations, busines
ses
and individuals throughout Kentucky. Although this camp is made availabl
e
regardless of ability to pay, the expense for each camper is approximately
$300. The only mandatory cost for each camper is a $5 registration fee. A
total of 50 children will be accepted at camp. Contributors, volunteers or
others who wish to refer a child to camp may contact Martha Hinton, Kentucky Cancer Program, Prof. Arts Bldg., #403, 2320 Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. 42001, or call 1-442-1310.
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of Sue Dunn was the
scene of the March 11th meeting of
Suburban Homemakers Club. Mrs.
Dunn. president, presided.
"Basic Self Defense for Women"
was the majdr lesson presncted by
Pat Rogers,
Jo Farley read the Homemakers'
Creed as the devotion. Roseanna
Miller, secretary-treasurer, gave
repRocrtisr,.2
'shrinents were served by
Sue Dunn and Lillian Dunn,
hostesses.
Also present were Anna Bell
Russe:l, Betty Wilson and Sue
AdTh
a ne
,
.s.
Cub will meet i Monday,
p.m. at home of Lil-

Auxiliary iives scholarshif

Kirksey Board will meet"

7.0.0.re

Suburban Club has
regular meeting
at the thorn hothe
The home

Mary K. Schumacher and
Edwin H. Smith to marry
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Miss Katherine Lynn Ferric!! and William
Ray
Saturday. April 20. at 12 noon at Pewee Valley Crotzer will be married
Presbyterian Church. 119
Central Ave., Pewee Valley, Ky.
A reception will follow at Fcrd Grisanti's
Restaurant, 10212 Taylorsviile Rd., Louisville.
The bride -elect is the daughter of Mr. and
and of Mr. and Mrs. James A. FerricII Mrs. Harold C. Ackerman Jr.
Jr.,
The groom -elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs.' all of Louisville area.
wood Way, Jeffersontown. Ky. He is the Roy Crotzer of 9703 Willograndson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Barnes W. Burkecn of Almo.

President Loal D. Cole of Jackson Purchase Historical Society has
set the
spring meeting of the group for Saturday, April 6, at 12 noon at
Seven Seas
Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray. Following the buffet
luncheon,
Murray Craftsman Sallie T. Guy will present a show and tell
speech or
demonstration/lecture on the topic, From Fleece and Flax to Homesp
un
and Coverlet." These pioneer skills have been almost forgotten us
most of
us so it promises to be an exciting and educational event, Cole
said. Brief
reports will be given by Journal Editor Helen Wilcox, Tour Director
William
E. Wilson, and Secretary-Treasurer Margaret Heath
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Historical Society meeting
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MURRAY TODAY
Ms Mary K. Schumacher and
'Edwin H. Smith. both of Murray.
will be married on Saturday. April
20.
The vows will be said at 2:30
p.m. at the home of Richard and
Becky Rutledge. 1115 Fairlanc Dr..
Murray. Don Brock will officiate.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Charles and Katherine Scudder of
Marshall, Mo.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mary Parker Smith and the late Dr.
William H. Smith of Paducah.
Ms. Schumacher is a graduate of
Paducah Tilghman H/igh School
and is employed at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Smith is a 1983 graduate of
Murray State University and is
employed by Ryan Milk Company,
Murray.
• The couple will be residing on
Rt. 5, Murray.
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CALENDAR
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Friday, April 5

Saturday, April 6
Baseball/1 p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Guild winners featured

A View
from Abroad

ere•

Murray Art Guild has released pictu
res of the winrters in its second
annual competition, "Regional Image
s."
Roy Davis was judge for the
show.

Si

By Stacy Overbey

B!

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F.&A.M./7 p.m./lodge hall.

This year, tor the first time ever, belon
First United Methodist Church
gings as it gets steeper, the
a Swiss film won the Academy
events include Parents' Night
snow
gets deeper and they become
Out/5:30-11 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American Award for Best Foreign Film.
more and more exhausted.
"The
Journ
ey of Hope" is the
Legion Building. South Sixth and
At the border the Swiss guard
movie and was, I think, a remarkAlford Chapter 445 Order of Maple Streets.
dog sees, hears or smells them,
able
choic
e for the Oscar. Oh, it
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall
barks, and the group scatters. The
at Aurora.
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8 definitely deserved it; the remark- shepard and his son
are separated
able thing is that those who voted
p.m.-12 midnight.
from the others. On the endless
preferred such a non-Hollywood
Cames:8 p.m. at Murray Moose
snowfields of the mountain terrain,
Lodge.
Main Street Youth Center/205 story. Subtle, small-scale, succinct, they get lost.
it
is
everything popular American
North - Fourth St./open 6 to II
The little boy sings to himself to
movies aren't.
A.A and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
p.m./Info/753-TEEN.
ease
his fear, but he can hardly get
Also unusually, a serious conCenter. South 10th Street
the words out, his teeth are chattertempo
rary
social problem is preExtended. lvlayfield.
LBL events include: Deer Up
ing so. The father put his own coat
Close 9:15 a.m.. Hawks and Owls sented with no moralizing. The
aroun
d the son and carries him in
issue
of illegal refugees is an
Main Street Youth Center/205
11:30 a.m., Red Wolves 1 p.m.,
his arms. By the time the border
incre
asing
ly
Robert S. Crice of Paducah won Kopperud Realt
contr
North Fourth St./open 6-11
oversial one for guard
Eagles Up Close 2 p.m. and Hike
y Award
s come looking for the tresmost
Weste
photo
rn
Euro
, "Barn Reflections." At left is Art Guild President for his
. ..
753-TEEN.
pean
count
ries; passers, the shepa
to Honker 3 p.m./WNC: PlanetarPatricia
rd
wants
to
be
the
film
Clark.
ever so gently forces us to
ium - Show 12 noon. 2 and 3
found
,
but
the
polic
e don't hear his
examine our prejudices on the
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.iGPV
screams.
C: Arbor Day Celebra- subject.
p.m.11om.,Tlace-1S50 LBL.
tion 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Iron IndusBy the next morning the little
In
:r x 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. 11P. Murr case it has not made it to the boy has died of exhaustion and
ay cinemas yet, or it has but
Saturday, April 6
you missed it, here is what it is exposure. The father is arrested and
Tea in honor of Agent Jean
will probably soon be deported. We
Sunday, April 7
about:
Cloar12-4 p.m./Community Room,
know
he has nothing to go back to.
Mur
ray
Art
Guild
A Turkish shepherd is not conNorth Branch/Peoples Bank. Public
rece
ptio
"The
n/
Mem
Journey of Hope" is based
ber
s
tent
Art
with
his simple subsistence
invtted.
Exchangefl to 4 p.m.
on a true story. But what makes it
and decides to immigrate to SwitNational Scouting Museum.open
so believable and therefore
zerland, the land of milk and honey
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
so
Community shower for James and money.
watchable, is its complete lack of
Manning family who lost home by
melodrama. The story is told with
The country is idealized through
Concordia ,Seminary Chorus, St.
fire/
2-4
simpl
p.m..
e dialogue, straightforwar4,
.oldw
ater
the
Bapti
device of a postcard (from a
st
Louis, Mo.,/concert/6
Church.
cousin already in Switzerland) scenes and uncomplicated
p rn. Immanuel Lutheran Church.
characters.
showing a lush green meadow full
Natio
nal
Scout
ing
Eyen the bad guys are not at all
Muse
um/1
of
2:30
wildf
lower
Kirksey Ball Club Sign-up and
s and three majestic
to 4:30 p.m.
stereotyped. If it were a sentimen- Nicks Porter of Fredonia
snow-capped mountain peaks
Tryouts/starting 9 a.m. at ball
won the Peoples Bank award for his oil
tal ploy designed to tug on our painting of Fohs Hall
against a cloudless sky.
park.
in Marion. At right is Connie Attebury.
Four Risers Music Friends/2
heartstrings all evening long, we
He convinces his wife to leave
7.
7... Annex of Calloway Count
would not, in the end. be so thory six of their seven children behind
Super Barrell Race/6 p.m.fLive
Library.
with his parents. promising that oughly moved. I, for one, tend to
Bllueb7ass music '5 p.m../West Kenresist overt emotional extortion.
will send for them later. They
•..c.ky Expo.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lamb
Kitschiness would have killed the
/25th then take their youngest son with
anni‘ersary reception/Community' them, figuring
Spring Legacy Day for all high
he will put down subtle yet overwhelming impact of
Room
. North Branch, Peoples roots easiest in a
school juniors and seniors.110
new country; he's the film.
Bank.
'2-1
p
If you have a chance to see the
their hope for the future.
a.T.'Curris Center. MSU.
The scenes of the Turkish coun- movie, by all means, go. And be
A A and Al- \n
.
tryside show us Tuscanlike hills, sure to take a handkerchief,
MSC Sports events :h.:lude
-: :---. ;more arid, maybe, but beautiful in
their modesty. There are dry stone
walls. rustling olive
trees, crops of
golden wheat and sunsets you have
Narcotics Anonymous to see to believe.
Family and friends obviously
(Cont'd on page
really care about each other. We
Stephanie Garbuzinski
can't quite believe someone would
oe-eiect of
• .• • •
want to abandon all this to do
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 L.A. Jones of Paducah won third place for his photo, "Cognitive DisTad Dowdy
sonance II." Art Guild President Patricia Clark is at
menial labor in an overdeveloped, Order
right.
of Easter Star met Tuesday,
mode her
sterile place like Switzerland. But
Marc
h
12,
Scho
at
Maso
ol
nic
lunc
Hall
h
with
men
us sponsored by Young-at-Heart.
at+ selections from
maybe that's just the opinion of Sybil
Lasater, worthy matron, and
one skeptic disillusioned by too
Pier 1 s
The Karate
Hardin Alderdice, worthy patron
much so-called civilization.
Bridal Registry
pro-tern, presiding.
Superstars
The shepard sells everything of
Those introduced and welcomed
A
Displa at
value he owns: his horse, cows, were
Twila Coleman, Grand ChapX
sheep and land. We then have to
ter Committee on Welfare; Brenda
watch him hand over every last lira
Inc.
Newberry, Grand Representative of
to
a
serie
s
of
disho
nest,
disgu
sting
32-6
Trophie
Nevada in Kentucky; Hardin Alder12o5B Chestnut • 753-1n51
refugee smugglers. He's complete!() Fhampyin-hip lir it'Children's
dice, Grand Lodge Committee
ly dependent on these swindlers to
••
•
•
410. NI.
•
•
#
Member.
Fashions
get him to where he wants to go,
A
visito
r
was
Nanc
y
Mann
ing
of
but they don't care if he makes it
Menus for the various lunVernon Duran, Chapter No. 243.
Lunch
or not. He and his family and sevMonday - chicken nuggets, submarchrooms in the county and city
Vernon, Mich.
eral other Turks are abandoned on
schools for the week of April 8 to ine sandwich. Tuesday - taco salad,
Serving as officers were Maxine
the Italian side of the Swiss border
ng chili dog; Wednesday - turkey
12 have been, released by Joanna footio
Kaiser, associate matron; Enoch
and dressing, hot ham and chees
and left to cross the Alpine pass on
e:
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food,r, Thursday - lasagna. pizza
Kaiser, associate patron; Lana
burger. Fritheir. own — on foot.
Lasater, secretary; Twila Coleman, service directors for Calloway day - barbecue rib, chicken filet sandThe way is mostly up and it's
County and Murray City. Schools wich Salad bar, hamburger, cheesetreasurer; Betty Dodd. conductress:
snowy and slippery and cold —
burger, pizza, fruits, vegetables, deli
respectively.
Brenda Newberry, associate congod, is it cold; I felt freezing wind
iches, milk and fruit drinks are
The menus, subject to occasional sandw
ductress; Frances Churchill. chapavailable daily.
down my neck throughout those
change, are as follows:
lain; Lana Lay, marshal!: Louise
scenes on the mountain.
Short, organist; luta Hutson. Adah;
MURRAY CITY
Though they all started with at
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Betty Noble, Ruth; Florence
least two large suitcases each, most
Elementary breakfast
Rogers, Esther;' Dolly Clark,
East, North, Southwest
of them jettison most of their
Monday • pancake and syrup,
Martha; Shirley Murray, Electa;
Tuesday - cinnamon toast; WednesBreakfast
Nix Crawford, warder; Roy Clark,
Monday - cinnamon toast; Tuesday day - Honey bun;
Thursday • sausage on biscuit: Wednesda
sentinel.
y - scrambled eggs, biscuit and sausage;
scrambled eggs, bacon, toast, Thurs
Other members present were
- Friday • peach turnover Juice or fruit
day - chicken fritter on biscuit. Frida
Charlotte Wilson, Susie Allen and
y and milk are served each day
- French toast stixtutter and
. Robertson
syrup
Mildred Bell.
Milk, jukte, cereal and toast are availMonday - hambur.
er, meat loaf:
The chapter will meet Tuesday, able da,,,
Tuesday • pizza. Chu kwagon. WedApril 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonnesday - oven fried thicken, sweet
Lunch
Monday - c•zza. tuna salad sand- potatoes, green beans, fruit,
ic Hall. An initiation will be
homewich. Tuesday - grilled chee
made rolls; Thursday - hamburger,
se
conducted.
vegetable

Eastern Star
Chapter meets
at lodge hall

• •

She lc
seek opr
world. A
she has
Skinner ;
also a NI
New Yor
hood sv.i
glas Iligl
lifelong
communil
Hodges N
Going
ness scho
directly' ti
Remainin
her caree
Specialist
Departrne
you that
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"Simply The
Best"

Body Elite

FOR SALE*
Established

Tanning Salon

For more information call 1-800-733-6716

The Best Shrimp
Value In Town
Is Going On Now!

PLBLIC SERvICE

SNAP

Golden Fried Shrimp Dinner s4.99
Double Portion Shrimp Dinner s6.99
Steak & Full Portion Shrimp Dinner s6.9
9

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET co41 NUAIAN RESOURCES

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE

.$3

OFF
Gallon

0,1
...._
••••ion

Great Taste, Great Prices, Great Value
South 12th St.
MauerCard and Visa Accepted Limited Time
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DEAR
parents sh
an attorne
as "stuck"

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 6,41) Murray, Ky.
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grilled cheese, Friday • pizza. fish
sandwich Choice of fruits, vegetables
and milk are available daily
Carter
.
Monday - cheeseburger. ribett
e,
Tuesday - pizza. Sloppy Joe, Wednesday - fried chicken, homemade
roils, green beans, creamed potat
oes,
fruit, Thursday- footlong hot dog, mini
burgers (2), Friday - chicken nuggets,
peanut butter and Jelly sandwich
Choice of fruits, vegetables and milk
are available daily
Middle, High
Breakfast
Monday - blueberry coffee cake,
Tuesday - egg casserole, Wednesda
y
- bacon and eggs. Thursday - Honey
Buns, Friday • sausage. eggs and biscuits Cereal, milk, fruit juice or fruit
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - club sandwich, burntoes.
Tuesday - breakfast lor lunch. submarine sandwich, Wednesda
y spaghetti w.French bread, ham
and
cheese sandwich, Thursday - sweet
and sour chicken over rice, corn dog,
Friday - footIong hot dog. pimen
to
cheese sandwich French fries, pizza,
choice of fruits and vegetables, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily
Murray High
Monday - chicken nuggets, hoagie
sandwich, Tuesday • salad bar, barbecue sandwich, Wednesday - fried
chicken wihomemade rolls; Thursday
- taco bar, fish w/cheese, Friday -'chili
w/cheese, chicken fried steak Pizza,
hamburgers, French fries, baked potatoes, nachos, soft bread pretzels,
choice of fruits and vegetables, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily
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so„..p, hot dog/vegetable
soup; Wednesday • spaghetti/
meat
sauce, deli turkey and cheese
sandwich, Thursday - breakfast for lunch
•
scrarrtled eggs. sausage and biscui
t
hot ham and cheese. Frida
y - fried
chicken, cheeseburger Peanut butter/
jelly sandhich gri'!ed chees
e, fruits.
vegetables, fries, desserts, milk
and
fruit drink are available daily
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday • sausage and biscui
t
Tuesday - cinnamon rolls,
Wednesday - ham and cheese on English
muffin: Thursday - French toast Mix
wilink
sausage. Friday - chicken fritter
on
biscuit Cereals. fruits, milk and
variety
of juices are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - plza turkey club sandwich, hot dog bar. Tuesday - break
fast
for lunch scrambled eggs,
sausage
and biscuit, hct ham and cheese,
potato bar. Wednesday • lasagna, chees
eburger. taco bar. Thursday • veget
able souplgrilled cheese, veget
able
soup/hot dog. salad bar. Friday
- fried
chicken, submarine, pasta bar.
Fruits,
vegetables, fries, milk and fruit
drinks
are available daily.
Callowari High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscui
t.
Tuesday
scrambled eggs, bacon.
toast. Wednesday - deli ham
and
cheese, Thursday - biscuit wisau
sage
gravy, Friday - chicken fritter
on biscuit Breakfast bar, cereal,
fruit.
donuts, Juice and milk are
available
daily.
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Barbara's interests take many
PAGE 7
forms; her love of sports allows her
4
1
r
to he both a participant and a supporter. Swimming and tennis are
cout
i
her favorites and she and Buster
vo till,
' are avid MSU Racer fans. One
must list reading and travelling
The Four Rivers Council. Boy
Graves. Hickman, Livingston.
1 among her other hobbies.
dude storytelling by the SpinScouts of America is hosting on
Marshall. and McCracken; 1111Her favorite things to do when
ners from the National Scouting
Satur
day.
April
20.
thous
ands
of
l
nois counties of Hardin, Massac
they lived in NYC were the theatre, Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts and
museum in Murray. India
Exn
and
Poe. and South Fulton. Tendance exhibits, and a magic
plorers at Carson Park in Paduthe U.S. Open, museums, Coney
She left Murray, her home, to
that organization encouraged their
ian.
nesse
e..Mv
ore
than
4.000
Scouts
A feature activity will be
cah for Scouting's premier pubIsland and the joy of seeing the
seek opportunity and extend her
the
personnel to become involved with
and leaders are involved in alchampionship race with the
Statue of Liberty. All of these con- lic display. the TOP FUN! Scout°rid. And now, after 38 years,
their choice of colunteer work. At
most
100
local
Cub
Scout
packs
,
Cub Scout Pinewood Derby cars.
tinue to be available to the Skin- 0-Rama.
she has returned. Barbara Hodges
that time she chose the United
B
po
osytsScout troops and Explorer
More than 1.500 Tiger
The Scout 0-Rama will be a
ners
with
Skinner and her husband, Buster,
Cubs.
their
pench
ant
for
travel, booth
Way, American Heart Association
Cub Scout sand Webelos Scout
type
.
actio
n
displ
ay
of
s
For, as many of us have said, livalso a Murray native, retired from
The
Scout
and American Cancer Society.
-0-R
ama
will inand parents will challenge one
Scouting skills and activities.
ing
in
New York City. They were childMurra
dude
has
y
40
the
best of both
indoor booth displays,
It then became a natural
another to determine who has
Enthusiasm is high among the
thing
and more than 20 acres of out
worlds; it is so nice to live here 4.000
hood sweethearts, attending Doufor her to do when she volunteered
the fastest car.
Scouts and leaders since
door skill demonstrations. Acand so easy to visit other favorite the council has
glas High School and retaining a
For more information, conta
to assist Silver Citizens. Barbara is
not held a
ct
lion and hands on participation
places.
lifelong attachment to their native
the Four Rivers Council.
Scout-O-Rama since 1986. Cub
vice president of N1CCSC Board
Boy
will
be
the
key
to
each
event. Scouts of America
But it was the economy, the
community. The late Ann and Eli
Scouts will have games and
and erjovs her duties when serving
at 502-443Special presentations will inenvironment, and her birthplace craft demonstrations,
6461.
Hodges were her parents.
on the Meals-on-Wheels program.
as well as
that called to her as the Skinners citizenship aware
Going from an accredited busiIn adcluion to the Board, she freness, such as
took early retirement to enjoy the
ness school in Brooklyn, she went
proper use of the 911 emergency
quently is seen at the Center so as
many advantages that we have
YO U
directly to Chase Manhattan Bank.
syste
t m. E
Explo
l rers are
to enjoy the various aspects ofthe
t
l
e
planne
p
ing
h
to
here.
o
Remaining there for the extent of
show
Not
n
the
eby Jeane Dixon
least
their
is
the
exper
seriou
tise
programs and the many people who
s
interest in tracing her roots she in career interest areas such as
her career, Barbara rose to Tax
participate. The Senior Games and
does not know about. A grand- law enforcement, television
Specialist Supervisor in the Payroll
SA",11 RI)11.1PRII. h. 1991
our open houses are very appealing
broadcasting fire service
father
, Monroe Hodge
Department. She will proudly tell
and ,
s, came from medicine
to her. W'ith her engaging smile
11‘PI'l 111 R 1 HD ‘1! IN THE
Hamlin but the rest of the•Hodges
you that she had a good career.
tarlet,.hed klea should he rejected.
and obvious enjoyment of being
The public is invited. with
side is a mystery.
NEN I 1 1- 1R OF NM R LIFE:
Her commitment to volunteerism
VIRGO f \ug 23-Sept 221: You
with people, she is a natural for
ticket sales kicking off
1 on ar,.• ,er:. unpiessionahle rio,.•
this
Although our organization is the week.
was initiated while at the bank for
h.
c.
e real ,,. ,Ill•C tori.- eli..-hration! Your
MCCSC Organization.
Admission is $2.00 per
(ivard against beiii",1 led in the y. ton;.
first of its kind that Barbara has person, age
exk. ellent 'apron \A ith an important
seven Or older. Chil
direction. I he tin:irk-1A picture looks
been associated with, she, never- dren six and under
person '‘k ill lead to great thing...hose
.
.
are admitted
'
t.i. spek.i-iall priiiinsmi; in late tall. \ %xho
ill1I% ' illi ISI
44--; .
't
theles
are unattadied should pursue
s,
thoug
•
ht she could help in free. Scouts and Explorers
_oN
e._ one • deeds Vt
will
ill hea,
(.1fLe
4
1 it
romai
ke V. i th greater x igor.
bringi
be
ng
selli
about
ng
the
the
servic
es
that her
tickets to raise
IP ,- - ipitft ,
inspiration in December In earl
LIBR X !Sept 23-Oct. 22): Doown mother never could enjoy.
I
1'092. lo(b k t oi a Lhaike to make this
funds for their local Scouting
rnestk. attairs dominate totta. The
Barbara thinks about the care we programs and to benef
a Niter .A o trld' Your patierke u.k ith a outlook
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We are pleased to
announce that Amy
Odom, bride-elect of
Craig Fox, has
made her domestic
and
household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Amy and Craig
will be married May
4, 1991.
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believe your hushadds when they
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MSU students attend speech-language-hearing
conf

Thirteen undergraduate and graduate students and 10 faculty in the
Department of Special Education at
Murray State University attended the
recent annual spring conference of the
Kentucky Speech-Language-Hearing
Association in Lexington.
Representing the campus chapter
of the National Student Speech-Language-Hearing Association. the
group included five faculty members
ho made presentations at conference
sessions. Presenters and their topics
v. ere:
--Dr. Jo-Ann Hammons 'Tune-

tional Communication of Aphasic
Speakers using the Minspeak Augmentative System."
--Dr. Marilyn Condon and Susan
Snell. "Americans with Disabilities
Act of 19q0 - The Role of the
Audiologist.--Dr. Elizabeth G. Blodgett and
Dr. Viola Miller, "Facilitating Language Learning in Very Young Children: The.y are not short fourth graders."
More than 7(X attended the conference. uhich featured nationally
known speakers presenting informa-

Only one Friday left

erence

tion on adult and child feeding disorders and brain injury. gerontological
aspects of communication disorders.
hearing impairments and other current professional issues.
Others from the faculty who attended were: Dr. Jodelle Deem. Dr.
Darta NI. Mauer. Myra Gradisher.
LaRecca James and Marilyn Hornhack.
Students in the delegation were:
Daphine Culver. Henderson: Leslie
Borge. Murray: Debbie Stoner. Kris
Volmer and Rosemar) Hannan, all of

Paducah: Pam Taylor. Dover. Tenn..
Kerensa Smith, PAris. Tenn.: Paula
Richards, Bowling Green: Beth
Weinberg, Guthrie: Julie Ann Johnston, Dawson Springs: Diana Tracy.
Evansville, Ind.; Jeannie L. Burton.
Monticello, and Kirsten NI. Kiser.
Germantown. Tenn.
Murray State's delegation also met
with Patrick "Jerry," Camey,president
of die American Speech-LanguageHearing Association in a lengthy
session to discuss various topics relating to the profession.

Pharmacist charged for fraud

DRIVER'S SIDE AIR BAG

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Pharrracist Barry -Gaddis has been
named in five separate charges
invo:\
aleged Medicaid fraud,
said PH Miller, a spokesman for
the
attorney general's office.
said the charges included
bcnt!lvolved in a plan or scheme
to
Medicaid of more than
suhtnission of false claims
to th.. \1,:di,- aid program: and dis-

1991 Dodge Spirit

There's little time left before the deadline for
filing tax returns, which
means only one more Friday after today for
the volunteer income tax
assistance sponsored by Zeta Alpha Psi. The
Room 304 of the Business Building at Murra assistance is offered in
y State University from
noon-4 p.m. on Fridays; those seeking help
shoul
d bring last year's
returns, W-2s, 1099s, and all other relevant
information. For more
information call 762-4193.

pensing a narcotic pill in excess of
the number he is permitted by law.
Gaddis is scheduled for arraignment April 12 in Frankfort.
The four-month investigation by
the attorney general's Medicaid
Fraud and Abuse Control Division
began in December and covered the
time between Jan. 1, 1989, and
Nov. 30, 1990. Miller said.
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List Price
611607.00
Peppers Price 12.628.95
Fact. Rebate - 1.000.00
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PEPPERS

99c

EVERY DAY
ALL MOVIES

Murray Police Officer Ken Claud is shown
observing traffic on S.
12th St. from his unmarked police cruisers,
which the Murray Police
Department has begun using in response to
citizens' complaints concerning drunk drivers, speeding and other
traffic violations. The
officers' salary and much of the equipment used is
being paid for with
a Highway Safety Grant administered by the
Highway Safety Branch
of the Kentucky State Police.

Excep: Top 100 & Nintendo Games)

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

•L Video Mart

Doclye °

Jeep

••

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 7 Days a Week
•
753-1399

642-5661
2300 East Wood
1-800-748-8816
Paris. TN
Legal akimbo Jumbo.NI prices am pkss tax,D,icense
and doc lee after rebate.
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lard Tractor YT1 4H
• 14 HP , 9rrirnertial grade single cylinder
engine wit t, pp•ssureiubn( atior,
• Hs,
atu
witt, on‘enient 1,,01
•
pedal l'i.intr(4
- • 4...!" axie mounted
,i(10-4-11.so harge
rriov•er
k
• Largo' ..!2" rear tires
• Elect ri( VD)(lut( h
•••

COME TO OUR
2S0
BIG LIVE REMOTE
1
10t
BROADCAST 9 A.M.-1 P.M. Dogs,
SATURDAY 11113S01340
WITH LON SOSH
WE'LL HAVE SOME PROMOTIONAL
ITEMS TO GIVE AWAY SO
DON'T MISS IT!!
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attachment, shredder
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Push Mower S217.PM
.4 HP commercialWade engine
• Cast-aluminum deck
• 21'cut. staggered-wheel
• Mulch -N-Mow
attachment standard
• shredder, side
and ref• bag available
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899.99
2 Year Engine
Warranty
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Garden Tractor GT18H
• 18 HP commercial grade twin cylinder horizontal
shaft
engine with pressure lubrication
• Hydrostatp drive with foot pedal control and 2-spee
d
rear axle • Cast-iron front axle
• Hydraulic implement lift
• Large 4-gallon fuel
1
tank with gauge
• Electric PTO clutch

Electric start Briggs & Stratton LC engine. 7
speed transaxle drive. High-vacuum deck. Adj.
steenng column. 12 volt alt.:starter. 5 heights 14
amp battery 14F41-2251)
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CLEAN SWEEP

L.11.1.

Were cleaning out our warehouse an
d
we're sweeping out our showroom!
All odds 'n ends, one-of-a-kinds,
discontinued and merchandise still
in the box will be sold!

hich
tax
d in
rom
ar's
lore

SAVE UP TO 70%

Murray Rotary Club Literacy Project Director Dr. James
Carlin, left, presents Claire Resig and Chuck
Guthrie checks totalling $200 as part of the club's annual
litera
cy project aimed at improving literacy in
the area. Resig is the president of the West Kentucky Litera
cy
Counc
il and Guthrie is the director of the
Homework Assistance Program for Parents and Youth (HAP
PY). The money will be used for training and
ifistructional supplies.

DISCONTINUED

Hazel man listed in
satisfactory condition
Larry Smith of Hazel was in
satisfactory condition at Lourdes
Hospital after a two-vehicle accident on U.S. 641 Wednesday.
Smith was attempting to turn off
U.S. 641 onto another road about a
mile north of Hazel when he was
struck from behind by. a vehicle
driven by Michael Anson of
Louisville.
Smith, Anson, and a passenger in
Smith's vehicle, 12-year-old Billy
Smith, were taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Larry
Smith was transferred to Paducah.
but Anson and Billy Smith were
treated and released from the Murray hospital.
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Sixth annual Animal
Health Day sponsored
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Bedroom Suite

'399, 424
Twin
Headboard
Dresser
Mirror

$99

Chest

Large Selection

RECLINER
S
to

Maple

Reduced

Dining Room
Table and
4 Chairs

'88,488
8'288

$249
AU

Paintings,
Pictures, Mirrors
and Accessories
Black

All
Odds In
Ends
Inventory
Will Be
Sold!

#100028

Fuel Injection
4 Speed Trans.
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Radio
Tnted Glass
Full Carpeting

List Price
Peppers Price
Fact. Rebate

$8,325.00
8,084.73
— 400.00

PEPPERS
Plymouth.
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Mirror &
Nightstond

Paris, TN

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax tale.
license and doc tee after rebate
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$699

Waterbed Suite

Bed, Dresser,

ODCWFITES
GALLERIES

Jeep
Eagle

642-5661
1-800-748-8816

2400 East Wood

As Low As

Complete 4 Piece

—AN Merchandise Subiect To Prlor
Sol•s—

0

flodgeTrudis

Simmons
Mattress and
Box Springs

*Cash and Carry Only at These Prices—B
*Quantities Limited—First Come, First Sav ring Your Truck!
*Free Financing 90 Days Same As Cas e!
h (Up to 36 month

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your
car & truck company"

Dodge gzsr

Plush Pillow-Back
Living Room Suite
ofo
$287
Dye
*242
$197
$624

251

$599

Lacquer Suite

Headboard
Dresser, Mirror
5-Drawer Chest

4 4.

4 Piece Master

Totally Waveless

4-Piece

•
•

CLOSE-OUT
ON
SOFT SIDE
WATERBEDS

1991
Plymouth Colt

• ••

As Low As

Sets

From

1.5 Liter

)•••; •

S
o
l
d
$
3
'599 3

1111%
111PIDoff

.
• •

$99

Tables

As Low As

Oak &
Cherry
Curios

Service
Notes

•

Sectionals With
Sleepers & Recliners

Large

To cars were stolen late Tuesday night or early Wednesday
morning from Rayburn's Used Car
Lot on Van Cleve Road. Both vehicles were 1989 Oldsmobiles.
Two cars in the lot were also
vandalized, according to Sheriff
J.D.
artd the windows in
the garage had been broken. Tools
and other items were stolen from
the garage. No arrests have been
made and the theft is currently
under investigation.
An antique motorcyle valued at
S1,000 was recovered in Dexter
Thursday: It had been reported stolen on March 24. No arrests have
been made and the case in currently under investigation by the Calloway County Sheriff's office and
the Marshall County Sheriff's
office.
Stolen merchandise from the
Brooks Chapel Methodist Church
in Dexter, was recovered Thursday
at a Paducah pawn shop. The merchandise, a P.A. system, is valued
at S1,700. The case is currently
under investigation.

.

With
Bunk ie
Mattress

Living Room

Sealy®
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ing
up to

Seven Murray Police officers and two Calloway Count
deputies recently completed a basic training course in they Sheriff's
use of the
PR-24 police defensive weapon. Officer Rodney White of the Kentucky State Water Patrol, assisted by Water Patrol officer Billy Brandon, conducted the training March 26-28. Earning certificates for
completions of the class were (left to right, back) officer Alvin Parham, Kenneth Claud, Brandon, White, officer Larry Killebrew;
(front) Sgt. David Coker, officer Clayton Hendricks, Jimmy
Major George King, deputy Stanley Scott and deputy Joe LawrePotts,
nce.

Deanna Wolf (right), social services/parent involvemen
of the Murray Head State program, has been namedt coordinator
Outstanding
Social Work Alumna of the year by the Murray
State University
social work program. Shown with her is Jennifer Burch
, president of
the campus Social Work Club, who made the presen
tation to commemorate March as Social Club Month. The award is
a social work graduate for significant contributionsmade each year to
to the
A 1980 cum laude graduate, Wolf has supervised social profession.
fo r the past eight years and is a frequent guest speaker work interns
in social work
classes.

NAVY SEAMAN DONNIE D.
BALENTINE, son of Jerry D. and
Carol S. Balentine of Rt. I, Dexter,
has completed recruit training at
Recruit Training Commnand, San
Diego, Calif.
During Balentine's eight-week
training cycle, he studied general
military subjects designed to prepare him for further academic and
on-the-job training in one of the
Navy's 85 basic fields.
His studies included seamanship,
close order drill, Naval history and
first aid. Upon completion of this
course of instruction, Balentine is
eligible for three hours of college
credit in Physical Education and
Hygiene.
A 1990 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he joined the
Navy in December 1990.

Solid Pine
Bunkbeds

All

Selection

Two cars stolen
from Rayburn's

•••••••

Living Room
Suites
PRICED TO
SELL!

Wolf recognized

The Animal -Health Technology
Club at Murray State University
will sponsor its sixth annual Animal Health Day April 13 beginning
at 9 a.m. at the A. Carman Animal
Health Technology Building.
Area residents can take their pets
until 4 p.m. for a physical, heartworm check and fecal examination.
University students will give
baths and flea dips for S2.50. If the
animal is bathed and dipped. the
physical and tests are free.
The event, designed to heighten
awareness of pet care, also gives
students practical experience and
raises money for the club. The site
is across from calloway County
High School on College Farm

Sole Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Fri. & Sat. 10-8
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•
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Pirates scoff at Bonds-Bonil

BRADENTON, Ha. (AP) — Larry Doug
hty ants ,to stay
in Pittsburgh — and that's the very
reason that Barry/ Bonds
and Bobby Bonilla will, too.
Doughty, the Pirates general manager, laug
hed Thursday at
published reports that Pittsburgh might
trade Bonds and
Bonilla to the Nev. York Yankees.
'Who for? Babe Ruth and Lou Gehr
igr Doughty asked.
Doughty joked that if he were to trade his
two biggest wea.ons just 'because Bonilla is unsigned
and Bonds has been
unhappy at/ times this spring, he might
as well go with them.
"I Itke Pittsburgh and I'd like to go back
he said. adding that if he traded his IWO for opening day...
sluggers. the fans
might not let me.Doughty and team president Carl Barg
er talked to Yankees
genera' manager Gene Michael last week
end after the Pirates'
„.0ntract :arks with Bonilla reached an impa
sse. Michael called
ne trade reports "pure speculation,- alth
ough he said the
Y(i71
Lild bring up Bonds' name.
‘
1. m.en.:!oned Bonilla and we couldn't
find anything of
7'.:OTC•1.- Doughty said. "They said they.
would be

la deal to Yankees

very interested in Barry Bonds and
I said Barry Bonds isn't
available.Asked about rumors the Yankees were
deal for Bonds. Doughty said, "You're _actively. pursuing a
talking Yankee talk.
you're not talking Pirate talk."
Unlike Bonilla, who can become a free
agent after this season. Bonds can't become a free agen
t until 1992 and can play
in Pittsburgh for two more seaso
ns.
Bonds was unhappy after losing in
arbitration for the second straight year and at the
Pirates' refusal to offer him a
longterm contract. But he hasn't voice
d any complaints since
his on -field shouting match with
manager Jim Leyland last
month.
The Pirates have shopped Bonilla
this week to determine
his value on the trade market, hut
Doughty wasn't overwhelmed by any offers.
Bonilla, the 1990 National League
MVP runner-up, to
Bonds, has turned down a four-year
contract offer worth S16
million. If he doesn't reach terms
and signs elsewhere. the
Pirates would receive only a draft
pick in return.

Sport Writer

Doughty said he contacted nearly ever
y team in the American and National Leagues "just to get
(Bonilla's) name out
' there."'

Jim MIRE
Associated Press

"My price was high. He gives us a
chance to win a pennant
and we are prepared to play out the seas
on with him and get
an amateur draft choice."
White Sox owner Jerry ReinsDoughty said he was seeking at least two
dorf may have been more lucky
quali
ty
playe
rs
in
return for Bonilla.
than smart in this instance.
'I've had a hard enough time putting together
since Bo Jackson picked him
players for Bonilla. much less four or five for Bond
rather than the other way
s and Bonilla.
That's really improbable,- he said. "I don'
arou
nd. But give Reinsdorf cret know if you
could get enough players off a team to
dit
for
this much: fie has the
make that trade,''
good sense to answer the door
Doughty said he has had no serious offers for
Bonilla, who
when opportunity knocks.
wants a four-sear deal worth about S2ll milli
on, and doesn't
Six years ago. Reinsdorf
expect to trade the three -time All-Star any
time in the near
picked up Chicago's moribund
future.
NBA franchise at fire-sale
Bonds hit .301
hi33 hon:,:rs and 114 RBIs and Bonil
la .prices. The team's largest
batted .2S0 with 3.7 homers and 120 RBIs
asset
to lead the Pirates
— maybe its only one at the
:0 95 .
N:.
.:flittlpitL • :1 last sear.
time — was a big-earred kid
from North Carolina who played
with his tongue hanging out and
deigned to touch the earth only
when the mood struck him.
3y The Associated Press
To date. the Bulls have sold
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
out Chicago Stadium for 176
Bicston 123, New Jersey 104, CharA team mired in -a 24-point
consecutive games, the franchise
lotte 98, Atlanta 91, Portland 105.
per -.)5.1 deficit — especially
is one of the league's mostWashington 96: Minnesota 134.
pri/ed, and that kid, Michael
Michael Jordan —
Denver 122; San Antonio 105, MilJord
an, is one of the biggest
TA.'
anted out.
waukee 101, and the Los Angeles
values in all of sports. At a
noints can always be
Lakers 102, Phoenix 98,
ap, But' in 11:43?
salary of slightly less than 53
The Bulls were I3-for-21 from
That's exactly what happened
million annually, a half-dozen
the field in the third pet'iod, whil
e
.-'n.Jsdav night when the Chicago New
players in the NBA alone are
York was 5-for-11 with nine
making more money.
'neat the New York Knicks turnovers.
The victory clinched for
I -'-And now Reinsdorf has Bo's
Chicago at least a tie for the Centr•
head on his office wall at an
.
have confidence al Division title.
even better price.
,:(.1771e back. but you
Chicago, which shares with PortWhen Kansas City released
▪ 'T7der- when yOu get. land the
league's best record. w:.1
•
Jackson some two weeks ago,
2.7 25 points.- Bulls win
the division outright
Pn:. Jackson said.
the going price for Bo was
another 'victorsor Detroi: ioss.
'Pka sunprising ...' said JonS2.375 million a year then, plus
- who s,ored 34 points. includa 51 service charge to pluck
Chicago took advantage
•71 :.-re second half. "At half- ries
him
off waivers. But under the
to starters Charles Oakics
- -27e just hoping- to get Gera
terms of deal struck Wednesday.
ld-Wilkins and Trent 1
Reinsdorf is obligated to pay
-ng into the fourth respirator
y illness to outscore the
Jack
son just 5700,000 in guaran.Knicks 57-29 in the second ha:f
- •
teed salary this year.
ny as many as 24 and hand them their
sixth lo]s in
71. ;he second quarter. the
Though the entire package
seven games. The 29 points.wa
kinE.;ks setted for a 62-44 halftime
could yield as much as $8.15
New York's season low for a half.
•
million over three years, every
"Vor'hen we had them down. they
her. z.t:ong came Jordan. He perchec
k after the first one might
didn't get rattled_ they didn't lose
malched the Knicks' third- their
just
as well have been made
poise
.- Knicks coach John
_
(1.1tp'.: as the .Bulls rallied
out using .invisible ink. Not a
MacLeod said. "They came back
York 30-12 i-rt the
penny leaves the bank after the
in the second half and denied- eve7y
••• 'nth they tied the
1991 'season unless Bo plays,
move we tried to make. They has:strength of a
and
not much more follows it
cally shut us down.out the door unless he plays
New. York made 1...N
:
nse. however.
well. On top of which, Reins.the second quarter and V•
1.pa,: years. I don't know if.
dorf is already ahead on the
Michael Jordan led the Chicago)
1440r-18,in the period. buiidini;
Bulls past the New York Kni(ks with
•
IhC defensive intensity to
Madison Square Garden.
34 points in Chicago's 101-91 win
service charge.
55-31 lead with 3:15 remaining •
at
▪
Jordan said.
Outside of a convention for
the half before the Bulls beg.;
I've ever seen a their comeback. They
actuaries, baseball's owners,
tied
the
game
• as quick as this," with 3:32 left
bless them, are about as cirin the third period.
you could see
cumspect a group as you. could
Scottie Pippen had 20 points for •
TULSA. Okla.(AP) — Kentuck- inter
ange in our Chicago and Brian
ested in a Nolan R._
gather together in a single room
Quinnett a
y assistant -Orlando "
gan under Richardson.
- Tubby - Sin.;th said. "That
— especially since that certicareer-high 20 for New York.
te1.,
yo, how
Smith was pleased when the Uni- comm
Smith played under Barnett at
itted they are to the
fiably wild -and -crazy guy,
versity of Tulsa make a strorg
II:gh Poinh College in North Carbail program. Obviously. I'm
George Steinbrenner, was turned
i]atmove to name Nolan Richardson as
ohna. and later was an assistant to
tered I'm in this pos.t:or. that
out
by the commissioner last
the head basketball coach.
Barnett for six years at Virginia
Nolan Richardson was in as:
year.
He was elated when Richardson
Commonwealth.
ago.Sure, these people spend
On
turned the job down.
Kt he was quick to point out
Athle
money — the free-agent signtic Director R;ck
-Life •Health -Annuities
Smith, an associate head coach said Smit
Thursday that his teams would
ings in the off-season just
be
h was on :he
::st 0:
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
under Rick Pitino at Kentucky the "nee
an.
image of Nino's teachings, and
d -to-pursue" cant;idales. lie
ended resembled nothing so
past two years. was introduced admit
not Barnett's.
-Medicare Supplements
much as a wave of mass
ted the l:st was p on no'd
Thursday as coach of the Hurricane when
"I have great respect for J.D.
hyste
ria. But they also know'
talk
s
'A
;:h
Richards,r,
Dan
about five hours after Richardson incre
and what's he's accomhow to make it. A quick glance
ased over the pa: few days
said he was staying at Arkansas
:•!.,:ii2d.'• Smith said. "I've learned
McNutt. AAI
-V5e were able to move
at those who didn't inherit their
Smith, 39. replaces J.D. Barnett.
of fundamentals,. a lot of
when
pre-b
aseball fortunes reveals that
RiLh
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Actions & Reactions
BASKETBALL — LOCAL
Ron Greene, former Murray
State basketball
coach, has sIgned a one-y
ear contract to coach
the Nashvile Stars of
the World Basketball
League Greene, who lives in
Murray, has a
339 256 record as a
college Coach in 22 years
a New Orteads, Missis
sippi State, k4SU, and
Indiana Slate.

Regisiralion is underway for the
Murray State
Racer Football Camp, set for
June 2-8 The
camp, under the direction of the
Murray Slate
football coaching staff, emphasizes
lootball fundamentals with a goal of developing
each camper into a sound offens
rve or defensive player
Campers will be divided into two
age groups —
8 to 12 arid 13 to high schoo
l senior — which
allos specialized group instruction
to each
groups
Fees are $200 for campers
who need University housing
and $160 for campers who choose to live off campu
s.
.For more intormation,
call 762-4150, or vents
Community Education PrograM,
Sparks Hall.
Murray Stale University, Murray,
KY.

YOUTH BASEBALL
Tryoi.es for tie nine-yearold and 10-year-act
Kentucky League teams will be Apnl
8 and Apnl
9 ion the Kentucky League field
Nine-year-old
—"its...tryouts are set for 5 p
m., Monday, and 10-year olds will try out at 5 pm , Tuesd
ay. April 9
.For more information, contac
t Jim Bawer at
762 6954

HONG KONG — Police were called in
after a
souffle broke out in a bar earty
this morning
between John lAcEnroe and
news photographers, the manager of the bar
reported Michael
Cakebread, general manager
of the Kangaroo
Pub, said lAcEnroe was in the
company of several women and U S servicemen
when photographers from the EngIrsh
language newspaper
Hong Kong Standard took
a picture Alc.Enroe
Objected and asked for the
film, Cakebread
said The photographers refuse
d and a bnef
scuttle occurred and police were
called, Cake bread said Police said A4cEn
roe left the bar
before their arrival and nobody
was injured in
the scuffle
HONG KONG — Top-seeded Micha
el Chang
defeated Chrism Van Rensburg of
South Africa
7-5, 6-7 (5-7), 6-4 in the
second round of the
Hong Kong Open In other match
es. Alexander
Mronz beat seventh-seeded
Amos Mansdori
6-7(4-7). 6-4, 6-2 and Felix Barne
ntos defeated
Kevin Curren 1-6, 6-1, 7-5
HILTON HEAD ISLAND. SC — Ninthseed
Leila Meskhi upset sixth-seede
d Jennifer
Capnati 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 in the third
round of the
Family Circle Magazine Cup
In other matches,
severnh-seeded Helena Sukova
beat Mercedes
Paz 6-4, 6-0, Jana Novotra defeat
ed Florencia
Labat 6-1, 6-1. and third-seede
d Aranxta
Sanchez Vicano advanced when
unseeded
Halle Ciotti becarne ill and retired
from the
match after losing the first
set
ORLANDO. Fla — Defending champ
ion Brad
Gilbert joined MaliVai Washington
and Chuck
Adams in the quarterfinals of the
Prudential
Securities Classic Gilbert,
seeded third,
defeated Patrick Baur 6-3, 7-6 (7-5),
Washington beat Nicolas Pereira 6-1,
6-3 and Adams
defeated Bryan Shelton 3-6,
7-6 (8-6). 7-6
(7-4)
LISBO

N, Portugal — Seventh -seeded Karel
Novaceii beat Goren Proc 6-2,
7-5 to advance
to the quarterfinals of the Estoril
Open Marian
Veda also advanced, beating
Nuno Marques
4-6, 7-5. 6-3

GOLF
SCOT

TSDALE, Anz — Phil Rodgers shot
a
course record 7-under-par 65
to take a threestroke lead over Don January
and Bob Brue
after the first round of the Tradni
on seniors
tournament. Rodgers, who turned
53 a day earlier, broke the course record of
66 set by Don
Bies, Gene Latter and Ken Still in
the inaugural
Tradition in 1989 Chi Chi Rodri
guez, Gary
Player, Mike Hill, Ben Smith,
Tommy Jacobs,
Jim Dent and George Archer were
tied for third
at 69.
TUCSON, Ariz — Chns Johns
on birdied the
18th hole to tie Betsy King at 5-und
er-par 67 for
a share of the first -round lead in
LPGA's PINGWelch's Championship, Patty
Sheehan, this
season's leading money leader
, was one of four
players at 68. Jan Stephenson contin
,
uing her
recovery from a broken left linger
sustained last
year, was among five at 69
THE WOODLANDS, Texas — Rain
forced
cancellation of the first round
of the PGA Tour's
Independent Insurtce Agent Open
for the second straight yearThirty-six player
s in the field
of 144 golfers teed off befor
e play was
suspended.

TRACK AND FIELD
CINCINNATI — Sprinter Butch
Reynolds'
request for a court order to allow him
to run in
races while he challenges a two-ye
ar suspension for alleged steroid use was turned
down by
a federal appeals court. A threejudge panel of
the 6th U.S Circuit Court of
Appeals rejected
Reynolds' request for a stay that would
have
allowed him to compete until
the court rules on
the challenge of his suspension
Last October,
The Athletic Congress barred
Reynolds from
competition for 24 months after
two urine samples attributed to him had tested positi
ve for the
steroid nandroione
AUSTIN, Texas — Franc.Je Larne
u Smith broke
Mary Slaney's 9-year-old Ameri
can record for
10,000 meters in the 64th Texas
Relays with a

GENERAL
TAMPA Eli
— Taped telephone conversations conducted in English arid
lbo, the major
language of southeastern
Nigeria, were played
for jurors as Minnesota Viking
s kicker Donald
Igwebuike's trial on heroin
smuggling charges •
continued in federal court Althou
gh there's no
specific mention of heroin
on the tapes,
recorded after two men arrest
ed in Florida
implicated Igweburke last Octob
er, a government witness testified he and
Igwebuike were
discussing a drug deal lbezim
Ofedu pleaded
guilty last month to a charge of
conspiring with
Igwebuike Ofedu said that
Igwebuilie sought
his help in a plan that called
for Maduwuba
lbekwe to pick up more than
a half-pound of
heroin 41 Nigeria and deliver it to
Ofedu in Tam Pa

BASEBALL
American Leaguer
&LEVELAND INDIANS—Claimed
Eddie Taubensee
off carvers from the Oakland
Athlisecs
MINNESOTA TWINS—Sent
Lenny Wetwter catcher, to
Portland of the Pacific Coast League
Waboi Pal How.I.W
NEW
°uVb
eRCIK
irYANKEES—Sent Steve Howe,
Am Walinvander. Outfielder, to their minor- pitcher. and
for reassignment Optioned Atari Mitts, league camp
pitcher, John
Ramos. catcher. and Mae Humph
reys. outflekliar. to
Cok.mbus of the International League
SEATTLE MARINERS—Optioned
Keith Comstock
;either. and To Martinez and Dave
Cochrane, infielders to Calgary of the Parsec Coast
Lupus Seer Alonzo Powell, outfielder, to their minorreassignment Placed lak• Schoo league camp for
4r. pitcher on the
15-day disabled kW
TEXAS RANGERS—Sent Joe Baker,
pitcher to their
rano-Magus camp for reassignment
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Optioned WIII•
Fraser and
Bob MacDonald, pitchers. to Syracu
se of ihe International League
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES—Placed Pete
Smith, pitcher. on the
15-day disabled list
CINCINNATI REDS—Sent Chris
Jones, outfielder. to
Nashville of the Arne/nun Association
MONTREAL EXPOS—Recalled Eric Bullock
. outfielder
from their mnor-league camp
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES—OpCone
d lackey Morani3ni.
second baseman. Darns Fletch
er, catcher, and Tim
Mauser. ;etcher. to Scranton-Wassnational League Placed Ken HowellBarre 04 the Inter. pitcher. and Si
Carnousano. outfielder on the 15-day
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Sem Mark, disabled fist
iisismann, ocher
and Orlando Merced first baserna
n-ouffiekkir, to Buffalo
of the American Aiwa/ton Releas
ed Doug
Davis. Joe Lazor and Joe Pacholoc. pitcheBait, Joe
rs, Torn
Nero, catcher, and Jeff Osborne
and Junior Vizcano.
first basemen
SAN FRANC'SCO GIANTS—Placed
Jose Unbe, infieider. on ,ne 15-day disabled fist
Placed Kelly Downs
pincher on the 15-day disabled
tat regrowth* to Apr' 2
Sent Tony Perezchca, infielder, to Phoeni
x of the Picric Coastleague

ance.e,

BASKETBALL
World Basketbell League
NASHVILLE STARS—Named Ron Greene
coach
FOOTBALL
Notions! Football Limps
HOUTSON OILERS—Waved Patrick
Atkin. cornerback
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Signed
backer, Titus Dixon vide receive CHford Chantal. Ins
r, While Fears dote-itn
n ytng
linema
bi,s
ac n, and Mcrae! Owens and Stump
latched.
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Warned
Ian Fyia strength
and conditioning coach
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Released
Joe Mck les, run ring bad)
Arena Foothill
DALLAS TEXANS—Named Mike Trigg.
nator, John Fontes defensive coordi offensive coordinator, and Aaron
Michell. special Marta coordinator
World League of Amorken Football
SAN ANTONIO RIDERS—Waved
Teddy Garcia placekicker Sgned Jim Galen. discolor:kat
HOCKEY
National Hockey torque
NEW YORK RANGERS—Sent Steven
Rice and Tie
Dorn night wings. to Binghamton of the
American Hockey League
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Named
Tony Esposito director of hockey operations
SOCCER
Mew Soccer League
KANSAS CITY COMETS—Announce
d the reagnaton of
aa,,
chri,
,Clou
a, ser, chairman Promoted Jack
Brozman .
COLLEGE
IIENTLEY COLLEGE—Named Cory
Taster interim
hens and womens tennis coachOREGON—Annoinced Terrell Brando
n guard, wit breed. NS senior year and *Mel th• NBA
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE—Namedraft
d Naomi Graves
women s basketball coach
TULSA—Named Tubby Smyth men's basketb
all coach
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lAnnesota
Boston
New York
Cleveland
Sean.
Kansas Ciry
Baltimore
Chicago
Calfornia
Oakland
Texas
lalwaukee
Toronto
Detroit

AMERICAN LEAGUE
W
20
20
18
15
15
14
14
14
12
11
11
11
9
8
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W

L
9
10
12
10
12
12
14
14
13
15
17
19
18
21

Pct,
690
667
600
600
556
538
500
500
480
423
393
367
333
276

L
9
10

Pci.
625
583
577
A
pSISaN°u
t.Cthicag
taniad
anLtI'
aDeo
1
.2sla
14
5
12
1
560
14
11
560
PI
Ssnsbu
n Francisco
sco
538
Nets York
14
14
500
la
16
467
Siontreal
12
14
462
13
17
433
C
Lce
inciAnnl
aneles
12
16
429
10
16
385
NOTE Spit squad games count in
standings ties
do not
'
15
4

Thursday's Gemee
Minnesota 10. Texas 3
Ffinsburgh 2 BOS1011 1
PhilaClelpIlia r l Nemo 7
New York Wits vs Montreal ccd
. ran
Houston 5. Cincinnati 4
Toronto 2. Kansas ,City 1

Kansas City vs Houston at Keton
es Fla, 12 05
m
Columbus vs New York Yankee
s at corn Lauderdale, Fla, 12 05 pni
Montreal vs Atlanta at West Pair'
Beach Fla
1205 pm
Cincinnati vs Detroit an Lakeland
Fla . 1230 p m
Pittaburgh vs Texas at Pon Charlot
te. Fla . 12 30
pm
lannesota vs Chicago White Si at
Saraso
ta Fla
t235 pm
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee. 6
pm
Sari Diego vs Seattle at Las Vegas,
California at Los Angeies. 935 pm 8 05 p m
San Francisco at Oakland 935
p
Seturdey'e Games
Pfftsburgh vs Detroit at Lakeiand
Fla if
New Yoh Yankees vs Montre
al at West Palm
&mon Fla . 1 1 05 a m
keno Leave An-Stars vs Chicag
o White Sox at
Sarasota Fla it 35 a in
Texas vs lannimota at Fort Weft
Fla,
12 05 p rn
Houston vs PhiladeioNa at
Clearwater, Fla , 12 05
m
Boston on Baltimore at Washington.
St Louis vs Atlanta at Richmond. 12 35 pm
Toronto at New York Mats 1 10 Va r pit
pm
PAlwaukee at Chicago Cubs. 1 20
pm
San Francisco at Oakland 305 pm
San Diego VS Seanie at Las
Vegas 8 05 p
Los Angeles at California, 905
pm
Sunday's Games
Portland vs Minnesota at Fon
Myers. Fla . 11 05
am

Rose leaves halfway house

753-8355

Ploadelphia vs Houston at Kamm"
. Fla , 1205
m
Cleveland vs Cincinnati at Columb
us. Cho, 12 05
pm
Atlanta vs Si Lours at Louisville,
Ky.
Boston vs Balbrnote at Waitinaton . 12 30 pm
12 35 pm
San Diego vs Searle at Portland
Los Angeles at Catforrna 305 p ii205 pm
Oakland at San Francisco 3 05 p
End Exhanion Season

Exhibition baseball

C
Sebavnelei
land
7. l
C'hica
lAglo
wa*
Cubs
.. 2
7
Chicago Wide Sox 4, St Louis
Baltimore 3 New York Yankees 2
2
Fnday's Games
TO(08,10 vs St LOUIS at St Peters
burg. Fla , 12 05
m
120
Pt',1a5delphia
pr, vs Boston at Venter Raven.
Fla .

months in the halfway house after
he pleaded guilty to failing to
report income for tax purposes.
U.S. District Judge S. Arthur
Spiegel also fined him $50,000 and
ordered him to work off the community service at five inner-city
elementary schools.
Rose, who started as a volunteer
gym teacher's aide in the Cincinnati Public Schools in January, was
scheduled to work today at Heberle
Elementary School.
Later in the day, he is to make a
paid personal appearance in Birmingham, Ala., said Cal Levy, one
of his business managers.
Rose has made paid appearances
at baseball card shows in Connecticut and New York since leaving a
federal prison in Marion, Ill., in
January. Levy declined to say what
he was paid for the appearances.

•

more than one company
agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

adi Raniord. iast

CINCINNATI (AP)
Pete
Rose ended his three-month stay in
a halfway house today, closing the
final phase of his detention on federal tax offenses.
Rose was smiling and joked with
reporters as he walked for the final
time out of the private Talbert
House and drove away at 8:15 a.m.
to report for another day of work at
an elementary school for his courtordered community service
sentence.
Asked his thoughts on leaving
the halfway house, Rose quipped.
"I get to sleep in a comfortable
bed." He referred to the house's
small rooms and spartan bed
frames.
The former Cincinnati Reds
manager is completing a courtordered 1,000 hours of community
service — the final part of his sentence for tax cheating. He said he
expects to be in Florida this
weekend, where his family lives,
and hopes to watch the Reds' Monday season opener on television.
Rose, 49, was sentenced last July
to five months in prison and three
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NORRIS DIVISION
North Stars 4, Blackhawke 3
Chicago Vaned last. as Jeremy ROOPiCli knocke
d in a rebound lust 13 seconds into the
scored r*o ou•di power-play goals
game But In, North Stars
Do, Graham gave the Blact,nawais Delors the Blacknawas Doug Wilson led it at 4 06
a 3.2 leap with me only goat of the
second period. but GrOISS S 20-100t
shot say in the third period beat Bellow
wnst
and forced the overtime
St Louis saw its home-ice edge disapp Red Wings 6, Blues 3
ear thanks to Yzerrnans
Grad sacc,rinn scored trio only
goat ot the first period and Yzermafirst playoff hat Inck in two years
n scored twice in the second tor
before
who nad 86 regular-season goals beat
a 3-0 wad
Tim Cheveldas at 13 10
Serge redorOv and Kern Mow, made it 5-1
early -n the third penod before power-play
Oates in a 27,
goals by Hut and Adam
span gave St Louis soma hope
au! Yzermans third of the game win
the Blues comeback attempt
555 remaining doused
SYSITHE DIVISION
Oilers
3, Fames I
The Oilers opened defense of their Stanley
Per, Klima s goal at 10 16 ol the second Cup onamcionsnip by stunning the Flames at the Olympic Saddiedome
third period for Edmonton, which finishe period broke a 1-1 se and Crag Simpson added an insurance goal in
the
d 20 points beharni the second-place
Nem coach John Muckier gambled
Flamm
by starting Grant ruhr in goal and benchi
MVP It pad off as Fuhr made several
ng
yOar's playoff
tog
saves
allowin
g
only
a
game-ope
opening penod Esa Tilikanen tied
ning goal by Al Macinns at 12 07
of the
the 'core at 18 20
Its the third consecutive year the Flames
have lost the first game ot the playoff
s They're 1-4 in sense iyhere they
lose the opener
The Canuclis, the weakest playoff Qualifie Canucke 6, Kings S
r veth 65 ports completed the petted
Counnall sewed lt,e9 times and set
night for road teams as Geoff
up Clot Ronnin
Geo/1,
e made up a 5-3 defot by sconng his Secondg s game-winner vntti 231 left in regulator
and third goals 41•4 minutes apart in the
ring, who came wori Counnail from St
third penod Ron.
Louis in a as-player deal at the trading deadlin
when he teal Kelty Hrudey to•the
top ngfrt comer WI,- a high slap shot from e, gave the Caracas the victory
The Kings t•ailed 2-0 early in the game
the lop of the slat
arid 3-2 after one period but second-penod
goals by Wayne Gretzky Steve
Kasper and Luc Rowans, put mem •ahead
by two goals

TRANSACTIONS

• •

The Insurance Center
of Murray

The Chicago Blackhawks spent 80 game
s compiling the NHL's best
regular-season record. The Minnesota
North Stars weren't impressed.
The North Stars stunned the Blackhaw
ks 4-3 on Thursday night in the
opener of their Norris Division semifinal
series. Brian Propp's power-play
goal at 4:14 of the extra period gave the
Nort
five visits to Chicago Stadium this seas h Stars their first victory in
on.
"It's a good confidence-builder for some
they can win in this building," Propp said. of our younger players, to see
"But we can play a lot better,
and we're going to have to."
Neal Broten, whose second goal of
the
the third period, fed Mark Tinordi, whos tame tied the score at 6:22 of
e
Belfour. But the Chicago goaltender coul slap shot was stopped by Ed
Propp backhanded it into the net for dn't control the rebound and
the winning goal.
Minnesota got the power-play chance when
Chicago defenseman Keith
Brown high-sticked Dave Gagner as the
Minnesota center went in on a
breakaway. Referee Terry Gregson
calle
sticking on Brown and the North Stars d a double-minor for high "1 knew he was there. I thought it would capitalized.
be an icing call," Brown said.
"I don't even remember bringing up my
stick, and I couldn't believe I got
four minutes."
The other Norris semifinal opener also
had
got three goals from its star, Steve Yzerman, a surprise winner. Detroit
to upset the St. Louis 6-3
despite two goals from the Blues' top
gun, Brett Hull.
The favorites in the Smythe Division
semifinals fared no better.
Edmonton won Game 1 of the Battle of
Albe
and Vancouver rallied for -three third -peri rta by upsetting Calgary 3-1
od goals to beat Los Angeles
6-5
The Adams and Patrick Division semifinals
resume Friday night. In the
Adams, it's Hartford at Boston and Buffalo
at Montreal, while in the Patrick Division, New Jersey is at Pittsburgh
and Washington is at the New
York Rangers. The Whalers. Canadiens,
Devils and Rangers won their
openers on Wednesday night.

NEW YORK — Roger Clemens appea
led his
five-game suspension and $10.0
00 line to commissioner Fay Vincent, clearing the
way for the
two-lime Cy Young Award winner
to pitch Boston's season opener on Monday
at Toronto
Clemens was given the penahy for his
actions
in Game 4 of the American
League playoffs
Umpire Terry Cooney elected Cleme
ns, claim IN the pitcher uttered profanities,
and Clemens
charged Cooney and umpire Jim Evans
The
penalty was upheld Tuesday by
AL presid
Booby Brown, who handed down the suspeent
nsion in November Any penalties agains
t Clemens will not take effect until after
Vincent's
ruling No hearing date has yet
been scheduled
before the commissioner
PHIL ADELPHIA — Mao Leagu
e Baseball
umpires head into the final
weekend of exhibition games without a contra
ct and with no sign
a settlement is close The two
sides met without
reaching an agreement and
'alas will continue
jhroughOut the weekend
The regular season
Starts Monday, and both the
American and
National leagues have lined
up replacement
umpires in the event of
a strike or lockout

_
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SCOREBOARD

By The Assactated Press

BASEBALL

FOOTBALL — LOCAL

TENNIS

Stars stun Hawks

time of 31 minutes. 28 92 seconds.
Slaney set
the previous record of 31 35 30 in
1982 Ingrid
Knstartsen set the world record
of 30 13 74 in
1 986

• •

Pro basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct
GB
y-erOSIOn
54 20 730 —
i-Philad•Oelia
41 33 554 13
New YOfk
35 39 473 19
Washington
27 46 370 26Yi
how Jersey
23 51 311 31
Marn
22 52 297 32
Central Division
x-Chicago
55 18 753 —
x-Detroit
46 27 630 9
Mleautiere
44 30 595 11,.
x Atlanta
38 35 521 17
Indiana
36 37 493 19
Cierwiland
26 47 356 29
Chandra
23 51 311 327,
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I Pct
GB
x-Sari Amore°
48 24 667
1-Houston
47 25 653
1
a Utah
47 25 653
1
Orlando
26 45 366 2i,
Dallas
26 46 361 22
lannesota
23 49 319 25
DIgivef
19 54 260 29".
Pecilic Division
0-Portland
55 18 753 —
0-LA takers
53 21 716 ZA
x-Phoenix
50 23 685 5
x-Goidan State
38 35 521 17
Seattle
35 37 486 19Y,
LA Clippers
28 45 384 27
Sacramento
20 52 278* 34A
x-cinched playoff berth
yclinched division Ste
Thursday'. Games
Boston 123, New Jersey 104
Charlotte 96. Atlanta 91
Portland 105. Washington 96
lannesota 134 Denver 122
San AMorao 105, 1.41vraukee 101
Chicago 101 New York 91
LA Lams 102 Phoenix 96
Friday*, Canute
Charms at Cleveland. 6 30 pin-Washington at Indiana. 630 pm
Portland at Orlando 6 30 p m
San Antonio at Chicago 7 pm
lAnnesota at Detroit 7 pm
Utah at Dales 730 pm
Houston at Demist a3Opnn
Phoenix at Golden Stake 9 30 pm
Seattle at LA Clippers 930 pm
Marro al LA takers. 930 pm
Saturday's Games
Balton at Orlando. 630 pm
Indiana at Atlanta 7 p m
Utah at Houston. 7 30 p m
Deuort al New York 730 pm
New Jersey at Milwaukee, 8 p mt
Golden State at Sacramento 930 pm
Sunday's Games
Cerveland at Charlotte 1 pm
Phadephia at Chicago. 230 pm
Portland at Dallas 230 pm
San Antonio at lAnnesola. 210 pm
Seattle at Denver, 3 p m
Sacramento at LA Clippers. 5 pm
Phoenix at LA Lakers, 930 p.m.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Ask About
\X SIIVIALKS
74 up to SSIMO
7I , 2(e on
an thing o‘er S5.000
1Iso,
Intere.1
Check It Needed
Faye Childress
753-5234

(
4
:
1111 11111
/

IT

Fred Stalls
759-1909

Parker Ford says 'Thanks."

Writer...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Cubs, Reinsdorf hatched a plan
to move the team to Florida.
Today the White Sox are
legitimate contenders, owners of
a new park worthy of the title
bestowed on the old one —
"Baseball Palace of the World"
— and beneficiaries of a near
million-dollar campaign to lure
fans into the comfortable seats.
And now, even if all those
other measures fail, the White
Sox have a fallback position:
Bo.
A huge number of tickets are
going to be bought by people
who don't know avascular
necrosis from, say, halitosis (and
could care less), but want to be
on board the day that Bo Jackson steps on the ship.
To hear the man talking
already about crashing baseballs
off the new left-field scoreboard
at Royals Stadium is to know
that Bo hasn't yet lassoed
reality. But the thread of his
career, thin and unraveling
though it may still be, is
anchored at least to hope.
With the average ticket price
at the new Comiskey at SIO,
Reinsdorf need only sell 70,000
tickets over 82 home dates to
recoup his out-ofocket
expenses on Jackson.
Nobody knows, least of all
Bo, whether Bo will be able to
go again. But this much is beyond doubt: Jerry knows
economics.

SHOPPING FOR
AIR CONDITIONING?
CHECK THIS OUT.
0

TRANS

I

Our salute to the U.S. Armed Forces.

iiisrANT sAviNtis'

Syym

,o;

* Ford

cobuArs

1*
-6

Ford Mustang GT *

74—,
7
1/
:
4 a1
1-0//fra
•

The Trane Instant Savings Check"Offer

* Met-curt, Tither 1.TS

Single Package Electric Cooling and Gas Heating System

Announcing the Ford Military
Appreciation Purchase Program.

Buy and install a high efficiency
Trane single package electric cooli
ng and
gas heating system between Marc
h 4 and May 31, 1991 and recei
ve S100
in instant savings checks. Enjoy yearround comfort, superior qualit
y and
savings. Because the dependable
Trane system controls energy
costs all
summer. As well as all winter
Get the best products, instant savin
gs checks
and expert
service from your
Man from Trane.
Offer available trom
pirtioprang dealers Offer not
available to contractors or budders
quaktymi mcdris YCC 2 4 ton
wale phase YCH 4-5 ton angle phase VCD
3 5 ton mar phase

Right now we're offering all United
„States active-duty **pry personnel
or their spouses sub$Mitialsavings off
the Manufacturer',. Suggested Retail
Price on ;any new 1990.1i, 1991 or 1992
Ford, Mercury, or Linciiirt co,or an)
Ford light truck throvigh r-4_4q4' suties
pickups and the Econdlinextr

TRANI.
Thafer reersbe in the mem

cr•Arn

—Financing Available—

Randy Thornton
Company, Inc.
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MERCURY

701 Main St., Murray

.

•

I

The Ford Military Appreciation Purchase Program is our may of saying
thanks. Co come in and say "Yo
u're
wekome" I FORD

To be eligible, just prove your activeduty military status, a$ of March 1,.
1991. You must take delivery of your
new vehicle by December 3,1, 1991.

753-8181

•

And,onlv on,e vehicle can be purchased per household.
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.
eft

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.

Thornton Tile and Marble

Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
a Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

RUTHIE'S
G4OUNIVERSITY GULF
Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Sundays 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
give Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat II 00 am

753.2411

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Korship
11 00 a rr.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER

"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
Glesuialc At Whitaell (Arran Fran Ledger A Ties)

Simla, School
Wcwhip
Church Truisms
Wedrisiday

JCPenney
Carroll
Tire
7534489 • 1105 Pogue {Just behind Toyota of Way)
•C•rtifiad
Teach-or
•Custerri Orators
•Supplias

& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 .m. to 10

Rt.

1, Murray

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

CgiD

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St

CATHOLIC

CHRISTIAN

I''H'. i-: EI-Iiiciel.: 41
;6;4- 44 Mar

900 & 1030 sm.
Chm
u-School
9.
- 15 a.m
Hal.y Ei.rh•ng Prayer 5 15 pm

INDEPENDENT

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
930 a rr
Worsnip
' 10 45 • in
MURRAY CHRISTIAN '
FELLOWSHIP
Woe- nip
1030 • rr
Bb,,.Schor,
9.34.1 am
, ,
E..., 7g s,,,,,
6451 pm.
•-.....

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

or CHRIST

LUTHERAN

TAYLOR SEED CO.
753-5742

METHODIST

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P M.
.c AM -9 P.M
•
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murra
y
1 5. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Pricap

HONEY
OF MURRAY

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
311 North 4th Murra?, K1
Rpel, KY
G;OLDENRME

SIRLOIN' i

'STOCKADE''

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHI "RCN
Morning Worship
11 001 m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worsbep i
6 00 p tr.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 451 m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 CO pin
Wednesday Worship
- Sop6
m

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.30 air
Morning Worship
10:30 •.m
SEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
404 Man Street
is .- -..y School
930 a.N h.- p
10.45 a.m.
*kr-. -skit,
• 7 p7
AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELirOWSH IP
Ininday School
10 • re:
5...nday Service
11 a.m
Wednesday Sers,ce
7 pm
759-9462

'

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

Morning Worship
11 00 a m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning worship
io 00 a m
Sunday School
II 00 a m
NAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 am
Morning Service
II 00 a in
Pastor William J Pratt
,
-

H. y ,Euchanat

-HENR
ST HENR
Y'.
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
SOO p 7
Sunday
. 9 00 • 7.
ST LEO S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masses
6 00 p m Sat
8 00 •m Sunday
11 00 a or Sunday

804 Chestnut

STOREY S CHAPEL UNITED

EPISCOPAL
-T

753-6656

-.9

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S Illth St
Sacrum's:a Mimi
10 sm.
S•ndsy School
11:20 a.m.
Re.ief Society sod
Pr can.sd
12,10 pa.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHL7C11
Sunday School
930 a rn
Warship
10 30 a m & 6 p m
Wednesday
7 pm

CHOICE

COMPLIMENTS OF

•

NEST FoRK
Mornleig Worship
II 001 rn
Sundry Evening
(t 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 CO p m

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL. CHAPEL UNITED
45 a m
Sunday School
II 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Evening
6 OD pm

CHIIRCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LA -rut
DAY SAINTS

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

753-5273

Lynn Grove Road

7 p.m.

N Ga•t
FEED 8z SEED CO.

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000• m
Morning Worship
11.00 •.m.
MT CARMEL
Worship
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 am
MT HERRON
Worship
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m

9• m
6 p in
7 00 p.m

SERVICES
1634 Main Sc. ?Cerra,
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
Sunday
10 30 a W
CHURCH
Sunday School
'
1030• in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
2nd Wed
730 p 7
Morning worship
ii oo a m
Seeing Basra awry Wea
133 pa
Evening Worship
6 so I7 m
Wednesday Evening
7.30 a.m.
.1.:F1( , VNii 0 WITNESS
HAZEL BAPTIST
930 a or
ALSIO
Worship.
44.
.CHURCH
u ....• •-• .ay
i
eF'
(pi
'
-.
'
11 00• m
10 30 am
Bible School
Sunday School
10 OD a m
ii i•
Morning Worship
Church Training
9 0 •5 00 pm
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
4 00 p rn
4 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 OD p rn
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10 Ma in
IMMANI 6.1 :.: 714111e. ei '•
Sunday School
Evening Worship
10 00• in
4 06 p in
SInday Senor,. &
Worship Service
''
DEXTER
11 00 a (r.
Bible Class
ii S• a y
Morning Worship
Evening Service
5 36 p rr.
10 5i a m
Worship
1,
1 •, a 7
F.....er.uitt Worst*
' KIMSEY BAPTIST
4 .1' p m
Morning Worship
FRIENDSHIP
II 00. in
'units. Sr hceoi
Evening Worship
1,, .0 a
,
7 SO p m
Morr.ing WerliMp
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
1: '• a ".
i•FillIT.N,
PLAIN
BAPTIST
Bible Study
Sunday School
'10 OD a in
BETHEL 1 iNITEle
Morning Server..
Preaching
Pi 4
. a r.".
le 00• m &
..4,,rning Worship
9 30 a in
Evening
Worship
6 1, i.,,
6 00 p m
Sunday Sc hoot
10 36 a m
Wed Koihsrup
Wednesday Night
75 p 7.
7 00 p m
2n cl & ith Sur. Night 6 06 p m
LOCUST GROVE
HAZEL CHURCH
BROOK S (*NAPE'. UNITED
Morning Worship
OF CHRIST
II 00a m
Sunday Sr hoc,:
10 00a in
Bible
Evening Worship
Study
10 00 a in
7 00 pm
Morning 'Aorsh.pi
11 OP a in
Morning Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
:0 Main
1st 6 3rd S.r. Star! 7 111re p 7,
Evening Worship i
lit Sunday
2 00 pm
4 00 p in
Mid Week lhorstii,
3rd Sunday
" 90 p m
2 00p m
COLDISATiR
HICKORY GROVE
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Worship
11 • m
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
10-301 m
S•und•j• &MOO,
10 • m
Sunday
School
900
a7
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
Morning Worship
10 30 a 7
MOUNT HOREB
•
Evening Worship
600 p.
FREEWILL BAPTIST
i s.a.e.. S ('AMPGROI-NIe
KIRKSEY CHUP.cTI
SunSay School
9 303 m
Weership S•r.lre
9 00
Worship
OF
CHRIST
11 CIO a in
sunhay 5,toui
S 43
Sunday School
NEK MT CARMEL
10 CC A,
DEXTEP. NAFtli1N VISITED
Morning Worship , 10 5)• r•-,
MISSIONARY
.4..nda,
.. SIN.,
10 00 A IT
Evening Worship
Monurig worship
7 p r--,
,,A,rship
1 i 0(1 a rr.
:! 0.• .r. 4 00 p m
iiiSunday & Wednesda
Evening Worship
4 010 p
ys
F:P.ST METHODIST
MT OLIVE '
NORTliSIDE
A,rst.r.,
10 Ma in
CHI RCH OF CHFCST
Morning Worship
11 00 a it
GOOF i SHE PHERI, t -NITEL,
Sunday
school
Evening Worship
10 06 • 7
7 00 p m
Worsnep Ser.,'•
11 06 a in
Morning Worship
NEW PROVIbENCE
Ii 0i:• 7
Sunday School
i0 00• m
Evening Worship
Sunday School
S 0. p 7-,
10 00• m
GOSHEN MF.THODIST
Preaching Sem
("hurr h scrior.: ,
11 00• m
NEW CONCORD
:0 oo a 7,
Nightly Service
0 000 m
Worship
Worship Servo
.
950 • m & 6 pm
:1 Mt a rn
Bible Classes
Evening Ser Aar
9 •7
6 36 p in
OAK GROVE
Wednesday
HAZEL
UNITE
D
7
pm
METHODI
Worship
ST
ii am h 6 30 p m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Sunday School
NEW PRO%IDENuE
10 a m
Worship
10 00 a rr,
Morning Service
OWENS CHAPEL
950 • rn
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Evening Senses
Sunday School
6 00 p rit
10 00
Sunday School'
10 00• in
Preaching
PLEASANT V A1.1.1-11
11 011
Morning Nominees
II 00• in
Morning Worship
Prayer,Service
Ie. It a 7
530
KIRKSEY
1.-NI1ED
Evening Worship
Chu ch
4 .S.i p 7.
6 OS
Sunday School
10 00a in
SECOND STREET
POPLAR SPRLNG
Morning Worship
it 00a in
Morning
Worship
Sunday School
.
:0
it a 7
10•ts
Eyening
Worship , 6 40 p m
Evening Norao
Worship
rd
11 • m & 7 pm'
4 00 c, 7
GLENDALE ROAD
SALEM BAPTIST
LYNN GlitoVE
CHURCH
CHRIST
OF
Morning Worship
II 00• in
Service
0 46• m
Workup
9 a W.
Evening Worship
7 15 p m
Church School
10 46• m
ale Stady
10 a_m IN
SCIYTTS GROVE
SA
RT
M
.5 CHAPEL Uhrito
Swamis Warship
6 p as
Worship Service
11 OD a it
Worship Servke
9)0 am
Wes. Sable Sorry
Evening Worship
4 00 p in
7 pin
Sunday School
10 30• m

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD

- Morning
Evening
Wednesday

% 'CT('iRY BAPTIST
Sunda) Schou.
10 00 a ..
Morning Worship
11 00 a 7
Evening Norst-.4,
S 010 p 7

' 10 am
11 am. & 6 p m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 OD a 7.
Morning Worship
11 00 a Tr
COLDN ATE R
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLDNATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
4 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
4 30 p m
Sunday School
10 SC am
m
Worship Service
- 11 00•rri
Sunday Sight
4 00 pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 OD• m
Evening Worship
6 46 pm
E SSMANUEL MISSIONARY
Mornerig Worship
II OD a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p 74
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.06 a rr.
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a 7
Worship
1045am &"ph
Church Training
4-96 0 FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 OP.Morning Nonni')
11 OLP a 7.
Evening Worship
6 45 pre
GRACE BAPTIST ;
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Singing Eve Sibriship 6 00 p in

Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. - 759-1400

. NIoN OR''I.!.
Morm.r g 44 CMIRIp
1 '7 a -7.
Ey ening N orstup
• iii. p. m
UNIVERS:TY
Hible (-:assees
a., a m
v.rsnip
ir .s. a m
A ,a. p m
NEST Mt HP.AY
Morning Worship
,
1 So • m
Ey entng Norshep
6 0, pm
NILLIANIS CHAPEL

,T

BAPTIST

SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Mar-Lane Ceramics

SINKLNG SPR:NG
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Korship
7 30 p sr.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Norship
11 CO -a rr:
Es ening Worship
6 45 p m
Training I inion
6 00 p m
I((HS
Morning Worship
9 30 am
Sunday School
10 45 am
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
:: 00 am
Esening Worship
4 45 p in

ADIFENTISTS

CHARLIE'S

1116341.,Cood

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Bei.Air CABLE
Center VISI
Irp
i
.
11 111

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
7(,„„, (1„,

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPS:1.
Sunday School
1000 am
1. a 7 & - p 7.

isturniN. h%.

CALVARY
- TEMPLE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6,30 p.m.
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 •m & 6 p m
Saturday
7 pm

753-68(X)

West View Nursing Home
NC..011••0446FP

South 16th Street P 0 Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K BECK
(5021753 1304
1401

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Alm° Heights
Sunday School
10 OD a in
Worship Service I 1 am ili 7 p m
FATTH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd
Sun Sec
10-11 am .7 00 p m

(Gulf.;

Nier'MURRAY GULF

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Aimo
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
II am & 7pm
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10 ism
Worship
11 • m & 6 p.m
Wednesday
.
7 pm
JENNY RII)GE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 pm
worship
tow •,,, & 7 pm
mukRAT crirrto-i OF Grill)
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6p m
TRINTTY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a m
TRINITY MISSION ;
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
II • m & 7 pm

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

759-4796

6,04 -/-•
1008 Chestnut
753-3314

T II F: A 1' It E S

of murray

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

408 N. 4th

753-6779

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall

PRESBYTERIAN

•

900 Sycamore

401 Olive

ROY'S

entucky Fried Chicke

Piggly wig*
31,04160k•FR. 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT & S)4. 7 klitAINGHT-HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

"We Do Chicken Right"

•-•.% .•-•••• -

••( 4••
•It

• e.

•

Call In Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

a

12th

& Chestnut • 759-4846

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.

_)

West Ky Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut St
753-8850

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753-8841

Arils

• ar.;.*

753-6168

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches

Pim
4iut.

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-4)182

Miierray Ledger & Times

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
oucht, Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers - Owner
1707 W. Main

733-1962
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LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

753-5312

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Jack Marshall - Franchisee

205 N 12th

753-5142

SYSTEM

The
speak

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 K1rksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9 10 a m
Worship
1045• m
,
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10.00•en
Worship Service
11 00 •m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
1)00 • m
Evening Worship
700 p or
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
.
945 • m
Worship Service
11 00 • m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 • m
Worship
Service 11 00 a m & 7 00 p in

MURRAY ELECTRIC

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

The
speak i

Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Serv
11 007 30 p m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00• m
6 00 pm

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

South side
Shopping
Center

QUICKPRINT

501 N. 4th
(Tr

7 )5IN15
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Speakers for Sunday services
Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday. April 7,
as follows:

cy Nerney, Pat Kanachki and Dolly
Lorenz
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at
Brooks Chapel
9 50 a m and 6 p m. services
United Methodist
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, will
The Rev Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
speak about 'If You Believe With All
Bethel United Methodist
Your Heart,' with scripture from Acts
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, will
8- 26-39 at 10-30 a.m. service and
speak at 9.30 a.m. service.
about 'Remember to Wait Upon The
First Christian
Lord" with scripture from Isaiah
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
40.27-31 at 6 p m service Tommy
speak about 'Living Above Mediocrity'
Scott will direct the music with Patsy
with scripture from Acts 4:32-35 at
Neale and Sherma Scott as accom10:45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir
panists. The Adult Choir will sing 'Softwith Lee Kern as director will sing
ly and Tenderly," Charlie Peeler will
"What A Friend We Have in Jesus
sing a solo, and Allison Diaz and SherAssisting will be Jo Beth Ticknor, Barma Scott will play an oboe/piano
bara Pursely, Frank and Verna
offertory.
Roberts, Walt Apperson, Doug Vander
First United Methodist
Molen, Judy Eldredge, Jim Clopton,
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor,
Melanie Dawson, Carmen Garland,
will speak about 'Witness to the
Ken Evans, Mike Hicks, Nancy
Resurrection' with scripture from Acts
Nygaard, David Roberts, June Vander
32-35 and John 20 19-31 at 8.30 and
Molen and Dan Wright.
10.1.30 a m services Acolytes will be
First Baptist
Trey Green and Jerry Bbyd Kim Black
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
will sing 'All Things Bright and Beautispeak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serful' at first service. The Chancel Choir
vices. His morning topic will be 'Promwith Mrs Black as director and Joan
ises Fulfilled" with scripture from John
Bowker as organist will sing an
20:19-23 Jim Kelly will be deacon of
anthem. 'Sing Me Wondrous Love of
the week. Stephen Littlefield will direct
Jesus' at later service
the music with Richard Jones and
Elm Grove Baptist
Tamara Outland as accompanists.
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, will
Special music will be by Sanctuary
speak at 11 am and 6-45 pm serChoir at both services. Margery Shown
vices. Music will be directed by Dwaywill be soloist at morning hour and Mr
ne Fulkerson with Margaret Jones and
Littlefield at evening hour.
Teresa Suiter as accompanists
First Presbyterian
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout,
The Rev. James T Garland. pastor
pastor, will speak about 'Easter Faith
will speak at 11 am. and 6-30 p.m
and Resurrection Living with scripture
services Gene Orr Miller will direct the
from Romans 6:4 at 10:45 a.m. sermusic with Oneida White and Roger
vice. The Chancel Choir will sing an
Hutson as accompanists The Choir
anthem, 'Fairest Lord Jesus' with
will sing 'Take Me To The Fountain' at
Michael Buerhaus as choir director
morning hour. Charles Overcast will be
and Pat Bomba as organist. Assisting
deacon of the week.
will be Paul Lynn, Kenny Lynn and
South Pleasant Grove
Juanita Lynn.
United Methodist
St. John's Episcopal
The Rev. Jim Alford, pastor. will
The Second Sunday of Easter will
speak about 'The Ministry of Encourbe observed with Morning Prayer at
agement" with scripture from Acts
10:30 a m., conducted by Frank
432-37 at 10:45 a m service Truman
Blodgett, lay leader. Assisting will be
Whitfield will direct the music with
Nancy Schernpp and Dennis Johnson
Tommy Gaines and Kathy Erwin as
No 8 a m service will be held.
accompanist. Assisting will be Tanny
Eastwood Baptist
Barnes, Gary Cooper, Jimmy Osborne.
Dr Lynn Mayall, pastor, will speak
Kenny Erwin. and Charles and Melva
at 11 am. and 6 p m. services. Greg
Cooper
Mayall will direct the music with April
Grace Baptist
Mack and Susan Reynolds as accomThe Rev. Robert Johnson. pastor
panists. Assisting will be the Rev.
will speak at 8.30 and 10.50 a m. and
Steve Todd, the Rev. Randolph Allen,
6 p.m. services Ortis Guthrie will be
Rick Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin Todd,
deacon of the week. Kevin Rudicil void
Max Dowdy, John Brittain, Anthony
direct the music with Dwane Jones
Manning, Bol.) Tanner, David Lee and
and Susan Jones as accompanists
Michael Cutini.
Sptcial music will be by Sandy Adams
Glendale Road
at 8.30. Jason BartIver and Micheiie
Church of Christ
Berry at 10 50. and Adult Choir at 7
-John Dale, minister, will speak
pm
about 'Lessons from Barnabas' with
Lake-Land Apostolic
scripture from Acts 15:35-40 at 9 a.m.
The Rev James H. Cain pastor
service and about 'Because You've
will present the first in a series of lesAsked' with scripture from I Peter 315
sons entitled "Chriswtian Monotheism
at 6 p m service Jerry Bolls will direct
vs. Trinitarianism and Polytheism" in
the song service. Assisting will be Joel
10 a m. preaching:teaching session
Fisher, Steve J. Simmons, Jack Rose,
Evangel
istic service will begin at 6
Andy Vaughan, Johnny Bohannon,
P•m•
Tim Young, Thomas Schroader, CharMemorial Baptist
les T Grogan, Lonnie Furr, Ed P. ThoThe Rev. Harold Nowell. missionary
mas, Max Farley, Steve Steele and
to Taiwan, will speak at 10.50 a.m
Charles Haley.
service and Steve -Ratliff at 7 p.m serWest Fork Baptist
vice. Assisting will be Wayne Cathey,
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pasdeacon of the week. Kurt Simmons,
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
minister of music, will direct the music
services. Music will be directed by
with Janet Finch and Tonya Simmons
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
as accompanists. Cindy Vance will
Janet Arnold as pianist. The Children's
sing at morning hour and Cheri GreChoir will sing at evening hour.
gory at evening hour.
Michael Morton will be deacon of
University
week
Church of Christ
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev Clarence W. Helmich,
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak
pastor, will speak about The Mission
at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His
of the Church' with scripture from
morning topic will be 'I Will Sing the
Matthew 28:18-20 at 10:30 a.m serWondrous Story." Danny Claiborne will
vice. Assisting will be Alice Witte,
direct the song service. Assisting will
organist, Dan Frisk, Gregg Helmich,
be Vernon Gantt, Hamp W. Brooks.
James McCloskey, June Carlson, NanRobert Hendon, Randy Dunn, Freed
o'
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announced
Diana Tatlock will direct the music with
Margaret Kennedy and Betty Poole as
accompanists.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p.m. services
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Jennifer Culp as
accompanists
Lynn Grove
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, will
speak at 9 30 a m service. Judy Kelso
will be organist.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 7 p.m. services
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor.
will speak at 9 a m service with
Donald Williams as song leader and
Dean Stephenson as pianist
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor
will speak at 11 am. and 6 p m
services
Temple Hill
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service with Janna Hopkins as music director.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m
services Bobby Meador will be song
leader with Brenda Roberts as pianist
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 9.45 a.m. service with Red
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
Brown as pianist.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m. services
Independence
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m service with
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
Patricia Lassiter as pianist.
Mason's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, will
speak about 'Shake and Quake' with
scripture from John 20- 19-31 at 11
a.m. service. Frank Coles. will direct
the music with Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt as accompanists.
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Thomas Rose, interim
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45
p m. services. Music will be directed
by Tilghman Barrow at 11 a.m and
Darrin Chapman at 6.45 p.m. service
Janice Chapman and Karon Jonnson
will be accompanists. Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 10:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m. services. Max Lawrence
will be song leader with Martha Lou
Lawrence and Sheila Ctark as
accompanists.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will direct the
music with Faye Childress as pianist.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
Mark Hardison will direct the music.

By H.C. CHILES
The Lord's Supper
I Corinthians 11:17-29
By H.C. Chiles
In the Church of Corinth a love
feast was held prior to the observance
of the Lord's Supper. Unfortunately
there were grave disorders on the part
of some members in connection to its
observance which resulted in the
expressed disapproval of Paul. Some
gluttonous persons actually became
intoxicated and then attempted to
observe the Lord's Supper in that
condition.
Christ instituted the Lord's Supper
in the Upper Room at Jerusalem on
the night of His betrayal. He did this in
express recognition and for the everlasting remembrance of His death of
torture, agony, and ignominy. The
Lord's Supper is an ordinance which
is to be observed by and in His
churches at stated intervals as determined by each individual church.
inasmuCh as the Scriptures do not
specify how often it is to be observed.
There should not be any question in
the mind of any Christian as to the
importance or the purpose of this
ordinance, for Christ said, "This do in
remembrance of Me."
The Lord's Supper pictures truth for
believers in connection with the past,
the present, and :he future. Concerning the observance of this ordinance,
Paul emphasized three things:
1. It is a practice.
The regular, prayful, and scriptural
observance of the Lord's Supper will
enrich the lives of believers in Christ,
cause them to love Christ more, and
bring them to a more loyal and faithful

10% Off Installation 1
With Mit Ad

BEITER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Metber, Ky • 592) 674-5530
-DINNER SPECIALS- lAlter 4 p.m.i
Man. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
I-S.e.sauten
Thurs.- Baked Va. tii,7
12th &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore
Sat. - Fried. Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
6 a.m.- 10 p.m. Served with Salad. Choice of POIL110 cod
Dail)
ow- Homemade Rolls

615 S. 3rd

Cetbrn

(1.4ear lady Mee) Eddie
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Hwy. 641 North

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

•• .

• • -. . 6

List Price
$19,211.00
Peppers Price 17,376.26
Fact. Rebate - 1,000.00

Dorige

‘10 APPLIANCE 759-1505

LU

•'. 4 '••Z••'..•• '

,•

#100050

PEPPERS

I I NDERWOOD

•

• .,
'

4.0 Liter 190 H.P.
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Tilt Steering
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Roof Rack
Rear Wiper Washer
AM/FM Stereo

Two Servicemen Now Available

LU

•
v. • '•
• 1,

•

Ricks,

Prices Good thru
April 13, 1991

LU

.•••••••••-••-•-, ,

r.
,

7•41114

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck comp
any"

•• .•

•

•

4,O

Now On
Sale

ec

753-0045

•

-

1991 Jeep Cherokee 4x4

Refrigerators

0

TJ'
chrsintos StBar B-Q
r1iirity& Burgers gi
•,•

3.95
3.95
_2.95

Shift On The Fly 4WD

All

'
259

•,

3.95

Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

LU

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

,

•

2.95

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

. WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •
0

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95

I,. • '• • •

3.95

3.95

Car Wash Wax. $35 base pricel
Vacuum A Clean Windows

*Magic Chef•

•.

Ererio,

Fielze4.4.

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage

Friday Night Buffet

•

FREE ESTIMATES c==..,.;s11 =
es Exoe,e^cea.....

• :vet
•

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

(,00d

--•••••••■••••••••

RE
jZ

Phone 753-8823

Coos41%44.44e. getou V444,

a.
a.

thru A

GARLAND S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING

Deluxe Models
Vinyl siding
$2,475
1 - i Car (12x20)
$2,875
$3,175
2 Car (18x20)
$3,575
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$3,975
$3,675
2- 1 Car (24124
$4,075
$4,175
Large 2' 2 Car 124x30
$4.675
c" .2- .,. .; & '•e-gYOUR SATtSFACTION 113 OUR GOAL

Accessories & Installation

N

.1`

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
car (12x20)
2 Car 118:20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2' 2 Car 124x241
Large 2' 2 Car (24130)
1' 2

ive

This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-Q
ndw'ch & Fries
pecial

..r

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

,' CAR cARIN
&srf ON
Autcimot
1. Christ became a curse for us, that he might take the curse
from us.
2. Most footprints on the sands of time were made by work
shoes.
3. It is difficult to believe that someone can differ from us and
be right.
4. Middle-age is when you go all out and end up all in.
5. The trouble with being a fellow people can depend on, is
that too many people do.
6. He who has the habit of smiling at the cash register instead
of the customer won't be smiling long.
7. Money can't buy love, but it can put you in a strong bargaining position.

devotion to their Lord and His church.
2. It is a proclamation.
The silent bread and voiceless wine
tell those who watch that Christ died
and that sinners receive eternal life
through His broken body and outpoured blood. His death is what is
held up in view in this supper. His
death for us should give gratitude to
our hearts, purity to our thoughts,
quality to our words, and tone to our
actions.
3. It is a prophecy.
Truly the Lord's Supper is a prophecy of a future event - Christ's
return. The memory' of His death
should quicken the hope of His return.
Every time we observe the Lord's
Supper we proclaim to the world that
the Lord Jesus Christ is coming again
to His own promise.
God's Word is very' explicit concerning the attitudes, motives, and
lives of those Christians who partake
of the Lord's Supper. Let us remember
Him in the spirit of deep humility
grateful love, faithful obedience. and
joyous hope.

Go•oe'ery erevec -c.,,C-"g corcrete •oo•s Nor ore 'alti Carpe-re'
We &le, yo., FREE estrnates.-references wid location of garages D., ' A c.•..a !'y -We- a s
- iour area aec wr rte-

Coldwater plans celebration

Coldwater United Methodist Church will have its 150th
celebration
on Sunday, April 21, at the 10:30 a.m. worship hour. The
history of
the church and the early members that made a great impac
t on the
Coldwater community will be featured. Pictures, artifa
cts and items
of interest will be on display. All interested persons are
in ited to.
attend. Any one having information or items concerning
the church
are asked to call Lucile Potts at 489-2165, or Martha Broac
h at Farm
Bureau office, 753-4703.

James H. Cain

PA(;F 13

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

Curd, Tommye Taylor, Tommy Sanders, Webb Caldwell, Mike Caldwell,
Vernon Butterworth, Gene Rickman,
Mack Harris, Blake Kelley, Max Cleaver and David Thompson.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. Sunday
with Fr. Larry McBride as pastor
Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Jason
Tidwell, Debbie D'Angelo, Linda Shepard, Al Paluch, Mary Gertzen, Al Gay.
Matthew Pate. Bill Shaffer, Chryl
Gressler, Bob Garland, Diane Charette, Ray Charette. Cindy Clemson,
John Bryan, John Young, Pam Schell,
Bill Ford, Robye Ford, Frank Morris,
Mildred Morns, David Earnest, Pam
Kelly, Jerry Kelly, Cindy Cripps and
Frances Ross.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Susan Allsop•Atkinson,
pastor, will speak at 11 a m. service
with Michael Lovett as lay assistant.
Acolytes will be Eric Villaflor and
Timothy Palmer. Children's Church will
be led by Tina Sexton. Bette Tucker
will be nursery supervisor_
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
speak about 'Dem Bones Gonna' Rise
Agin- with scripture from Ezekiel 37:7
at 11 a.m. service. Ron Pace will
direct the music with Clarice Norswothy and Janice Hays as accompanists. Assisting will be Rudy Lovett and
Jerry Key.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10.30 a.m. Sunday and 7.30 p m each second
Wednesday
New Life
Christian Center
The Rev.- Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. The Rev.
Karen Welch and Tony Powell will lead
praise and worship
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak. at 11 am. and 630 p.m. services. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists.
Coldwater United Methodist
Dr. Robert Farless, interim pastor,
will speak at 11 a m service with Rex
Smith as song leader and Jimmy Wilson as pianist.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robinson, pastor, will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 2 45 p m. service
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
Vivian Stom as accompanist.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p.m
serviceS.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Edwina Petrie as pianist.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
- The pastor, the Rev. Thomas E.
Cary Jr., will speak at 11 a.m. service.
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Poore to open campaign
headquarters, tour county

Mobile Home s5,500

Dr. Floyd G. Poore, Democratic
candidate for governor of Kentucky in
the May 28 primary election, will
open his local campaign headquarters
and tour several Calloway County
communities while visiting the area
'on Monday. Apnl 8.
He will be on hand for the official
opening of the Poore for Governor

12'x60' 1979 Village

2 bedroom, completely furnished,
complete air condition, excellent condition

Call 436-2825

I in

BUY ON
GET ONE FREE
2-Medium

2-Large

'5.99
6.99

Cheese
1 Topping

2-18" Party

'7.99
9.49

91.99
13.99

759- 1 55
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rgeSt Pizza in Towr -

"Horne 3f tt

44,71
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DINERS

CLASSIC

Curris Center officials attend St. Louis conference

FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours: Sun -Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Central Center (Next to Big B Cleaners) Fri.
& Sat 11 o.m.-I a.m.
BLON DIE
EN Pi Oc
7-*A.Ma-S

HAS 4.7
2,CrirS AF,s•zE).;
ES

<

611

1

CALVIN and HOBBES

headquarters at 209 Maple at 12:30
p.m. after a series of stops during the
morning throughout the county.
His itinerary for the morning, according to Millie Ward and Randall
Patterson, Calloway County campaign co-chairmen. will include:
6 a.m., breakfast at N1arthas-- Restaurant, 7 a.m., grocery at Lynn
Grove; 7:25 a.m., 121 Food Mart at
Coldwater: 7:50 an grouryat
Stella; 8:20 a.m.. grocery at Kirksey:
9:15 a.m. Duncan's Gnx:ery at Elm
Grove, 9:45 a.m.. East I Groccrv,
10:15 a.m.. grocery at Nev. Concord:
11 a.m., Hazel: and 12:15 p.m..
Rudy's Restaurant on the courthouse
square.
Mrs. Ward and Patterson said
everyone is invited t, the headquarters opening and to any stop on, the
In preparation for today's National Intercollegiate Soil Judging
county tour -to meet Dr. Poore facecontest, sponsored by the American Society of Agron
omy, Dr. John
to-face to learn more about him. his
Mikulcik (top left) of Murray State University works with USDA
philosophy and his stand on the issues
Soil
Conse
nation Service employees Rudy Forsythe (top right), Dwain
facing Kentucky.illiams (third from top) and Ray Toor (bottom right).
Mikulcik is
Poore. a lifelong Kentuckian and
the contest coordinator: Forsythe a Soil Scientist from Prince
ton, Ky.;
lifelong Democrat. has proposed tax
NN illiams an Interpretation Specialist from Ft. Worth
, Texas and Toor
reductions to benefit farmers. pena Biologist from Princeton. Not shown is Jerry McIntosh, Soil Sciensioners. purchasers of ears. I.%cks 7:d
tist trom Alay field. The men are shown judging one of the
four offimobile homes. inheritor.
cial sites which sill be reviewed by 18 different soil judgi
ng teams
tn.
from the regional university winners from across the nation
today.
He said he v..ould finanee the
N1SL's local American Society of Agronomy is serving as the host
for
reductions hy cutting
this year's national contest.
costs in most areas of stalc
ment by 5 percent and
7
immediate imposition of a
.
approval tax on unmined Loa'
Poore pledged he would -not •
Baurer, director of Murray
The 1991 conference. titled "Unione penny earmarked for
State University's Curris Center. and
versity of the College Union."
hut v.11 inqead create a perrnane7'
Shari Wilkins, scheduling clerk in the
brought together college union and
and irrevocable education trust '
Curris Center, attended the annual
studen
t activities professionals, stuto include all monies - alread%
(491 'Association of College's Union dents. distinguished faculty and exhicated for education and 1(4i per,
International Professional Conferbitors from around the world.
the state loner
701't:k:, ,
cr. March 24-27 in St. Louis,
Highlights of the conference included keynote- speakers Dr. Nelvia
THE FAR SIDE
M. Brady. chancellor of the City
By GARY LARSON
Colleges of Chicago. and Dr. Ernest
C. Boyer, president of The Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching.
The diverse curriculum of the conference featured small group seminars. speakers. courses and case studies organited into six colleges: education. business:engineering. arts and
sciences, health and physical education and general studies. Delegates
Aho desired more in-depth tuds. v. ere
able to select an extended curriculum
from featured topics such as ethics
and values, activism on campus, cul-.....111114111.99
tural pluralism and service quality.
1%
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Enemy

Footlike
part
40 Drunkard
43 instruction
46 Flap
48 -- Without
My
Daughter"
50 Long for
52 Wanders
53 Title
55 Cried
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sloth
59 Animals
foot
60 Harem room
61 Fish eggs
63 Arid
67 Alternative
word
69 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — At
least 25,000 quilters are expected
for the American Quilter's Society
ann.ial show April 25-28. It will be
h:ghghted by the dedication a the
organ:ration's museum.
In addition to three climatecontrolled galleries for the display
of u;i, to 200 quilts, it will house
classrooms, a gift shop featuring
Kentucky crafts, a library, staff
offices and a kitchen.
Society founder Bill Schroeder
told the Paducah Rotary Club on
Wednesday that he expected membership to climb from the current
80,000 to a peak of 100,000.
He said the society is profitable
but the '"how is not a money maker." The first one went $50,000 in
thc red, the second lost S25,0.00
and the third S15,000. The fourth
and fifth years were in the black;
he

29 At present
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at annual show

11 Clothed
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18 Tear
20 Condensed
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25 Mournful
27 Sea eagle
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

1 Tattered
cloth
4 Young g•,'
8 Spinning tr •
11 Give up
12 Son of Adar13 Summer
drink
14 Note of sca.e

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
N1cCraeken County _fail inmate
died in Western Baptist Hospital's
emergency room Wednesday night
after suffering a heart attack in his
cell, according to McCracken Coroner Jerry Beyer.
Jail personnel and paramedics
administered cardiopulmonary
resuscitation to William L. Buckman,. 45. after he collapsed in his
cell..
B-ackman had been in jail since
March 16 on charges of operating a
vehic:c on a suspended license and
extortion under S100, said Jailer
Joe Chals.
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CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLIC NOTICES
"BECAUSE THE PEOPLE MU

Editor's Note
Public Notice •d••rttsing
playa a unique role both in Anuiric
history and in tits process by which
ein
this country s democracy is pmserv
ithe premise is ttmt people must
erl
Its
I. •ntert••• it they •re to gov•rn
thermselves
competently Public Notre, ad••rti
sing first COMe into being with
the Congress
of 1792 Th•t body, mcosthising
its responsibility to the p•ople
required the
Postremster Grotheml to adthrtise
tor bids for Me construction of
new post offices
From that inauspicious beginning
to the ;womb's publication misir•r
ernents in
federal, state and local laws today,
go••rnm•nt officrols have come
mare and
more to und e
nd their obligations to onform the
public through Public Nagle*
•dv•rtising
Newspapers over the years have
been tht vehicle by which Mese
obligations have been fulfilled
They will continue to be as long
as th• p.414
derri•ndt that it b• informed Imam/9
01y ant by tit* best means possubl
•

ST KNOW"

010

010

Legal
Notle•

010

Legal
Notice

010

Legal
Notle•

Legal
Notle•

Listed below arc individuals, firms and
corporations who have failed to pay
1990 City of Murray Propertyla xes.The
amount set opposite the property owner
s
name is the amount of delinquent
taxes and includes penalty, interest
and
publication charge. Unpaid property
taxes become a lien upon the described
properties until paid in full.-The City
of Murray may utilize the tax foreclosure
method authorized by KRS 91.481 - 91.52
7 for collection of unpaid property taxes
effective July 1. 1991.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
1990 CITY OF MURRAY DELI
NQUENT TAXES
Name

Bill Number, Map lAwation/Address

Amount Due

Adams, Shane; 34; TR/Coach Estates
ADP Financial Info; 44 •
Allen. Kenneth; 85; 9-5-19/506 Pine
Amburgey. David B.; 100; 11-21-6/1509
Clayshire
Apple Blossom Boutique; 122
Baker. Ron 1.; 203; 6-3-12
Barnett. Diane; 230; 2-9-1A

31.04
50.31
17.96
252.52
305.46
273.27
273.27

Bean. Euple (Terrell Tidwelli; 280-, 1 -2-7/C
ollege View
Beaug.ard. Georgia; 290, Spruce Street

145.61
S 98

Bie Kahuna Tanning Hut: 136

101.20

Blackford. Gladys H.; 378• 41-12911wv
Body Wash. The; 404
Bogard Auto Sales: 406
Boggess, Terry; 421 TR/Fox N.1eadovss

Id

121

Legal

rike, Bobby; 1498; 4-14-13/410 So.
12th
Eike, Bobby. Sr.; 1499; 10-19-15/5
13/So. 4th
Fike. Bobby, Sr.; 1500; 10-19-12A/
So. 4th .
Fike, Bobby. Sr., 1501; 5-4-7/Syca
more St...,,
Eike. Bobby. Sr.; 1502; 10:19-16/So.
4th
Fike, Bobby, Sr., 1503; 10-19-17/S
o. 4th
Fike, Bobby T.: 1504; 42P-12-9/1 516
Canterbury
Gammons. L.D.:. 1650; 9-30-1A
Gardner, Ronald James; 1653; 51-60
Gibson Ham Co.; 1727
Gilbert, Johonna; 1734; 9-29-1/R
R St.
Gorham, John W.; 1775; 7-20-25/50
9 Broad St.

....

Carroll VW; Inc.; 744
Carter, Gerald; 758; 6-8-8A/201 No. 8th
Carter, Gerald; 760; 7 8 5/.106 So.
10th
Carter, Gerald L 761 ; 6 8-81.00
1)11%,.. St
Carter, Gerald L.: 762; 6 11-1 7/40s No. 8th..
Carter. Gerald L.; 763: 4-2-2113081/2 So
lsth
Carter Photographic Studio: 765
Catlett. George Earl: 777; 10.26-11A
Catlett. Yvonne; 778; 10-26/14
Cavitt, Gloria; 781; 9-15 6/305 Spruc
e St
Ca% id. J.C. & Vv'.C.; 782; 9-23-12/56
4 No. Cherry
C4vitt. Teresa & Gloria; 78 9-30-11/10
0 Spruce
Cavitt, Theresa Ann; 788: 19.31 -4/Spruce
Chappi, Nikki; 805; TR/Riviera
Clark. Lynn W.; 855; 7-9-1/907 Vine
Clark, Pamela; 859; 11-21-7C/1505 Clayshire
Coats, Terra; 875; 9-27-4/1st St.
Cole. Lizzie Ann; 898; 9-19-2/No. Dougl
as
Collins, MTha E.; 933; 4-10 I6/Vine St.
. Collins. Myrtha E.; 934; 1-29-6A/College
Farm Rd
Couzins. JotM; 983; TR/Fox Meadows
i Creative Printers; 1016
Crouse, Jimmie; 1041; TR/Fox Meadows

225.39
273.27
12.07
209.44
241.36
281.25
31.87
29.53
13.20

;

Darnell. Jessie; 1109; TR/Riviera

285.11
13.11
,....14.44

Dotson. Glen: 1212; TR/Fox Meadows
Dunbar, Ella, Est.; 1251; 10-26-15/71)9
So. 3rd St.
Duncan. Jeffrey L.; 1254; 4-11-39/32
1 lrvan St
Duncan. Jeffrey Lee & Michael Lopez;
12cC. 9-6-21/No,

21.95
279.65
97.73

6th

English Rose; 1363
Farley. Oatman; 1429; 6-5-10/1011 Olive
Farmer. Jo Ann & Carl; 1413; TR/Riviera
-Farmer. Lee Mansfield; 1:
6.3-14/No.10th

18.54
281.25
36.16
464.75

198.27

55;94
12.37
653.19
15.236.80
4.44

31.04
173.53
488.69
350.81
39.33.
53136
26.89
44.28
265.28
1734
73.81
61.84
265.28
5.98
2,034.68
4.144.76
4.00
292.42
35.19

Robinson, Donald; 4136; 9-9-26 & 27/504 &
506 No. 5th
Rowlett, Emanual; 4254; 9-15-12/301 No.
2nd
Ruthledge. Robert D; 4276; 7-7-15/312
So. 9th
Rutledge. Anthony; 4277; 9-27-5/406 No.
1st
Seafood Express. Inc.; 4380
Singleton, J.; 4482; 9-301137PINa St
Smith. Greg; 4522; TR/Northwinds
Smith, James David; 4526; TR/Coach Estate
s
Smith, James R.; 4529; 9-2-9/Barnett Addition
Snap Shot; 4565
Southard. Christine; 4578; 1-12-1 7/1 164
College Terr.
Southern Styles Cleaners; 4584
Southland Financial Service; 4586 .
Spann. Martha; 4599; 50-51/NO Of Murra
y
Spann. Martha; 46(10; 50-51A/No. Hwy.
Sparks, Maggie Martin; 4605; 9-29-4/400
1st St
Spencer, Betty L.• 4611; TR/Riviera
'
Steffy. David; 4660; TR/Fox Meadows

.. 8.38
3
.1.4
3
6254457:.:
6
;
11
27
1..6
1(4
651 81 2
4. 209.44
173-.53
49 87

Stockwell, Bill; 4677; 4-8-12/104 So. 13th
Stom. Monty Lane; 4689; 9-5-22/Barnett Add
Strode, Karl; 4710; TR/Fox Meadows
Summers. Marguerite K.; 4742
Swift, Harold; 4766

55
6.9
74
8
60.08
825.69
81.78

225.39
121.66
229.39
177.53
56.34
7.58
9.46
49.70
81.78
174.04
440.82
140.03
235.43
.70.04
62.57
6.78 .
13.61 .
16.93
249.33
,181.53'
' /6.52
42.50
11.76

t

41.41
,The Concord Corp.; 4831; 51-56D
Thomas. Chris; 4834; TR/Fox Me.adows
Thomas. Jerry; 4835; TR/Riviera
Thompson. Nancy; 4853; TR/Fox Meadows
Thorpe. Bobby Lee; 4865; 9-19-3 & 9-19-4

11.(f4
181.51
. 23.57
;
145.61
....... 129 65
,
16.52
15.19
23.99
11.57
13.96
70.61
89.76

Mayfield, Raymelle W.; 2996; 10-25-10/S
o. 2nd
Mayfield, Raymelle W.; 2997; 10-25-11/401 So.
2nd
McCarty. John W.; 3013; 3-14-25/No. 13th
I
McClain, G.W.; 3017; 1-20-21 & 22/KY &
Calloway
McDaniel, Lubie Dan; 3076; 10-1-7/Court Squar
e
McDowell. Dwight; 3087; 8-1-4/1107 Sycamore
McGee Pest Control; 3098
McGee, Richard D.; 3099; 41R-5/Hwy. 641 No.
McPherson, Marlon E.; 3176; 9-31-10/Bolen St.
Memories, Inc.; 3204
Mid-States Coca Cola; 3220
Miller. Alice Faye; 3227; TR/Fox Meaddts

17.76

47.63
281.25

41.89
69.81
21.95
137.64
97 71

Lee, Billy; 2814; TR/Riviera
Leslie. Ruby J.; 2831; 4-2-9/So. 15th
M&G Complete Glass; 2912
la ---4
Madison, Jeffrey Bryan; 2919; 1-8-26/91
u. Pith
Manner, Emmanuel; 2940; 6-7-8/301
No. 8th
Manning. Paul; 2941; TR/Fox Meadows
Manning, Randy; 2942; TR/Coach Estate
s
Marshall. James; 2952; TR/Riviera
Marvel. Marilee; 2957; 9-27-6/403 No.
1st
Marvel, Mary L. Perry; 2959; 9-26-5B/10
8 Ash !It
Marvin. Juanita R.; 2961; 4-2-21A/So.
15th
Mathis, Wayne; 2982; 8-2-6

17.76

Delta; Nu Housing Corp.; 11138: 1-209
& 10/No. 16th
Deshields. Scott; 1149; TR/Coach Estates
Cfick. Lisa Renee; 1162; TR/Coach Estate
s

241.36
8.38
273.27
15.11
21.08

221.41
291.22
.. 161.56
656.24
155.5$
18.59

.

Legal
Notice

Orten, Arlene; 3583; TR/Fox Meadows
Overby, Darrell; 3622; 8-13-21/621
Broad St.
Owen, David; 3629; 2-6A-11
Owen. Steven Bruce; 3638; 11-14-10/P
lainview Ac.
Owens, Shellie; 3643; TR/Northwinds
Parham. John; 3671; 10-26-10/Pooltown
Parker, Billie; 3675; TR/Fox Meadows
Payne Eusheki; 3781; 9-24-3/409 No.
2nd
Payne, James E.; 3782; 4-7-21/313
Woodlawn
Pennington, Cathy; 3797; TR/Fox
Meadows
Perry, Willie; 3821; 9-24-4/407 No.
2nd
Perry. Willie Earl; 3824; 9-29-8/408
1st
Plunkett, Susan G.; 3877; 1-15-1
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; 3879; 9-265A/Ash St.
Public Ice Service. Inc.; 3926
Purdom Motors, Inc.; 3946
R & R Drugs, Inc.; 3959
Ring, Steven K.; 4074; 42M-5-4/Gatesborough
Robbins, Terry; 4080; TR/Fox Meadows

13.96

Hood, Lynol D.; 2133; 6-13-4/405 No. 7th
Hooper, Ktmberly K.; 2138; 11-21-4/1513 Claysh
ire
Hopkins. Danny R.; 2141; 8-15B-2/Wildwood .....
... ..
Hopkins, J.L.; 2146; 5-27-3/Holly Bush
Hopkins, Ricky; 2150; 10-3-14/So. 6th
Hopkins, Ricky; 2151; TR 41-69C
10.21
14.76
Hombuckle, Charlie; 2176; 9-15-13/215 L.P.
Miller
17.34
Hombucklc, Frocie. Est.; 2177; 9-30-1
49.70
Hombuckle, James; 21784 9-15-10/225 No. 2nd
St..
21.14
Hombuckle. James; 2179; 9-23-13/Bishop East
View
201.46 •
Horribuckle, James; 2180: 9-5-12/No. 6th
61.84
Hornbuckle; James; 2181; 10-3-10/502 Elm
Hombuckle, James; 2182; 7-19-23/So
5.94
. 8th
Hornbuckle. James; 2183: 9-24-1/411 No. 2nd..
49.70
v,
Hornbuckle, James; 2184; 11:20-6/1 119 Kirkwood
241.16
1)r
Hubbard, Louise; 2226; 9-27-3/1st St. •
Hubbard. Louise; 2227: 9-30-7/105 Pine St.
2,174 37
•Humphreys. Anna; 2266; 9-9-13
53.86
Humphreys. Anna Farmer; 2267; 9-9-109/406 No.
65.82
5th
Humphreys. Leslie R.; 2277; 9-6-3/503 Pine St.
321.14
Humphreys, Leslie R.; 2279; 7-4-3/1109 Vine
265.28
Humphreys, Leslie Ray; 2280; 9-9-14/No. 4th
137.64
St.
Humphreys. Leslie Ray; 2281; 4-5-22/307 So.
45,87
15th .
Hutcherson. Clifford, Jr.; 2311: 9-30-12A/104
17.95
Spruce
Ivory. Rodney K.; 2357; 9-29,711st St
13.90
2
,Jones..Dan; 2490; TR7Fox Meadows
•105.72
Kendall. Thomas; 2596; TR/Riviera
121.67
Kente
Z. Inc.; 2610
*
145.61
King. Jerry D.; 2652; 9-30-2/209 East Pine .........
49.87
13.61
Lamb, David; 2728; TR/Coach Estates

010

Lapel
Notice

Morton, Lexie; 3360; 8-5-52 & 53/Grogan
Add
Mott, Terry; 3365; TR/Coach Estates
Murphy, Randy; 3385; TR/Northwinds
Murphy, Steven K.; 3386; 42M-7-14/Gatesb
orough
Murray Nissan, Inc.; 3492
Murray Tailor Shop; 3438

7.03
89.76
93.74
13 96
309.17

Graves, Linda Joyce; 1798; 9-284/No. 1st & CST
Hancock. Christine; 1898; 7-3-3/1107 Elm
St
Harding, Bert; 1910; 9-31-16A/No. 2nd
St.
Harp. Mary Beth & Charles Robertson; 1922;
2-5-17/No 17th ..
Hatcher, Donald & Becky; 1977
Hayden. Gary; 1992; TR/Fox Meadows
Hill. Leah; 2069; TR/Fox Meadows
Hill. Louis C.; 2070; ,11-12-29/Plainvie
w Ac

010

Legal
Notice

_305.19
97 73
. 222 21
321 14
.95 73
29 92
..781 9t.

281.25
983.42
63.27
51.79

Flovvden, Tony. 461; TR/Coach Estates
Boyle. Marvinl‘'erta. 489, 2 2 I I
Bradley. Stephen Lee: 496: TR (Fox \lc:blows
Brandon, Steve: 555: 'TR/Coach Estates
Bridges, Kenny: 567, 51_125/R0;er Road
Bugclen. John W., 629:- 4-8-13/106 Sn.
Icth .
Bumphis, (•arlton E.: 632; 27 -X"211.1 Pine
Burks, Kenneth; 645; TRI-0‘ Nleadows
BushrOd. Darrell; 657; TR1(ivieta
Captain Video (Tony Allen); 717

010

Loot
Notice

Notice

75.53
16.93
18.59
37.26
100.13

_

Todd. Howard & Rita; 4902; 51-72/01d Murray-Con
cord
Todd, Myles W.; 4907; 50-35F
Todd, Myles W.; 4908

7.74
209.45
466.38

Toyota of Murray, Inc.; 4923
Utterback, Edd; 5014; 9-8-2/505 Walnut I
Vaughn. Jerry; 5036; TR/Riviera
r

8.266.42
49.87
24.82

Walker. Daniel; 5092; TR/Riviera
Walls, Ural L.; 5130; 10-21-1/Pleasant Hill
Watson, Louie, Est (Ben Ttrrnbow); 5188; 7-2-5
/1103

225.39
11.57
361.03
145.61
164.55
114.70
164.36
429.34
41.89
- 147.28
1,597.59
55.94

ef
,

31.04
112101..6571
Poplar

Wells, John W.; 5225; 11-21-7/Plainview
Wilcox, Glen C.;.' 5287; 5-27-2/Holly Bush
Wilford, Bernice; 5297; 41-53
Williams. Charles H.; 5306; 7-7-5 & 300905 Poplar
Williams, Deborah S.; 5308; 7-15-5/162 So. 6th
Wilson. James T.; 5369; 41B-27/Sha Wa Circle
Wilson, Larry L. & Dorothy M. Hart; 5372; 6-4-14
Wofford, Louise; 5403; Pleasant Hill Add.
York, Donald; 5463; TR/Fox Meadows
Yours. Mine & Ours; 5485

293.22
87.88
416.88
313.115
238.91
1933..4198
16.52
4.41

n20
Notice
•611111M1M110
IMOINNIMO
IMMINIMI=IMMINMOINIO1==e
116/011111IMMIMIMIIIIIIMIIIM 11011
IU0111
m.•rm..ea.

FACE BRICK
Prices Start

At

S1311° m
vowELL &

House Plants

omit
mai

th• r

IMO
lb=
;GEM
MUD
5-8

•11 irks.

Dixieland Shopping
Sideoalk

MI=
WEI

SON INC.

MI=
MI=

P"Itrd PIAni• IPh4p!!!

•Imp.iIiin• at :Arch niJ•

1111118
MOD

Martin, Ts4 517•31123

SON OR DAIGHTFli
AGE 19?

col'NTRY Jeans New
•=1.11
Hours Thurs-Fri 12-5; Sat
OM IMP=DIM IMMIIIMII=;IM=MO
M
-----.1111-10000-11111-1
1111
OUP MO=
10-4 Ilwy 94E5 miles. Special Purchase Guess Jeans
(womout look) Reg. 560,
BIDS for mowing for die Now $30. Brand name
ram,
Friendship Cemetery wiN jes, misses and
women's plus
be read on Sat: April 6. at sizes. Mens
Jeans brand, Jo,1pm. 753-5850 for dache,
Lee,LaGear and Levis.
information.
Large selection tops, jeans
and other items on sale. Check
our prices. 759-1062.

Non-Smoking
Woman
Will sit for sick
or elderly. Have great references.

AS SEEN ON T V

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
•frac loca in,

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

LUZIER Cosmetics Free
Skin Care Evaluations
Complete Line of Facial
and Body Products Contact Kim Parker, Beauty
Analyst 759 4174
LANDSCAPING timbers
$2 87 Cash 8 Carry Trees
Lumber

FOR RENT

TAKER TRAPING UM TV

Close to
Court
Square on 5th St
$160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

fi_51
.
1
4 1
ummonsi
ii-

1-800-334-1203

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

Wet T-Shirt
Contest
Fri. April 5th

TREAS Lumber now has
chain link fencing Come in
and see Walt for details
MAT HIS

Masi wear white r shy,

TRANSMISSION

Starts at 10 pa..
1st prize S50
2nd prize $25
3rd prize S15

Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
& domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

$5 Cover Charge

Sandy's State Line
Hwy 119
Buchanan, Tn.

753 6374

gigoo

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica LT, edu pped
0145992 $24960 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
-Pius Taa Tiiig & License

WANTED
TO BUY

PICTURES and Mirrors for
walls, bathrooms, homes
and offices Double beveled and plain edge mirrors Also glass table tops,
glass repair and replacement work for autos.
homes and businesses
M&G Complete Glass Co
Dixieland
Center
753-0180

(mu SPACE

ALLIANCE

rant- TOR

1.=1010/11111. T

Call 753,
2355
or 753-2048
If not home, leave
message. I will_return your call.

Unless still in School
or College. their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy Offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Help
Wanted
'BONUS INCOME '91"
Earn S200-$500 weekly
mailing Easter cards and
gifts For more information
send a stamped addressed
envelope to T&J s cards
and gifts, P 0 Box 4307130
South Miami, FL 33143
BOOKKEEPING and sales
experience Part time or full
time Steady employment
Flexible hours Send resume to 102 N 15th St
Murray or call 753-2282
between 4-5pm

VCR Service
13randWard•Elkins

753-1713

The family of Lyman Dixon would
like °to express
heartfelt thanks to
their friends &
neighbors for the
prayers, food, flowers & cards during
their recent loss.
The care of Dr.
John Quertermous,
Dr. Dan Miller,
Critical Care, 3rd
Floor Nurses &
Home Health Care
Nurses were so appreciated.
The services of
Bro. John Dale &
the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home were
so meaningful to us.
Betty, Dale,
Diane, Mike
& Stacie

48 Mo Closed End Lease

To Our Many
Friends
'To the many who

befriended' us with
cards, gifts, visits,
calls and most of all
your prayei-s during
the recent illness of
our son, leremy, we
extend our heartfelt
thanks. It is so
heartwarming
to
know we have such
special friends.
Marty & Tina
Carraway

LOST male Beagle mix
dog Wearing collar with
wrong phone number
Cherry Corner area
753-6069 or 4355502
060
Help
Wanted
2 WAITRESSES full time, 1
part time Above average
pay plus good tips Call
478-8095 or apply in person at Ky Lake Lodge Restaurant Hwy 68 at Aurora,
Ky
FULL and part time positions now available at Sub
way for summer Must be
18 years old P1ease apply
in person. Subway 508 N
12th Murray

•

"

•

•

'EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200-5500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more information send a stamped
addressed envelope to A-1
Travel, P 0
Box
430780-B1 South Miami
FL 33143

-

EXCELLENT INCOME'
Easy work, Assemble
sample products at home
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

•. •

EXPERIENCED 'morning
rla cook is yr-quire& lob
pays $4.50 per hour or more

-•'

• -,

.

based on experience. Apply in
person Majestic Royale as do
Holiday Inn

P
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Oen

060
Help
Wanted

Articles
For Salo

FULL or part time kitchen
help Must be 21 Apply in
person
or
call
901-247-5798

VAN driver Moo-Fri 6hrs
Benefits Must be age 55 or
over 753-0929

MARTIN houses 6 room
$25 99. 12 room $39 99. 18
room $57 99. 24 room
$k9 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15ft $3499
Waiien Hardware Downtown Pans Open all day
Saturdays

GET_PAID for taking easy
snapshots! No experience
$900 00 per 100 Call
1 - 90 0 - 2 3 0 36 36
($0 99-rrini or Write
PASE-187X 161 S Lincolnyvay N Aurora. IL
60542

r

150

Help
Wanted

HOUSE of Lloyd is a party
plan selling home decor
items We need area supervisors for the all new program Free training & kit
New raises for 1991 season If interested call
1-500-264-2166
MALE Female who is approximate Jr Accountant
ievel in their knowledge
Must have good background work habits, and
woling to grow Will be responsicie for all forms of
nasic bookkeeping to in°lode - Foei tax reporting
various states Resoeno ,n confidence to PO
Box 0400 Murray Ky
42:
.MiuLT iiiSION Cable TV
has a pos non for a commission d,rect sales person' V.e offer estimated
income of 20K pus great
eork atmospnere career
opporturetes and bonuses You must have good
commenication sk,lis solid
work ethics and strong
cios,ng abi:ity Send re
sume to Mult-Vision Cable:
TV PO Box 741 Berton Ky
42025 EEO
EEL

a

7.

•

WENDY'S now hiring for
daytime positions Must be
available to work between
hours of 7am 4pm includ
ing weekends Apply in person Mon Sat 2-5pm 1111
Chestnut St Murray

Situation
Wanted

SUPER M Fermat New
paint lights and guages
work Factory 3pts Live
power and power steering
436-2619 or 436-2920

LIFECYCLE exercise bicycle $1000 753 1292
9am-5pm

ORDER the spa des gned
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

LAWNS mowed Quality
work for lowest possitole
price
Retere-o,_s
753-6986
MAG S Errand Service or
fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753-9630
Mon-Fr, 8-5 References •
WILL babysit
East
area hiaiye reterences
759 9668

210

PAN-0-MATIC Tappan
range never used, large
size dehumed tier used
1mo Magnavox console
stereo radio 753-3456 or
753-1150

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for saie
437 4667
WOOD for sa e 753-9745

SIZE 78 brand new Alfred
()Angelo formal wedding
dress Has sheered ruffled
sleeves and train
759-9931

ONE Dean Budweiser gui
tat $300 753-4109 afte
5pm

Vv. LL do house cearung or •
sit with eldery Car ater SUNTAN booth 753-3488
7pm 753 101.3
TILLERS - PrOnS Tire 5hp
WILL mow lawns and do Briggs ano Stratton engine
Other -awn work 436-2526 chain dree $29999. rear
tine tillers 3 forwara speeds
WILL wash and wax mobiie
_and reverse_ 5hp $649 99,
homes
Ca-. Sta•ks-- 8hp
$74999 Wa -en HardBroteers Motiie Honne
ware Downtown Pa'is
Parts and S'.JPC! es
Open al, coy Sat./stays
753-2922 753 2753

Business
Opportunity

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Contact Video Elite
612,524.3388
51 8it- rriO. care refrigera
tor seit detrost ExcelIen
concoor $100 Negotiable
7E0 3,
776
436-565 1

-

2 E.8

7.5

L.e
".
s..•
2 -5 2a 753 3651

2br 1 tat,W D hoon.,,o
Located Ri..
7 3390141

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500 mo plus deposit Coleman RE 753-9898

24e PERRY tray° traiIer
self contained skirted in
suiated underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
to, privacy fence See at
Grogans Traiier Court 94E

2BR hoise IOr rent Newly
remodeled
No pets
$285 mo plus deposit
$385 753 6633

29R 1 bath newly decor
ated new carpet iwai'papt.r
tinro..4-idot Stoic reffiger
ato..r Very reoe, Reaisc
cony priced 753 7203

3BR new'y decorated Re
ferences rered No pets
753 3330

1991 14x50
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
Icuft tag or--y $153 ea
Back rook 50.O bag $1 50
ea We a so have sanitized
pay sand 50ib bag oriy
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 43.b
bag ore 52 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604
LAWN chairs of unusual
wooden cies,go Also snake
tone earrings 759-4401 to
Order

8siness
Rentals

ENS.LISH sa-dzie good
;ors. tion $100 2 winter
O arnets ;cad cordItion
520 ea 753 0530

753 t3'EE
SERV

MOWER biades Over 490
S,Ze$ in stocx.Sna:per 30'
'biace $6 99 Scanner
C
:ooir otove scf- dr ye oisc $449 Srapper
ta:
do_b e stack 68" be-t$5 99 Wan
ale' Mda -e Downtown Pa's
3EP '_225
PAT1 sto-es
2PEE'. i•- 3
o ssfa •;•ey
69c ea A oe
er ei iey 2-x 1 2- st;;;;are or hexago,ei
or. .oe or Ca:0 st0nes gray or roc
iit14e nia,e
Ca'

-•

-

4 -,-

_

2

5-5

492 8224 ateo 4oWANT to fie., burley poundage 753-1E7
.

770,0°.

ar-c
A

77,:a
435 4.19, atter

EY:4,0

• •-.

IT ,T2

.Muree„
S‘.r. cc

:.• 1,••

Ccrc

I'

4

• t,
=

WANT to h re owner of
Rear-Tine Tiller to Roto- Till
my 50.40 foot garden
436-2851

T
$25 CE•C

estates

Farm
Equipment

IH 4902'eisk herse drawn
wagon for sac 11h, Chisel
plow 1411 strs-.) traiie,r 6tt
bush hog 435 4301

may

be

n'
s
•
Pori,(

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY, KY

Park Office 10th Sc Payne St.
Deadline April 20th.
Phone 753-7640

40

'

•

•.

storage to.ord
'cc 56 starts at $1095
$142450,'2.24
$2395 Other sizes
acie Aoree Portable B. Id
ogs 502-247-7831

PRIVATE Investigator
3 B A Confidential Invest
gations Southside Shop
ping Center Suite *102
Murray 753-2541
SHARP copiers Auttter
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts arid
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248-4319
WANT a faster refunce7
Why pay more for elec
Ironic filing, Our prices
start at $20 00, Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759 1425
270
Mobile
Homo, For Solo
10.45 MOBILE home Re
frigerator, stove air cond
$1000 Great home for the
lake 753-0530
12.65 HOWARD Johnson
mobile home $1500
489-2208 after 6pm

''"-"rry•'"'•

•

t.,

Hwy. 94 ‘1 in I.nn
Grme 3rd house onl
Right past store.
Rain or S'iune

r
•

led:".1

2BR 2 bath ouclex Applac ces torn sned witn
mic.zowave 1502A Ncrtn
wood Dr No pets New
ava.iabie $450 -. mo
753 2025

:

•

s- .
ad ha •
e•s serv
11,-ay for toyer
yea-. 431 2658
110

2BR eeergy eet,cient du
Poes New pa-rt. extra
:ear Cr tral HI. a:
P.ta able
Cdar-a• RE 7533858
5 PCCV aearteent a: 723
S 4!" St Cali 75370839 or
473; 2-935 Eiger 5pm
*A EPP'..; new brick du;er 2br ac gas heat. a,'
ac; -an oes No pets
753 7588 or 759-4703
ER 1, tor furnished or
• _••
ed Carport slot
age
patio mo pets
- 753 'e93 1

Put'
Sale

••

st
0;41!

t
.•
st,

Lynwood Estates
3rd house on left

Sat. April 6
8-5

481
Nights

Girls clothes.
Avon, jewelry, &

10 ACRES
A-frame hoi
store buildin
ter on Ky L.
finance
354-8416

much more.

Real
Estate
5 ACRES of country living
with a 3br brick home, 2
garden spots. outbuildings
pond and !ru-t trees Of
fered at $66 500 NILS
2974 Contact Kopperifcle,
Realty 753-1222

Yard Sale
Sat., April 6th
8:00 to Noon
Rain or Shine

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
Or 489-2266

b•
,e Keybeesc'eac

NEAR Univers:ty Large
2 bedroom apt Has large
lierg roern Large kitchen din rig area and ample
closet scase Range refrigeraror d.snevasher, disposal and washer-dryer
tookup Ft.:)
, carpeted
Electric heat and air Well
insulated
$275,mo
$275idep 759-1301, Mon
thru Fri 9am-4pm
NICE 1 2 3br apartment
Furn.shed. near campus
Also 1-3br houSe. 1-4br
house W,D hook-up. Day
9-5 753-6111. night
753 0606
TAKING app'ioat,ons for
3br
refe
requir
53 9400
or 435-4214

3/4 BEDRC
brick on 7:
Coldwater/F
ningroom pl
cabinets di
753-2223

753
1901

12TH ST 0
'rear opp
xpanding bus
I2th & Sharp
79.000 Make
liV(X)DG AT
Underground
Robertson
HomeSellers

IIIE CLASSIFIEDS.
you're in the

Whether

market tot a washing

- --tow

machine or

a gym

set.

11

you II find it in

the
Mur
ray
Ledger & Times

Murray-(
procvdtr;
Kentuclo
the follol

REGISTERED NURSES
Immediate Open in

INTENSIVE CARE
REG

Nledical-Surgical
Piediatrics Endoskopy
.
q(;Nti ON BONUS FOR EXPE
RIENCE

Emergen
thopedic!

ICU NURSES Excellent benefits

Saturday,
April 6th

Surgery,
Time,

Alternative Scheduling
Tuition Reimbursement
Salary Commensurate with Education
-Experience

8 a.m.-12 Noon
Earl Ct. off
Fairlane

Nurse Rt
(502)76

I-aye Zeigler. RN
Director of Nursing
(502) 887 0425

Canceled in case

of rain

hi iai {/pp
pl.0,er

803 Pop

"I-A4ua1 Oppor,unit,

Garage Sale
Sat Only!
400 S. 9th St.

8 Party
Yard Sale

push mowers. tools. dryer.
TV. household
goodti. handsaw,
tahlesaw. etc.

Yard Sale
Sat.
April 6th
If rain held ,ix Sat

April 13
8:30 -?
Airport Rd. - rd
house on right
Freezer, apt. size refrig.. dryer, etc.

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

Saturday

7 a.m.-?

315 lrvan
Swing

set

We represent several top rated
companies
to give you the best possible rates,
benefits, and service.

Nin-

tendo tapes dolls
knick-knacks

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

toys all size clothing lots of misc

Murray4
providtru
Kentuck)
the foam

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 compa
nies
CANCER INSURANCE
_ 3 companies
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
3 companies
LIFE INSURANCE
5 compames
ANNUITIES
4 companies

Carport
Sale

CLI1
Bed(
tered Nu
ence and
ence reqt
preferred
33

Please call us the next time you need
any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000
people
already have their insurance with
us and
,we appreciate their business.

Saturday
8:30-5 p.m.

For deli
Lyn Ryas
Nurse ft<
(502)76

McConnell Insurance Agency

Stella next to
West Ky. Tr.
Sales

753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray. Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

Cookware, glass,
clothes, etc

•

FAilIai 'pp•
Employer

803 Pop

•-•
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For deta

Join the AMC CARE TEAM
CONTACT:

gas

FoRN.SHED apartments.
o:ency 1&2, bedroom
and
rofoms Also
rentirg for May Zimmerman Aots S 16th St
753 =1..39

1100sq ft 3
age 2 bloc..
say Mid $4
753-6128

HOME
RE

COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

• .e.i.o-e•

•

• ,-74.‘.
;

New 4 Ell
family
kitchen/di
tion, util
baths, lo
double ga
double dr
sidewalks
parquet
dishwasht
cent. larg

Yard Sale
121 South

8 a.m.-?
Saturday

Old City Park Pavilion
Household
items
and country decoratIng tems, crafts,
w,cker,
knickknacks and collectbieS.
lots
of
sce!lar.eous

3237
Undi

bike
misc
Nothing - oreat bargains ,

Hwy. 641 N. to
Poor Farm Rd.
follOW signs

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale
Sat.. April 6
7 - 12
D-4 Fox
Meadows
South 16th

• `-

-•••••

4

3-Party
Yard Sale

Saturday
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Easy Y Grocery Subdivision in back of subdivision.
d-ng lawn -ower,
weight cienek. s•ze 7
formal.
baby
ciothes, lots o' la
dies clothes shoes
arei lots of miscellaeeoos items

'
e. • "! '
••

•

7:00-3:00
ft fiberglass
boat
den furniture,
exercise

Yard Sale
-;

•••,.

•

4,

rarer, {Lime

•-.1..- I•cr

light & around detour sign turn it in
front of cemetery
ith haw., on I

:- I:

irno
753 -3.,A or 753-2633

picked up at the:

'"•••

'

es

being

•-,
• 4.•,: •

26eoem 1
S-i'
$250mo 3cr,
759-'421

81 2or

accepted by the
Murray -Calloway County Parks Dept. for
lifeguards &concession workers: Appli
cation

-53

WANT to buy 'arrow to
small tractor 753 4364

Lifeguards & Concession
Workers Needed
Applications arc

-I ;-- rt,rs. .

75 .1 •. •

Miniature Golf
•

•

any

KIRBY Vacuum Cleaners
sales and service Call
Jerry Adams Mayfield
days 247-4704. nights
247-6663

YARD
SALE

.,„

h. .
- 71'S'30

•

GRADUATION strapless
black gown with white ruffles size 3 $50, Chinon
movie camera and projector 8mm film $100
753-3248

809 Coldwater
Rd.
Sat., Aprll 6

1 mi. S. 641 at
Calvary Temple Church
8-1 p.m.
Saturday

Sat.. April 6
7:00 - Noon
94 F2 past caution

r ER Spar, pp
rre
$ 40
.E
•.!

1 of 2 DeCrocir aearenent
753 4159

W
ie
mar -a COMPLETE computer sysA RA.F payee and ger
tem with hard drive athef 5 5
era; iedge' Part time 3 diskette drive CBGA color
eays ere:. 'References monitor, printer, programs
reeuested 759-1028 after comfouter desk and chia
5pm
$1700 489-2964

WANTED conste.iction ia
borers No experience
necessary We will train
Must be willing to work out
Of town Please mail iriQr
ies to PO Box 1404 Mr
ray Ky 42071

Yard Sale

Cancel if raining

'

• t`ese

E_y

3 Part%
\loving Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7-4
-.1 IT.

LOT for s
subdivisio
month for
a month ft
Interest.
474-8826,

A

Yard Sale

& Supplies

•

Ca,'

atee
7, -7. '5ft Al cc:
c -e
rfleSS
ariage,-4,- • to-ei.
rinee,s er
ing accounting law cO
ton 492-8425
cat,or or prior sacs eiper
en se Cc • eoe degree 302 MOTOR and auto
•
red "r5 ,s a
transmiss,or Good coed,
tign $2.53 Bean sh,gilers
ee;.
ousess owners 753-3254
• o professicrais in Mur
386
Cemputer
ray and trro‘..noingi areas
oit hard drive
Send resume to PoIp_
E
5, hor 1' 2 meg
McGill Taylor McGiii & Ac
5
, • -:.-.`oware on
soc. 2330 Ervin Coot
naro
$ 1 99 5
oaeooah ory
354-551.:
TE
RKETERS
ieE4
ooy oteep
reeclee.no er:e• owe
jet :...rop $100
r eoe-,sary Mana -e-753-3548
Pool ses aye
753 2328
ALUM frame glass s.ie rg
patio doers $75 753-3648

FICI-Tets

Apartments
For Pent
"' •

'
I C

•

C•a"_-_-ancc re tab e

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.- 4 p.m.

little bit of
everything'

,974Ckevy

320

C"
;:;

S

2 r" nue cast

ree, ocees baty •e;,is toys
-ieeseb,ke kerosene newer
on II h teen;
0' "'IC

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

and
:ere'
pen sior

Sat., April 6
8:00-2:00

AUCTIOf
property
tate Call
tate 753.
Wilson 7
Miller 43;

418 S. 8th
t.,chie

2s- h

o ca s eat.:
'- -vest to
753-8624
4552

7. -7
:
4;

Sale

1410-8 Stadium
io% Dr.
Sat. - 7-?

h .-

1

Fri., Sat. & Sun.
April 5, 6 & 7
7 a.m.-6 p.m.

5'2;3
E'

Sacs A
-•-- o• rt...ine 5-5C Cerroary s
•
-; te lSaies

701 Elm St.

00,c, 2a

5E; ea arc 'EE

•.....ayv
2

&

=7

Moving

Hair Chi

NICE hoi
4th St. I
potential.
759-1922

6 Party
Yard Sale

..iiithes odd. & ends,
hook,. iursiture,

'10,_.1-0G registered pored
rierefore tou.o - rDm. wear
-•; t;
age Ca ,
4'667

WAREH Dn

Public
Sale

Public
Sale

;-PartN
Yard Sale
&
NIoNing Sale
\dull A.httdrcn

OoTT
oz.-sec trained
and so I a: Co:ore Rc-e
a-

a-;tier

h0:,1“0•:: wt

CA LP Crop I want to toy
you' count.), cat*. 5110 ot
o't the tarrr
or
commission tee: 200lb
and up wii!
c.a I
Crop WO
e. •
ow-er s
'
502 885 404E

300

410

SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
sable/white 354 8211

carnore

Yoi, need a buili" I
can get you one Most all breeds a.a iatoe W.]: de
liver 502 885 42.48 nights

SHADY Oaks 2 or ?b,
eiectric or gas Wa Aire Os
lance to college 75,3 5219

Grooming

1609

Livestock
& Supplies

RENT cr rert to own 2br
mobile o.ome in
iratti.s
Cove Recreational Dee
lopment near Aurora Ky
Rcicreatio-ia taciiities
a.ailabie to renters or own
ens For into-mat or ca.
753-26 1 ?

Peg's Dog
753-2915

t.c1

NICE !..irn,shed house in
reside,
:a area for shared
rento to two responsible
ad.. to -$250 ea plus
t•as each Deposit
and re1e,,-ices recLired
Avaiienie ..,une 15
75 3 6 1 4 3
or
606,254 6583

2BR trailer fo• rent Extra
nice No pets $285 mc
$285 deposit -53 6633

YARD
SALE

KOPPEI
lets a c
Real Est
wide se
homes
753-12
1-800-2
711L

MALE Siamese 1 year old
Neutered has shots $2§
753-4218

4-Family
Yard Sale

N'CE brick home quiet
street depos :ease $400
753-0343 A.a.lable 4-16

22R trailer with 14x30 add
on 4 rooms started in back
Setting or 2
'10.e277
$8000 435- 5

REGISTERED yellow Lab
pups Only 5 females left
7wks old $125 753 5211

1603 Hermitage
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat., April 6,
1991

2 or 4 bedroom house
753-4109

2BR 12.43 .- New Icr
cord $85 mo 436 241-

ACREE Carports 12.21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20.21 reg' $1795 on
Sate for $'295 Call May
!red 247 -S•31
,EM Co:
e EGA rno
into, 2Ch-. r.,;
- 360K floppy
Ir-iternai modem Oktdata
;ririter 5622 090 Ca
Ken Zeoe. 753 2764

TAKiNG applications to
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply HIidale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

14.70 2br 2 full baths
Good condition Furnished
Day 498 8911 ever ees
492-8297

Mobile
Homes For Rent

2 WOODED lots in Sher
wood Forest $6000 each
1984 Cutlass Supreme
54 000 miles Good cond.
ton 759-1084

town Par s Coe- a!i day
Satorcoys

Public
Salo

4.70 1986 BREEZEWOOD 2br 2 bath 2 decks
satellite dish nicely landscaped on lakeview lot in
Panorama Shores
436-2672 after 6pm

Miscellaneous

WATER - .....a•ers
eiectr-: dospie
e 0rne•-,:s 5,•
ass i-ned
tar nrs
2: or 40;e,
$1 42, 1=9 50:ga $533
9

100

cc E A
•-t-re7
77

NTERNATIONAL 490
21ft disc 9ft Dugleman
front blade 435-4263

stil.1.10s‘IRES
LioNAIRES PANG.
Bt. RN'S CANDY is BAck
IN NIL RRAN'. Charlie's
Sale- f I'lcarntas:s

090

410

Mobile
Homes For Sale

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

5

NMI

500

Komis
For Sale

NINO,

ft

510

Wed
Coro

Used
Trucks

KOPPERUD REALTY of
2BR 1 bath Country home
lets a complete range of
Brand New
on 1 acre 5 miles south of
Real Estate services with a
Murray 759-1934
wide selection of quality
4 Door.
homes, all prices
38R 2 bath brick Large
753-1222, toll free
Was
$17,257
livingroom with dining area
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
Large kitchen with white
711L
Now
9
painted cabinets. Goon -Air
NICE house on 6 acres S stove, 20x28 family room
Offer good ill April 7111
4th St Murray Unlimited with woodstove, lots of
potential $79,500 Terms built-ins Shutters, wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
759-1922 owner
11%%. 121 it,-Pas
Ole patio Energy efficient
AUCTION your real estate
Walking distance to shop
‘lurra. k.
property to settle your es
ping Quiet street Reaso
tate Call Wilson Real Es753-5315
nably priced
Call
tate 753-3263 or Wayne
753-2206
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
4BR 2 bath brick home in
Miller 435-4144
Lynn Grove Includes nice 1977 CORVETTE 4 speed
detached workshop gar- L82 $7250 753-4445
age MLS 2996 Contact 1977 DODG
E Aspen 4
Kopperud
Realty door, 6 cylinder, auto,
runs
753-1222
excellent, loo
50
LOT for sale in a laketron
Or
lass
subdivision $3000 $50 a COMFORT, Charm
Brou
hevy
month for 60 months, $100 2bedrm 1bath Stucco w/
a month for 30 months No open basement central engine, all power, looks
Interest. 753-4060 or H/C Bob Perrin RE, and runs good $1150 or
trade 753-8165 after 6pm
759- 1 88 1
Evenings
474-8826.
753-3509
1979 VOLVO 2420L. 4
460
EVERYTHING looks new speed, blue, runs great
Homes
in this 3br, 2 bath redecor- 436-2174 evenings
For Sal•
ated home Located on 1983 VW Quan
tum wagon
VA acre lot Offered at Air, stereo, excell
ent condi$46,250 This includes tion Needs
work $700
satellite dish antenna MLS OBO 474,0115
3237 Sq. Ft.
2671 Call Kopperud Realty
Under Roof
1984 CAVALIER good
753-1222
work car 24mpg $1000
New 4 BR home Large
HILLTOP Home Must sell
489-2208 after 6pm
family
room.
LR.
3bedrm, ibath. attached
1984 MUSTANG GT 5
krIctiertidining combinagarage. 4 out buildings
speed, air, power A beautition, utility room, 3
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
ful car in excellent condi% acres 502-436-2010
baths, lots of closets,
tion $4500 436-5845
double garage, concrete
WALK to Central shopping
double driveway_ Patio,
1985 FORD Mustang con3bedrm full basement
sidewalks, carpet, oak
great neighborhood Upper vertible, loaded 45xxx
miles $5500 753-8778
parquet floors, range &
$30's Bob Perrin RE
759-1881
dishwasher, energy effiEvenings 1985 TOYOTA
Cressida 4
753-3509
cient large wooded lot
door Maroon, many extras
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake Including sunroof and
489-2126
leather interior 68 xxx
subdi
vision 4br 2 bath
Nights 489-2387
miles $6800 753-5788
covered deck 354-6006

530

Services
Offered

1990 Grand Prix

1984 GMC Siena Classic
SWB loaded $3500
474-2318 after 4pm

13 500

1987 CHEVROLET 5-10
Excellent condition 60,000
miles with AM,FM cassette
and toolbox $3700 Call
759-1799 after 5pm

A IA T

ENTERPRISE Exc
Dozer, backhoe, trucks Levies, roads, driveways,
parking lots, septic tanks,
foundations, basements,
gravel, dirt, and etc
753-0577

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

sin
Campers

1976 SIERRA Scott] 15ft APPLIANCE REPA
IRS
Air, stove, refrigerator, Factory trained by 3 major
awning, bath $1250 OBO manufacturers Most
parts
489 2841 after 5pm
in stock, on my truck All
1984 COACHMEN motor work and parts warranted
home Less than 10xxx Ask for Andy at The Apmiles $16,500 247-6699 pliance Works 753-2455
CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
sliding front window $275
OBO 753-4359

14f1 ALUMINUM boat with
Johnson motor, trolling motor, and depth tinder
436-2418

530
Services
Offered

ACE Cleaners Will give
1988 JEEP Commanche you a hand with your spring
pick-up truck AM/FM/ cleaning, window
washing
Cass, air, 4spd 753-8167 housekeeping,
or yard
1989 CHEVY S-10 4 cylin- work Call Dorothy at
der, 5 speed, rally wheels,' 753-0196 or call Debbie at
stripes, toolbox Rails, 753-9970
29,000 miles, one owner CARPENTRY commercial
Will sell or trade for full size and residential work
Repickup 901 247-5233 after modeling,additions, decks
.
5 30pm
fences Fast quality ser1990 MAZDA pickup cab vice Call 759-1424 after
plus LE 5 Auto trans, AC, 5pm
ps'pb AM F M cassette, deALPHA Builders - Carpenlayed wipers $8750
try, remodeling, porches,
753-7597
roofing. concrete, drive1991 CHEVY S-10 4 3 V-6 ways, painting,
mainteloaded $9700 437-4020
nance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

Ptirdom Motors
1300

.•=11.

PAGE 17

CLASSIFIEDS

460

Real
Estate

FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1991

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience, Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways
hauling foundations etc
759-4664

510

Services
Offered

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436-2642

Porches, Walks,
Patios, Driveways,
Free Estimates,
Best Price Around
No Job Too Small

GRAVEL, din, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

BUD'S

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specific.a
lions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Concrete Finishing
Fini: (502) 759-1853
MOODY S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

MOWING, landscaping
and tree work All odd jobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254,
753-2869

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251
HARDIN Painting Residential or commercial References on request For
free estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
experience
HAULING, yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

We Thatch 'em,
Patch 'ern.
Weed 'cm,
Feed 'em,
Grow 'cm,
and Mow 'em
FREE ESTIMATES'

SOIV/
1
4011

WANTED Lawn to mow
Dependable and reasonable Call Bob 753-1831
WILL break and disc gardens Bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492 8722
WILL do general tight hauling, mowing yards, painting, other odd jobs
759-9626 before 4pm

WILL do plumbing. All guaranteed 435-4169.
WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No sob too
small 759-4401
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
753-7032
YARD work, mowing and
painting Free estimates
753-8463 after 3 30pm

WILL mow lawns Dependable Free estimates References 436-5443
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No lob to large or to small
474-2300

560

Fret
Column
ADORABLE puppies
A Australian Shepherd.
A Coonhound Free to
good home 753-3114

MOWING, ROTO-TILLING
in town only Will take limited number of small to
medium size yards for '91
season 753-0611
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels, residential commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

PAINTING Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

•Drop by 8 see our showroom

409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Benird
Bunny 8,6.40)
753-5940
NI/••••■•10111

1...h.
"-----dido

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Christopher
Maley's
Lawn Care
Maintenance

;30

Services
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

Service on all brands: window air
conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washe
rs - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas &
electric ranges.

PROFESSIONAL painting
paperhanging wallcover!rigs, furniture refinishing
touch-up and blending
436-5002

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
`All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

REMODELING and con
1986 BLUE Ford Escort
470
crete work Experience and
10 ACRES with a 20x20
wagon PS/PB, air, tape
BLOCK brick concrete fin14ft
JON
boat 35hp Evin- ishing
references 759-9254
A frame house and 20x30
deck 61xxx miles $2000
Basements footrude $500 or trade
lAotorcyclis
store building Near the waings, garages, drives
753-0814
RILE
Y'S HONIE IM474-2772
ter on Ky Lake Owner will
walks 30yrs experience
1987 SUZUKI Quad Race
PROVEMENTS Back from
1986 BRONCO II Eddie 1511
finance
13yrs
759-1949 500 Very good condit
in
BASS
Murra
boat
y
50hp Evinarea
ilumcane Hugo. Roofing our
ion
Bauer Edition $6750
354-8416
rude HD drive on tilt trailer. 753-5476 Charles Barnett
Lots of extras 753-5624
specialty. 10% discount to
753-4445
Depth finder, Evinrude trollsenior citizens. Phone
1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Gar- IT
BOAT DOCKS Over 20 HERMAN'S Janitor Servi
175 Yamaha $600
ce
ing motor Water ready
age 2 blocks from univer
years of satisfied customers in - Floor Cleaning '24 Hours 489-2693.
1986 CHEVROLET Cele- Used 15
759-1039 after 4pm
times Locally the buildi
say Mid $40s 753-1404
ng and repair of boat A Day " Business offices, ROCKY COLS
brity Euro Sport 4 door owned
ON Home
$3425 Call docks,
YAMAHA 920 Virago, w/ $2750. 1983
753-6128
rails and lifts. All work private homes, churches. Repair Roofing,
Ford pickup 901-247-5567 leav
siding,
e approved by TVA or Corps
shield, hard bags, bars. 300-6cylinder
of Weekly, monthly, one time painting, plumbing, conauto $1650, message
3/4 BEDROOM 21
/
4 bath new tires $1875 753-8115
Engineers. Former owner of job. Call 474-2358
1982 Mercury Capri Hatchcrete Free estimates Call
brick on 3 acres near after 5pm
1511 RUN-ABOUT walk- Twin Lakes Mooring. Call
back $1550, 1980 Mercury
NEW AND NICE!
474-2307
Coldwater/Farmington DiINSU
LATI
ON Blown In By
Builder's home,built in 1990,features 3 bedro
Marquis 4 door $1250, thru windshield. 100hp Mark (Tony) KTITM at
ningroom plenty of closets
oms,2
Sears TVA approved
ROGER Hudson rock haulbaths and 6 walk-in closets Located Just
dim
1979 El Camino $2650, Evinrude, factory trailer 354-8695 before 8ain or after
West of
cabinets double garage
Save
on
those
ing,
high
gravel
heati
ng
,
sand
5pm
Good
dirt, drivefor free estimates.
Murray in Woodgate Estates $90s MLS
condition $1500
1977 Ford Van 302 auto
Auto
753-2223
2916
and cooling bills Call Sears way rock 753-4545
$1400: 1973 Ford Galaxy OBO 436-2528
Services
BREAKING and disking 753-2310 for free estimate
753-6
763 -759-1823
500 2 door hardtop $550, 1977
HARRIS floteboat ga;dens Yard landscaping
HOMESELLERS NEW and used Ores Key 1965 VW Beetle $750
711 Main St.
JO Es Lawn Care Resi- SEWING machine repair
See 120hp I B 753-4478 or and bushhogging
753-1222
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
at 5 Points Auto Used Cars
REALTY
dentia
l
and
Kenn
comme
eth
rcial
436-5
Barn
753-0
hill
430
178
753-5500
810A Coldwater Rd or call
mowing, trimming, fertiliz- 753-2674
753-0375
753-9181 or 753-8124
1986 BOMBER Crappie BUILDER, new homes. ing and rolling 345.2312
19111 'N. 12th 'ii.
490
STALLONS Roofing/
Mate 15' 1978 75hp John- garages, additions, remod1986 DODGE Caravan SE
KITCHEN CABINET RE- Siding. painting All work
12TH ST COMMERCIAI
Used
son Motor, trolling motor, 2 eling, framing, decks, pa
ireau opportunity to
Good
condition 75xxx
MODELING with wood guaranteed Free estiCars
depth finders $4000 tios, solar green houses
-xpanding business Corner o
miles $5500 527-7107 afmates Call 474-8064
pole barns Experienced grain formica, all colors
12th & Sharpe In best area
753-9
365
or
436-2
1964
914.
FORD
Faloo
n all orig- ter 5pm
You need a part-time job. But you'd like to find
• 79.00U SiAke offer 753-0375
carpentry Tripp Williams, Free estimates Wulff's Re- STAR
inal, no rust $1550
VING college student
1988 16f1 ALUMACRAFT 753-0
covery, Murray 436-5560
something more meaningful than a simpl
563
after
5pm
1986
ESC
e
ORT 1984 with 35hp
needs yards to mow Best
RIM' LOTS IN TOWN' 753-0115
Johnson motor
paycheck.
Tempo, 1983 New Yorker,
WOODGATE PSTATES!
job at cheapest price
Call 759-1929 after CARPET and vinyl repairs LANDSCAPING mulch
1966
THUN
DERB
IRD.
Re- 1982 Cutlass, 1981 Grand
Underground utilities Johnny
Join the Kentucky National Guard. For two
and installation Profes- 436-5694 or 753-4514 after 753-6986
4 30pm
stored to near show condi- Prix Financing
Robertson Rd
area
available
i
w
e.ks a year and one weekend a month, you'll
ir
e
e
sional service Glen Bobber 5Pfn
HomeSellers
tion 428cu.in., psipb, No credit
751-0175
SURE
WAY Tree & Stump
1988 CHEETAH runabout 759-1247,
check 492-8884
discover rewards that last 24 hours a day - all your
leave message
LAWNMOWING Depend- Removal Insured with full
seats, windows, air. $9200.
19ft 165hp I/O $8000
able person 753-7027
line of equipment including.
443-4621.
1987 HONDA Accord LX 4 Days 753-7
688, nights CHIM Chlm Chimney
60ft aerial trucks and brush
door. 5 speed, 48xxx miles, 759-4703
You'll get in great physical shape, learning to be
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- LAWN mowing and handy
- chipper To assur
loaded 753-1362 days or
e a safer
zen discounts We sell chim- man 753-5310
a soldier. You'll have training opportunities that
1988
operat
RC
759-9841 after 5pm Ask
24' Pontoon, de- ney caps and scree
ion at a lower comns
give you new expertise in new technologi
luxe 1989 Johnson 88 WIT 435-4191
A LICENSED electrical petitive cost Free estifor Tim
es.
You'll find excitement - and you'll know the
& T, full furniture, 12gal
contractor JAMES C GAL- mates without obligation
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5 tanks, 12-24
team spirit of a group of people much like yourself.
TM, LCR, CONTRACTOR Portable LIMORE ELECTRIC Com- Day or nae 753-5484
speed 49,000 miles
bought new 5/89 $10,500 buildings, pole barns gen- mercial and residential, fast
All have joined to serve their country and their
T
C
Dinh Repair and Main$4200
753-8269, 080 753-3648
eral home improvements courteous and efficient sercommunity when people need them most.
tenance Plumbing and
762-3106
Quality work for less Cus- vice 759-1835
1990, 17A ft WINNERElectrical That can be just as important as the paycheck
Cleaning
tomer satisfaction guaran1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully
Murray-('alloway County Hospital a leader
Intrigue, 1406p Mercruiser teed
LEL Lawn Service Com- Sewer 1210/1212 Main
in
you receive from the Kentucky National Guar
Free estimates L E
equipped Must sell best I/0. low hours
providing quality healthcare in Western
d
mercial or Residential
Street 753-6111 office.
Built-in cool- Williams 489-2663
each month.
Kentucky and Vorthwest Tennessee annou
offer 753-5211
ers, mooring cover, ski
Free estimates 753.4001
753-0606 after 5pm
nces
ICENT
UCICY
the follou
lob openings
Stand out from the
equipment, trailer Excel- CUNNINGHAM S Heating
1989 MERCURY Topaz
McKINNEY Booking serVCR REPAIR Wood VCR
I;ii
lent condition $8900 and Cooling Service Comcrow
d! Dare to be different!
loaded $7500 1988 Ford
vice now taking new clients
Service Center. cleaningRanger XLT, loaded 753-1404 days or plete service on all central 759-4173.
Call
today and get started
servicing $15, most repairs
cooling, all makes and
762-4051 after 4 30pm
aismo
$5500 753-7855
on your future!
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Emergency Room, Critical Care,
mode
Iladoealllord
ls
Call
Gary
at MR Chimney Chimney
OrAlmo,
Open 9-12. 1-5,
1989 NISSAN $4550, 1988 20tt SUNCRUISER 1988 759-4754
SFC EDDIE DILL1ON 753-8210
thopedics, Long Term Care, Obstetrics
cleaner 492-8561
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
Firebird $5500, 1980 Eldorpontoon, 60hp Johnson oil
,
Surgery, Medical/Surgical. Full,
injection motor, foot control CUSTOM sawmilling Acado $2100 492-8884
Part
trolling motor, depth finder, curate, bandsawn dimenTime, and PRN positions available.
CAR Stereo Installation
live well complete cover, sion lumber, posts, poles
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
trailer. $6500 753-4364 af- tobacco sticks 436-2556
Music Murray's Alpine Car ter
after 7pm
5 30prn
For details contact:
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Lyn Ryan. R N
39' HOUSE Boat Laving DAVIDSON Roofing New
Center, I block from MSU
Nurse Re1 router
room, kitcherVgalley, bed- roofs and repairs Tear offs
dorms.
(502) 762-1319
room and bath, air- and re-roofs Wntten guarCLEANEST and best main- condi
tioned Excellent boat antee Local references
hi JAI I/pp.,rtunItv
tamed 1984 Trans Am in at
Employer
a great price $15,000 753-5812
area, adult driven Fully 753-6
487
LICENSED for electric
loaded, t-tops, 66,000
803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky
911 hp EVINRUDE $375 gas, refrigeration Installamiles, references available
42071
tion and repair Free esti443-4621
$5500
Will trade
mates 753-7203
753-3704 1601 Loch
NEW MUSSEL BOAT
Lomond
FENC
E sales at Sears
16ftx6tt inside 'A in botnow Call Sears 753-2310
tom $1000 502-442-2155
395
for tree estimate for your
1988 PROCRAFT 1780 needs
bass boat Jehnson GT
Vans
150hp motor 12/24 John- FOR custom sewing for
1981 CHEVROLET Car
son trolling motor Tilt/trim, proms or new spring
nage Conversion Excel
custom trailer Paper graph clothes Call Melissa at
lent condition but high miHummingbird LCR Fully 759-4654
leage $4500 492-8166 rigged
Blue and gray color. GENERAL office and
Murray-Calloway. Count) Hospital. a leader in
before 3pm, 492-8149 after
Garage kept New condi- house cleaning Refer
providing quality healthcare in Western
34:on
tion 554-2453 after 5pm
ences required 753-4897
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
1986 FORD van 6 cylinder
the following lob openings
with air $2850 753-4445

Stside•Allbritint Inc* •

489-2503

ing
2
gs
Of
11,S
rJ

ate
its
351

ng
olf
Ut
Or

Kopperud Realty

Part-time jobs.
Full-time rewards.

REGISTERED NURSES

MURRAY
CALLOWXY
CCIUNTY
HOSPTTAL

CLINICAL MANAGER

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan Fl N
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319
Equal I OpprrriunIty
Fltriployn

Used

A

total of 123 acres or will sell in
smaller
tracts: two 45 acre tracts On the south
side of
Highway #280 and two 16 acre tract
s to TVA
easement to Wildcat Creek just off
the Blood

Trucks
1972 4 wheel drive V. ton. 4
speed, psipb 436-2619 or
436-2920

MURRAY
CALL:MAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentu
cky 42071

i

:••

•

Now that we are entering. our "garag
e sal
want you to be informed on our polici e season," we
es.

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY

sno

33 Bed Orthopedic/Surgical Unit. Registered Nurse with 3-5 years clinical experience and previous management expe
rience required. A baccalaureate degree
is
preferred.

:Ns

1979 CHEVROLET
loaded Excellent condition $3500 8hp John
Deere $1000 753-3942

River Embayment. The property AriouX
1 be
good for any type development orAfte
-fect
place for your 'Alt-home. Near Panor
Larna
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course, only seve
n
miles from Murray.

1979 FORD SWB excellent
condition 67,000 miles
753-4893 after 5pm

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

1983 SUBURBAN 454
trailer ready, dual air
753-6299

Jarnos Majors, ResId•noe 328-8418

We do work 2 days in advance to
bet
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.mter serve you.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advanc . on Saturday.
e and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come
by

•

Ledger & Times classified department
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Owensboro man shoots hisson

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Inetha Rowlett
Funeral rites for Mrs. Inetha
Rowlett will be Saturday at 10 -a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Wayne Cox will
officiate. Bobby Stubblefield will
lead the song services.
Pallbearers will be Donnie Rowlett, Christopher Rowlett, Michael
Rowlett, Tom Mathes, David Barrow and _Flenoy Barrow.
Burial -will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday ).
Mrs. Rowlett. 65. of Rt. 4. .Mur-

Mrs. Callie B. Gingles

ray, died Wednesday at 1i25 p.m,
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Born July 22, 1925, in Stewart
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Raymond Mathes and
Lois Sells Mathes.
Mrs. Rowlett is survived by her
husband, Duffie Rowlett; two sons,
Donnie Rowlett. Fort Wayne. Ind..
and David Rowlett. Chicago, Ill.:
one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Barrow.
Paris, Tenn.; two brothers, Leonard
Mathes, Paris, and Boyd Mathes.
Stewart. Tenn.

The funeral for Mrs. Callie B.
Gingles is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale is officiating.
Pallbearers are Joe Hal Stewart,
James Hugh Stewart, Dale Melugin, Bob Melugin, Billy Rue Nix
and Franklin Rogers.
Burial will follow in Murray'
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Gingles, 93, of 511 South
13th St., Murray. died Wednesday
at 8:50 p.m. at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County

Diuguid S. Warren
The funeral for Diuguid S. Warren is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. William Strong and the
Rev. Billy Vencent arc officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is pianist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are And Phelps.
Bob Warren, Roger Warren, Duane
Warren, John Harmon and Barry
Hardison.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.

Services for Mrs. Geneva D. Ferguson are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. Rick Wilson and David
Godar are officiating.
Pallbearers are Elroy Blackburn.
Ralph Stockwell. Eddie Fleetwood.
Barry Priest, John Fredrick and Jeff

Mr. Warren, 69, of Meadow
View Retirement Home, Mayfield.
died Wednesday at ,2:25 p.m. at
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Hilda Lee Warren: one daughter, Mrs.
Carol Phelps. Rt. 2. W'ingo; one
stepdaughter. Mrs. Joanie Horton.
Louisville; one stepson. Barry
Hardison, Wingo; two brothers.
Huey. Warren and Alton Warren.
Murray: to grandchilderen; four

Mrs. Velda
Marie Fox

stepgrandchildren.

Mrs. Velda Marie Fox. 85. of
Marion died Wednesday at 5:05
a.m. at Crittenden County Hospital.
Marion.
Survivors are four sons, William
Earl Fox, Marion. Marion Douglas
Fox. Lansing, Mich., Bobby Reece
Fox, Denton, Texas, and Dorsey
Matlock Fox, Murray; two sisters.
Mrs. Mary Cathryn Butler and Mrs.
Eva Lee Arflack. Marion:. 10
grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Gilbert Funeral Home. Marion. Sr. Lucy Tedrick
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mapleviev.
Cemetery. there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Clifford H Mavis

of Freesoil.
Mr. Mavis had reeen::y
and moved here from Arcad.a.
He is szNived hs his vi
Joyce Do",
.
se‘c
Kathryn
Ba::
.•

na. Peggy Banackes. PunIa
Fla.. Susan Ma‘.:,

Jeanne Butterfiqh1d. Spokane.
Wash., and Clifford Mavis -and
Johanna Mavis. Nashville. Tenn.:
one sister. Mrs. Helen Tubles.
Kalamazoo. Mich.; one brother,
Donald Mavis. New Concord; six
grandchildren. Amy, Heather. Conna. Simon. Elizabeth and Damion.
land.
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Contra.BeI Telephone Co. share
earnings:

its cc

El..:ZABETFITOW'N, K. ;AP,
-P
police are turning to a
Dpsychic for help ih
: for Alex Suleski, the
-Aho disappeared from
7.: 77.e in Radcliff in la:c
-a Chief Don Harris
- Capehart is dona:Wi:: he in
sea%7„7„;
residence
think V. as
pes of fin.2.:74

--nass

an experiment in
An order from the
Service Commis-

ahesday extended it to

Police ask psychic.
for help to locate
a missing child
earh.- a

s rates were
. million during the
.. a statement from the
said.
: SC.S the ''reasonable
So.a:h Cetru-Al Bell's
• 10.99 percent to 11.61

sister, Mrs. Modena Wilcox. Metropolis; and two brothers. Truman
Smith. Murray.. and Herbert Smith.
Quincy. :11.
Services will be Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home. Metropolis. The Rev. Louis
Brinker- will officiate.
Burial will follow in 100F
Cemetery. Metropolis.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after .6 p.m. today (Friday).

aho‘e that. up to 13.11
are shared equally with
raierii•
.... -• and stockholders. Rate-

get 75 percent/ and
25 percent of profits
ahoYe11 percent_
Trici c.7,:er also detailed percen:ha company. could recover
fromc_,:,rhers when earnings fall
; "L99 percent.
Contra: Bell has 925,000
in 78 Kentucky
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2215 Quail Creek (Gatesborough
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Refundable Sccunt!.

Der

Down Payment

I otal

Cash At

$1,500

Incept.

rm.: of Payments
Total Mileage Alloweet
Mileage Charge Over 30,000
Lease Term
usuage tax. title. & license fees

$2,244.66
$14,928
30,000
$.10/Mt

48 Mo.
$310.84

S ‘'4;ur

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
753-2617

• 5 HP Briggs '8, Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered
• 7 Position Depth Stake

\,
'"-----\0\b_est investment
is you.
•-i•Irt.er New. `I'xi, American anal kr•eleest
f •".• a- get and
P

Walter's Pharmacy
reed-Pro

W
pahlaterrm aMceshtr

(7)

Your Skin and the Sun

Loretta Jobs Realtors

TI

gsaith fitne
970 Chestnut St.

wan cm.. 21 taw aim faraman•ma• al Oa .4611 • •arm& .•
:I %hi Ism Crieeee
ma
EACH OFFICE LS INDFPF_NDF-NTI Y OWNED AND OPERATED

• 11 HP Briggs & Stratton Synchro-Balanced Engin
e
• Step-Through Design
• 4-Speed In-Line Transaxle
• Convenient Operator Controls
• 12 Position Height Control with Memory
• 2 Blade 36" Deep Draw Mowing Deck
• 24" Cutting Radius
• 2-Year Limited Warranty
• Grass Catcher Optional

svL,ti be evarnined by your doctor of lermatolo
giSt quickly
•W'r 'ooer ofecaubons almost afl slur cancefs
re ofeeventable
r
ot IV HO frk1110nabout Or cancer *Asa you,
ona5onlacist9

303 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
•
(502) 753-1492
Put your trust ha umber One T"

Center

t.
too,".••'1

itiK;;Eld.

S18,617
$1,200
$400

Oruon Plug Dtscount

•Signs dolennat slur carw rch•Cie scal,N
sotsrwsluintJttCn bleed change co.of of
entrge 7hese and any "ales that re cnrging

(North of Penney's, turn right)

9g

mo.*

40
-

•"-ce is a vow ink Dews,- •ecerec s e •
oosve so the s4^ and sue cancer
•Cooei 500000 Arnencarip a yea, deveicip
ca.r.er and lens ol 'hoularicts Mem are dyng
malogrant •neanoria a very dangerous tors' sin cancer
•The sr s •ays are ne strongest between '.'"; a and G ••• Be especially cares,! avoid repeated
over. e•ocsure dunng •.res.e hours
•Wea• protective Opting wee bnrnmed *Ws and
Jse a sunscreen et an SPr *sun orotectivi
'actor' best suited to your skin tyre
ys. have kgrit slur hair or eyes ase a
, De
csho,id
.:iiisc
s t.,zee
.arivesicrtirka
ta ersSPC
r :ao 15 o'rtspc0 ,...,ohe

1005 Southwood (3 bedroom condo)

.r

-Tahoe Trim
*Air Cond.
•Full Power
•4x4
•Aluminum Wheels

• Adjustable Handle
• 2-Year Limited Warranty

r

aik.c6re

r Ipt:t6..„•

#229038

• 12" Tines'17" Tine Width
• 13X5.00 Pneumatic Tires

•Evee 'elected ler•(Tr sand cement snow or
cre•:an cause oairtLiJ damagingburns Sunlight
s also stronger at tigher elevators
ditiona sunscreen ate( symnolg or
.
iikoci
easlyy eardmee

,•

1991 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer

1•11,

11sc:unic!
18 -' a

4`,-;

Open This Weekend
Sunday, April 7, 2-4 p.m.

753-7283

•

753-0489

VVI

Goodyear._...............
23'• unc.)
1.8.11
Rand
114'•'
-.
i Ingersoll
44' a -' a ?
K \fart K. 1 Oldies.............
4
22
1:ga:
•5a
1s ,
Kroger
2
40
4: ,
a .::
- - i
(
? 1 & G Energie5
t . McDonalds
3.1.- 8 ..1 • ,
JCPenne?
c:4' P ?.. Quaker Oats
.94" P '•
‘, Sears .......................
3:53.. -. .
Snap-On Tools
11- _ .
Texaco
113
63
3:
,
5a I
ki Time-Narner
L. 1 T
Nal-Mart
41' , -'•
I" Nool%orth
14
\ C.F.F. Yield
6.03

-4416644.410
. 54500-4710
546.00-42.00

When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

•

Main

HILLIARD
LYONS

Check Us Out

:7••Ir•r;:s
4

6th &

Caps., e
Surrrrary

SaC

•

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

i

5252.0k lo•er

Sows
LS 1-2 2 ,3S0 lbs
......
1.3 300-00 Rn
....
LS 1.3 406525 La
1.5 1.3 525 and up.
2-3 366516 lbsi.
ficars $3 00-.00

Read.
Then recycle.

7 ._k:r.g up some foul play
right now, right here,
pr, 7: - it was dirty," sh:e

.W.A•rny

Ross Insurance Agency

Industrial A % erage
-9.41 •
Proious Close ................... 2924.50 i
( 1ir Products
70'.4 •.' a ?
.%.T.C.-Class 1
.42':8 43.1
AT&T ....... .. ...:........... 3P
Bank of Murrab .
1508
Bell South
, 8riggs & Stratton
'2%3'm -' z
,Chnsler
14 -'•
CS X Corp......................35'.4 -I' a i
Dean Foods
)
Dollar Gen. Store ....11' 2446/142211111.
441 31
.4311.:
.
s f

HOG MARKET
525

evidence in a case
) helped police
•
-n the recent
_
1- case of Lisa C,7,1

ifrr,•n•

Prices as of 9:00

Federal-State Market Nese Service A pri 5. 1991
Kentucky Purchase krea Hoe Market Report Include
4
Burnt Stabons Rnetpta 1ct 514,Est 415 kr-rows&
Gins
mm1.25 lower, Son'oder
Mad!,over
(5 1-2 2.30.250 lbs
-340.064&25
IS 1-2 216-2341 Ibt
.-34.5. *0-C 56
IS 2-3 2.3‘2b4 lbs
$C 0-4100

: ;id The tie 4sof Elizabethtown by
W.:idnesday that she
picked up someSuleski's

remained in critical condition -in

the intensive dare unit at
Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital on Thursday, hospital spokeswoman Sheila McDaniel said.
Paul Edward Homback, 63, was
charged with attempted murder in
the Wednesday morning attack.
said Lt. Bill Thompson, chief of
detectives for Owensboro police.

641 South

Report

F
E
:
itl
rdin
, ((;•cemn,derrailch%1•4ors

Mrs. Bessie Burton 88. died
Thursday at Magnolia Nursing
Home. Metropolis. Ill., where she
resided.
She was a member of First Baptist Church. Metropolis.
The daughter of the late Willie
Smith and Joanna Bug -Smith. she
was also preceded in death by her
husband. Eric Burton. two sisters
and one brother.
Mrs. Egon is survived by one

regulation" plan
•

Stock Market

Mrs. Bessie
Burton

There will be no services as
requested by Mr Mavis.

State approves 'incentive' plan
FRANKFORT. K.(AP) approved contimatich ,
lets customers of So..:.

Mrs. Ferguson, 83, of Rt. I.
Alm°. died Wednesday> at 9:05
p.m. at her home.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Marion I. Garland and husband,
Nelson, Rt. 1, Almo; one son.
Edward S. Ferguson IV and wife.
Janet, Townsville. QLD, Australia;
six grandchildren, Mark A. GArland and Marion Geneva Garland.
Almo, Crystal Ferguson, Atlanta.
Ga.. Edward S. Ferguson V and
Timothy Ferguson. Mobile, Ala..
and Daniel T. Ferguson. Townsville QLD; two great-grandchildren:
two sisters, Mrs. Virginia D.
Lovin-Hunter. Alexandria, Va., and
Ms. Harriet Ann Duncan, Miami
Fla.

Steen. Burial will follow in Murray
Memonal Gardens.

Final rites for Mrs. Virginia Eli- -Young. Ray Hale. Jimmy Joe Hale.
zabeth Hale were today at 11 a.m. Jackie Hale. Randy Kursave and
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Ricky Millington. grandsons.
Funeral Home. The Rev. Paul
Burial was in Murray. C.:‘
Bogard and the Rev. Glynn Orr
officiated. Music was by Kathy Cemetery.
Ligon and Jerry Bolls. singers. with
Mrs. Hale. 70. of 817 North 19th
Mrs. Ligon as pianist.
St.. Murray. died Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Pallbearers were Timothy
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Clifford H.
c' C:.:
cord. died Tuesday a: h's
His dea:h followed
:cancer.
Born March 16. 1928. he was :TC
son of Clarence and Ha:da \1.:\ s

Hospital.
She is survived by two daughters, Miss June Gingles, 511 South
13th St., Murray, and Mrs. Jimmie
Stubblefield and husband, Bill, Rt.
5, Murray; one granddaughter,
Miss Kathy Stubblefield, Rt. 5.
Murray; one grandson, Krit Stubblefield, Murray: three sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Jewell Mclugin and Miss
Lowell Gingles, Murray. and Mrs.
Eamestine Black, Ocala, Fla.; two
nieces and four nephews including
Bob Melugin a Murray.
.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) - A
man charged with striking his adult
son with a hammer and shooting
him in the stomach allegedly told
police he planned to kill his son
and wife before committing suicide, the chief detective said.
The son. Scott Homback, 31.

Mrs. Geneva D. Ferguson

Mrs. Virginia Elizabeth Hale
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S. 12th • 753-7688
'We accept Blue Cross Blue Shteld
PCS and others

0.••••• (.11••••1

753-2571
7:30-5.30 M-F, 7.30-5:00 Sat.

or

753-4110
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